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of the tube, and made gas tight by an expanding metal elas
tic cup, forming a knife edge on the plug, and forced against
ring of copper or other soft metal let into a groove formed
a
devoting
For some time past Mr. Henry Bessemer has been
round the breech for that purpose. This breech piece is
his attention to the construction of heavy ordnance, and the
shown at e, having a knife edge. The removal of the breech
projPc
of
weight
a
which
development of a new system by
is effected by the rod, g, fastened into the rear of the
piece
tile may be fired far exceeding anything that has been yet at·
and supported in a bearing suspended from a crane;
breech,
of
form
lighter
a
with
time,
same
the
at
tempted, combined,
gun, requiring the employment of less metal
BESSEMER'S

HEAVY

ORDNANCE.

in its construction.

To achieve this end, he
seeks to consume his powder charge in such
a manner as to utilise the whole of its effec

communicating the ignition, or else parted by
a thin layer of meal powder.

succeeding discharge of the serIes, and the
intervals of time between the discharges di.
minish, so as to keep tillle with the increas
ing velocity of the projectile, and thus keep
up the pressure in its rear nearly uniform
throughout

In Fig. 2, the cartridge above described is
as well as in end elevation, Fig. 4.

In both

these figures the cells which contain the pow
der charge, will be seen, as well as the dia
phragms dividing the powder itself.

Each of

these diaphragms is pierced with a smaH hole,
so that the charges are fired in rapid succes
sion.

The powder is ignited by percussion

caps contained in a separate cell,

0,

fastened

into the central part of the cartridge; and be
hind the cap is a small steel rod fitted so that
it can be easily moved.

In a line with this

rod is a similar one, l, passing through g, so

explosion which exerts so destructive an in
fluence on the breech of the gun, decreases
as the shot, acquiring velocity, moves along

that on receiving a blow at its outer end it
Cf'mes in contact with the former, and strikes
the cap.

the bore of the gun, until, as it reaches the
, muzzle, the final pressure upon it is far less

The cells of the cartridge preserved

from injury, and the charges are kept dry by
a soft metal capsule covering 'the end of the

than that which originally started it into mo

chamber.

To equalise this force then. and exert

As shown, the cartridge can be

easily removed after it has been fired.

upon the projectile a constant pressure along

It will be understood that the powder in the

the gun, is the first object the inventor seeks

various cells of the cartridge is ignited at the

to obtain, and he anticipates reckoning the

mouth of each cell, but they may be so ar

weight of shot, not by pounds but by tuns,

ranged that the cells may be fired successive

which, with perhaps a somewhat low veloc

ly as the shot advances along the gun, and

.ity, would, if fired against armor plated ships

various means may be adopted for firing the

.and forts, fall upon them and crush them.
But in so greatly increasing the weight of

charges, such as a central fuze communicat
,ing with each cell, or a suitable electrical ap

the shot, the inventor naturally increases the
length of his gun, considering a barrel of,

paratus actuated by the projectile itself.

say, 50 feet in leng�h, to be necessary for his
purpose. In this barrel there would be gen

In Fig. 2 is shown a nearly spherical �hot,
of a reduced diameter in one direction, where
a portion has been cut away, so as to form a

erated a series of continued or repeated ex
plosions, which would exert a comparatively
low and equal pressure during the whole

flat band around it.

Thus, for a gun of2 ft.

bore, the shot may be 26 in. cut down to,24
in., as shown.

time that the projectile traverses it.

The advantage of such a pro

jectile over a spherical shot, is that there
would be less windage, and that no rotation

'Thus, in the present system a given charge

Ji'1{]. 3.

projectile has traversed a distance of 10 feet,

could be set up in the passage of the projectile
through the gun, thus insuring a greater ac
curacy of fire.
In

the pressure may be reduced to a mean of

15,000 lb. per square inch throughout the en

Figs. 6, 7, 8, is shown the

elongated

projectile proposed to be used by Mr. Besse
mer, in which a part of the powder charge is

Mr. Bessemer proposes to sub

'inserted in the rear of the shot, or
iliary chamber, to o'main rotation.

stitue for this violent and unequal action a

continuous force of only some 3,000 lb. to the

ill an

aux

In this ar-.

rangement a separate charge is placed in the
shot, as shown, and the latter is provided with

inch, maintained upon the shot throughout
the entire length of its extended travel along

openings at the rear, tangential to the circum
ference; the ignition of this supplementary

the bore of the gun, hoping, to obtain an
equivalent duty with a vastly reduced strain.

charge at once gives additional impetus and

The engravings on the next page will ex

rotation to the shot as it passes along the

plain the mode in which Mr. Bessemer has

gun.

Fig. 1 is an elevation,

The lJowder is placed in the recess at

the rear of the shot, firmly compressed in it,

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of part of the

and afterwards partially bored out, as shown,

The inner

to insure such rapidity of fire that the whole

tube of the gun may consist of several thick

may be consumed before the projectile quits

plates of iron, each bent into a tube and

ghe tun.

welded, the inner and outer surfaces being

The degree of rotation would of

course depend on the amount of powder con.

bored and turned so as to receive a series of

sumed, and the size and direction of the open

steel hoops placed on hot, and exerting an

ings through which the high pressure gases

At the ends of the

escaped. As shown in the drawing, the central

inner tubes are flanged hoops for the purpose

opening,

of connecting the several lengths together by

through

which

the

projectile

is

loaded, is closed with a plug bored out in the

bolts.
The breech of the gun may be secured by

entire movement from the

shown in its proper position within the gun,

limits upon the size of heavy guns, and the
weight of projectiles employed. Again, the
sudden energy called. forth by the powder

movable breech plugscrewlld into the end

its

breech to the muzzle of the gun.

equal to that of the bore, is required to resist
the tendency to rupture the shock occasions.
This necessity places comparatively confined

a

The quantities

of powder in these charges increase at every

plosion of the heavy powder charge required
to project the elongated shot is so great, that
a thickneas of metal at the breech, about

interal force on the gun.

By preference, Mr. Bessemer recom.

each other by diaphragms having a fuze for

latest deSigns, and the trials of which will
subject his theories to the extended test of
actual experience. In the largest description
of rifled ordnance now in use, the sudden ex

gun, and Fig. 3 a cross section.

the gun. From 20 to 100 of these chambers are

of separate charges of powder, separated from

may remark, that Mr. Besse:lhtlr is at the
present time having constructed a monster
piece of ordnance which shall embody his

embodied his ideas.

mass of steel, in which a large number of small holes or cham
bers have been drilled parallel to the axis of

cells.

more nearly to practical results, we have se
lected one of the' earlier forms, reserving the
publication of other and more advanced mod
ifications till a latter period; and here we

tire length.

In order that a continuous supply of gas under pressure
may be generated and maae to act to on the projectile as
it advances, a cartridge or powder chamber is provided,
which fits loosely inside the gun; it consists of a cylindrical

mends the use in each chamber of a number

tile. Of the many arrangements which have
been designed by Mr. Bessemer, and which
have succeeded one another as he arrived

on the chase of the gun, and by the time the

handles for the purpose of turning round the breech piece.

The explosive material is placed in these

Such a design affects, first,
the construction of the gun, and, secondly,
as a matter of course, the form of the projec

explosion a force of 60,000 lb. per square inch

a balance weight is fitted upOn the end of the rod, having

and vary from two to five inches in diameter.

upon the gun.

of gun powder may exert at the moment of

per Annum.

[IN ADVANCE.]

made according to the size of the ordnance,

tive force, and, at the same time, to avoid
throwing any sudden and excessive force

tion.
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middle and fitted with a fuze, by which the
charge is ignited from thll first flash that pl'o.

�titutifi' �tutdtnu.
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ceeds from the cartridge of the gun. We may now de is a certain degree of irregularity in their shape, which ren ti'le piston. This piston will sustain a weight j ust sufficient
scribe, in a few words, the means designed for maintain ders it necessary to pass them afterward s through a (Shaping to balance the column of oil under any reo.J.uired speed, a
ing a succession of rapid discharges from the cartridge machine. Besides the great· expense of this, it is found that given amount of weight always maintaining t� same rate of
by help of the proj ectile in its passage along the gun. At the heating and cooling of the iron, during the forging of the speed. Attached to the piston is an adjustable spring balance,
short intervals, along the chase of the gun, small holes head, reduces its strength, and that the heads of such bolts which remains at rest when the wheel is running at speed,

pairs, 'V 'V, into which insulated wires are will sometimes give way when subj ected to a severe strain. and on any change of labor receives and weighs the amou�·
Both on the inside and outside of the gun, non· The screw stocks having now been completed, the next pro· of variation, indicating at once the amo�nt of change of gate
conducting screw caps are placed to preserve the insulation . cess is to smooth down the head s, and to give them the pro· required to restore the speed, and, having control of the power
The ends of the rods or wires stand sufficiently in relief on per size and form. The machine for this consists of a revolv which operates the gate, places it at once in position to main
the inside of the gun to be touched by the projectile as it ad ing holder. into which the end of the stock is firmly fixed, so tain exact speed under the new condition of labor on the
So rapid is it in its action that it can, we are i)1vances, and metallic contact between a pair is effected, and that the head wil l revolve between two cutters shaped to cut wheel.

are

drilled in

are fitted.

the ignition of a powder charge in a cell of the cartridge is it to the proper form. As soon as the machi1le is set in mo formed, when necessary, be adjusted to operate the entire
effected by means of an Abel's fuze and a battery.' In this tion the attendant draws up a lever which causes the cutters gate in eight seconds, when, if fifty per cent of the power
way, the whole of th!l cells mar be discharged successively, to close upon either side of the screw head. These, how used is simultaneously thrown off, the gate is placed in posi
and a comparatively uniform pressure maintained, while the ever, are firmly set so that they will not approach one another tion to meet the changes in jour seconds, and before hardly a

50 or 60 ft. of gun barrel, the maximum beyond R certain point, otherwise this operation would have perceptible change in the speed.
It is simple in construction, durable, reliable, and easily at
pressure being regulated, of course, by the amount of powder to be very carefully effected, and the result tested with calli·
When attached to any good turbine
in each cell. This arrangement is shown in Fig. 5, where it pers ; and even then, with the greatest care, the screw hea,ds tached to the gate.
will be seen that the cartridge forms the actual breech of could not be so evenly made as they now are by these ma wheel, the speed cannot, under the heaviest variations, be
the gun.
chines. Aft.er this, the stocks are placed into a hopper at· accelerated so as to damage the most delicate machine.
We refrain for the present from making any comm ents tached to another machine, from which, by a self acting mo .t John·S. Rogers, Treasurer, No. 19 John street, Boston, fur
shot traverses the

npon Mr. Bessemer's novel and very striking designs. They tion, they are caused to slide down a slotted incline, at the
possess a vast amount of characteristic ingenuity, and will, if bottom of which is a revolving vertical barrel, with circular
attended with success, effect a greater reform in the con cuts at intervals down its side ; into these cuts the screw
struction of heavy guns and armor than has yet been dreamed stocks fall one by one, with their heads projec�ing above the

nishes machines suited to any condition of labor or kind of
water wheel.

Destructive

_ . .. .

-

E fI'ect oC Salt on Axles.

The London papers give accounts of several accidents on
We shall have, however, to refer to the subject again top of the barrel. They are then carried round beneath a
railways, occasioned by the fracture of the axles of salt cars.
and again, ail Mr. Bessemer has effected many important mod· small circular saw which cuts the nick in the head for the
It appears that between the sound portion remaining and the
ifications in his plans, and is engaged in perfecting the modes screwdriver, after which the stock is thrown out of the ma
outJ,lide of the fractured axle, the surfaces were quite smooth,
of mounting and operating his monster ordnance. Besides, as chine and carried away to receive the final operation of
presenting the appearance of having been severed by a sharp
we said, he is now occupied in manufacturing a full sized threading. The threading machines-which are worked ex
instrument. This peculiar effect is thought to have been
practice.
actual
of
test
the
to
theories
their
his
in
subjecting
for
accuracy
great
gun,
clusively by women and girls-require
caused by the gradual action of the brine on the metal, the
----Engineering.
adjustment, but when once properly set, it is impossible that heat at the boss favoring the evolution of chlorine from the
------------....
-----. .. �
..
..
there can be any deviation in the thickness of the screws cut. brine, and its then combining with the iron to form a soluble
SCREW AND RIVET MANUFAC TU RE,
The cutter consists of two parts, a die, against which the chloride of iron. From the position of the defect, it was not
Condensed from Engineering.
screw revolves and a cutter which is pressed by a lever discoverable by ordinary inspection ; and· whatever may be
Birmingham abounds in screw and rivet manufactures. against the opposite side of the screw ; and these are first so the scientific explanation o f the peculiar destructive action
At the works o f Messrs. Nettlefold and Chamberlain, a patent set that they cannot approach within the proper dista nce of which thus goes on in the axl Il of salt cars, the
fact must be
process of manufacture is carried on. The screws manufac one another. The head of the screw is first fixed into a man regarded as a very serious one, especially in
view of the
tured by the firm are principally wood screws, hut other dril head, where a driver point enters the nick, and it is firm statement made, that on one railway alone, no less than seven
threads are also cut ; and they manufacture a quantity of ly held in position by a set screw. Of course a good deal of axles of salt cars were broken while running, in a period of
screws for stove work and for reaping machin es, as well as knack is required in this branch of the manufacture to get less than three months, and this out of a total number of
for other special purposes. The rivets made here are chiefly the cutter always into the trough of the screw, and so as not about five hundred wagons, showing an enormously large
those adapted for light work, such as are employed by tin· to cut the thread ; but the greatest nicety-which is only ac proportion, as compared with the fracture of cars of any

of.

men and coopers, and weighing from a few ounces to about quired by great practice-is required when the screws are other description of rolling stock. To diminish this liability,
16 lb. per thousand. Up to a certain point the mode of man gimlet pointed. The packing of screws in paper is all done the plan has been proposed that, in addition to requiring such
ufacture of rivets and screws is 'similar, according to the pro· b;y hand, and with the greatest rapiJity, the screws being put cars to be provided with well constructed axles of good
cess here employed. The first part of the operation for both down side by side, alternate head and tail, by the two hands quality, it also is insisted that the date of their oommencing
classes of work is to cut the wire into the proper lengths, and working together, each placing a scre w with the head out to run be stamped upon the axles, and that a reasonable num·
to form the head. This, in the case of small work, is all done wards, and rising row upon row until the required number ber of years be prescribed as the maximum of their being
by one machine, and at one operation.

Where comparatively -generally a gross- is completed.

thin wire is employed, the coil is simply hung over a wire
attached at one end of the machine, one end being placed. be

They are then tied. up

and labelled, and are then ready for the market. It may be
here remarked that the breaking off of part of the heads of

tween the j aws of a feeder, but where heavier wire is em wood screws, which not unusually occurs, is owing generally
not to any error in making the screws, as might naturally be

ployed, it is necessary to pass it through a straightener before

used.

_ . .. . -

The W o o d Sawing Cl ub.

The Lockport

gestion :

Journal contains the following practical sug

" Now that the croquet and base ball season will ere long
The feeder consists of supposed, but more often to the wire having received a twist
two j aws, which close as they move forward, gripping the in the operation of drawing. This causes a strain in the be over, we would suggest, in order that the muscle develop_
wire, and carrying into the machine, but separating as they fibers of the metal, which too often cracks open, during the ing process may not stop, or that the amount developed by
the summer's exercise may not lie dormant during the long
move backwards, preparatory to making a second bite at the opera tion of gathering in the metal in forming the head.
allowing it to enter the machine.

wire.

The proper adjustment of this feed er is a matter of no

small importance, depending, firstly, upon the required length

of the screw or rivet ; and secondly, upon the size and thick

An

. . ... -

Involuntary

winter months, that the base ball athletics turn their atten

tion to sawing up the wood piles of widows and sick folks

and Perilous Ride.

A locomotive, running as an extra on the Hudson River during the winter.

The exercise is fully as healthful, is not

railroad, arrived at New Hamburg from Poughkeepsie on

so violent, dangerous nor tiresome as base ball, and we are

those employed for ecclesiastical ornaments and other fallcy in consequence of a singular and what might have been a
work, varies so much that no especial rule can be laid down tragic incident. Before the locomotive left P.?ughkeepsie,
for guidance as to the additional length of wire that must four little boys who were playing about the depot, supposing

and we would prefer to give the' score' of a wood sawing

ness of head required. The character of, and consequently the

amount of metal required for, the heads of screws, especially

be allowed for the purpose, and the proper setting of the

Saturday, being stopped there by a telegram from that city

it was a switch engine, .and only going a little way down the

sure the results will gratify a cUrious public fully as mllch,
class to that of a base ba.ll club, in our columns.
you, gents?

walking clubs.

feed motion, of the machine is therefore a matter which ex track, climbed stealthily upon the wooden guard j ust above taken."
perience alone can properly regulate. The machine having the bumper on the rear of the tender. This guard is only

been properly adju�ted for feed motion, and suitable dies in six inches wide. Three of the boys sat down upon the guard,
serted for the formation of the head of the rivet or screw, it is with their legs hanging over, and the fourth got astride of

The

What suy

Physicians recommend young ladies to form
This is a matter in which steps should be

Son

at

- - lllldnight

In

Norway.

The following paragraph is from the description of a scene

witnessed in the north of Norway, from a cliff 1,000 feet
set in motion ; a crank action causes the feeder to draw in the the iron link which protrudes from the bumper. They could
above the sea :
be
!!Ieen
by
the
men
upon
the
engine,
which
moved
off
not
wire, with a proper proportion of excess wire, for the forma
" The ocean stretched away in silent vastness at our feet;
and continued increasing its speed until it was going at the
tion of the head , projecting in front.
the sound of the waves scarcely reached our airy lookout ;
rate
of
forty
miles
an
hour,
as
was
ordered.
The
boys
were
The j aws of the feeder now hold the wire rigidly while
away in the north , the huge old sun swung low along the
an eccentric action proj ects the head die forward from in a terrible situation. They dared not climb to the top of
horizon. We stood silent, looking at our watches. When
the opposite direction, stamping, or rather squeezing, the the tender for fear of losing their balance, and their cries
both hands came together at twelve, midnight, the full round
projecting wire in a head of the required shape and form were drowned by the noise of the engine. Over bridge s and
orb hung triumphantly above the wave; a bridge of gold.
This done, a cutter, working sideways on the edge of precipices they were whirled, the tender surg.
at .one operation.
running due north, spanned the water between us and him,
ing
to
and
fro,
the
dust
filling
their
eyes
and
noses,
and
from the machine, severs off the now finished rivet, or screw
There he shone in a silent maj esty that knew no setting.
stock, as the case may b@. Another revolution of the mao almost choking thtlm to death, and entirely obscuring them
Combine, if you can, the most brilliant sunrise and sunset
from
the
view
of
the
flagmen
and
trackmen
who
were
passed.
goes
this
and
;
out
wn
thro
be
to
rivet
second
a
causes
chine
you ever saw, and its beauties will pale before the gorgeous
on incessantly so long as the roll of 'wire lasts, the operation The locomotive was signaled at New Hamburg, Mr. Jas. Signor
colors which lit up the ocean, heaven, and mountain. In
being perfectly automatic when once set in motion, and re having seen the boys on the rear of the locomotive when it
h alf an hour th e sun had swung up perceptibly, the colors
left
Poughkeepsie.
The
poor
little
fellows
presented
a
sorry
quiring but little attendfl,nctl, so that one person is enabled
changed to those of morning, a fresh breeze rippled over the
to overlook ceveral macnines. Besides these horizontal mao sight, as they were covered with dust from head to foo�. The
flood, one songster after another piped up in the grove be.
boy
who
was
astride
of
the
link
was
unable
to
walk
when
chines, which will work with wire up to about half an inch
hind us ; we had slid into another day."
in thickness, there is also at these works a vertical, or as it taken off, his legs being awfully chafed by the motion of the
_ .... -

The hands of the other boys were blistered terribly,
The Use oC Trade Ma rks.
and the blood oozed out from under their finger nails, so
The courts are steadfast in their purpose to protect trade
be first cut into proper lengths by a suitable machine of sim tightly had they grasped the wood work of the tender. They marks, and juries are ready enough in following the lead of
ple construction. The machine consists of a bed plate, on were nearly exhausted, and could have maintained their posi- the bench. The annexed, from the Philadelphia Inquirer,
which is a receptacle for the lower die or holder. On either tion b ut little longer, when they would have been probably. will interest manufacturers. The mark which was imitated
is there called, an " upright " machine, which will take wire

engine.

side of this there is an upright, between which works a
stamper in a suitable guide piece, at the bottom of which is

instantly killed by t.he fall. They were taken back to Poughkeepsie , where the incident had become noised about, and a

above, and which is driven direct by a strap from the over

Builder.

chines the heads are made without heating the iron.

New Hydraulle R otary Governor Cor Wat er Wheels.

of a much greater thickness.

For this, the wire requires to

was " Stark" in a semicircle, the alleged imitation being the
word" Star" in a similar form, which the Stark Mills com

fitted the upper die for forming the head of the rivet, and l arge crowd of people was in waiting at the depot to see plained of as tending to mislead buyers :
" In the suit instituted in the Circuit Court of the United
motion is given to it ty an eccentric revolving on a shaft them when the train they were on a rrived. -N� tion al Car

head motion shaft.

It is fed by hand.

In both these ma

The

heads to which we have hitherto been referring, so far as

States, by the Stark Mills against the firm of Bailey & Casca.

_ .... -

Many

the speed of a wheel as effectually under heavy as under

screws, however, require to be made square headed, for span light variations, a result of great importance and never be

ners, and

these are

generally forged by hand; but however fore attained.

Mlttl,)' they ma.y be made j it

seamless bags, of a mark alleged to be in imitation of the

This machine, being attached directly to the gate, secures trade mark of the Sta.rk Mills, the court some time since

scre ws are concerned, are those which are round, and flat at direct, positive, and instantaneous action, and will control
the top, to be afterwarJs cut across for screwdrivers.

den, arising out of the use, by the latter firm, upon their

The governing device consi st s , in part, of a

will alwllV'� be fou.nd that there cetltrifugal pump, throwing

a

GOlumn of oil agaiuRt

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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awarded an injunction to restrain the further use of the

mark complained of; and on Saturday last a j ury, to whom
was submitted the question of the damages to be awarded to

the Stark Mills fo1' the violation of their right to their mark

penAl- gn.vl'l

110

verdict in th!!ir favor for

$6.032."

OCTOBER 14,

1871.]

NEW APPLIANCES FOR WOOL SCOURING AND DYEING.
[Condensed from Engineering.J

by the intermittent discharges of air from the engine, which,
by its beautiful action, continually tosses the wool and the
liquor in every direction without throwing it out of the vat.
The scouring liquor thus used, is not, however, entirely ex
hausted of its cbemical properties, and, being hot, is now
allowed to run off to vat No. 2. The vats being on one level
are soon equally full, and the engine is then, by a change of
valves, made to draw off the liquor remaining in No. 1 vat,
and to deliver it into No. 2, where it only needs to be strength
ened by the addition of some fresh scouring materials; and.
No. 2 vat is ready to receive a bale of wool to be treated as
that in No. 1 has been; meanwhile the first bale of wool still
remains where it was in No. 1 vat. It now needs washing
or rinsing to free it of all the scouring materials. This is
done by a rapid supply of cold water, and a pretty frequent
tossing by air from the engine. When washed enough, in
one or more waters, which are run off to waste, the wool is
ready for the next process, which, in the operation we wit
nessed, was that of chroming." This chrome liquor is ad
mitted to the vat from one of the preparing cisterns, which,
are placed at the higher level, and it is diluted with water,
and boiled up with steam, as the attendant sees necessary
wh�le at the same time the engine is made to toss the whole
about, as in the previous parts of the work. After this
" chroming" has continued its proper time, the former opera
tion of passing the liquor to another vat i� repeated, and the
wool in No. 1 is left once more; this time it is ready for the
logwood dye for making it black, or for any other color for
which the previous process has left it fit. The dye liquor is
supplied hot from its preparing cistern, as was the case with
the chrome liquor, and when done with, it is in its turn also
passed on to another vat, to be strengthened and used again,
and so on. The wool is now ready for removal from the vat
in which it was first placed, the process being complete.
There is little or no waste of heat in such an arrangement
as this, and also little or no waste of dye liquor. Each quan
tity is passed on, from one vat to another, hot, and ready with
a little help of new stuff, for repeated operations. The
saving thus obtained is a very important item.
The result is, that the work can be turned out at a con
siderably reduced cost, notwithstanding the outlay for ma
chinery, while at the same time a much greate r uniformity
of color can be produced, and with greater evenness through
out the whole batch of wool under treatment than by the
ordinary method .
A special chemical action, in this system of dyeing, has
much to do with the good result, arising from the extra
quantity of oxygen imparted to the dye liquor from the blow
ing and tossing by compressed air.
This arrangement can be added without difficulty to any
of the ordinary vats or pans now in use, thus rendering the
application of the new system one within the reach of any
person desirous of reducing the heavy hand labor of his
works as far as possible.

namely. magnetine, carbonate of iron (8plulJro 8iderite), and
red and brown hematite. The conversion of the pig iron
into malleable iron' is effected either in the charcoal finery or
in the puddling furnace.
The puddle balls, intended for the manufacture of sheet
iron, are rolled into bars five inches wide and half an inch
thick. The iron should be more crystalline than fibrous,
and should contain sufficient carbon to render it more like'
steel than iron. The machinery required consists of one or
two pairs of rolls and two kinds of hammers. Reheating is
conducted in furnaces of particular construction. The rolls
are driven by water wheels, and shou�d make not fewer
than fifty revolutions a minute. The hammers are also put
in motion by cams on the axles of water wheels, The ham
mer heads are of wrought iron, with striking faces of steel.
Each anvil consists of a solid block of white cast iron. It is
necessary that the hammers and anvils should be so made '
in order that they may have the requisite hardness, in de
fault of which the s urfaces of the sheets would not acquire
sufficient ;�rightness or polish.
The puddle bal';', five inches wide and one fourth of an
inch thick, are cut into pieces twenty.nine inches long, which
weigh about 15'35 pounds avoird. ( 10 pounds ?-J. P.). These
pieces are heated to redness, and cross rolled into sheets
about twenty-nine inches square, and in order to become
thus extended, they require to be passed through the rolls
about twelve or fourteen times. The sheets thus produced
are arranged in packets of three in each, heated to redness,
and rolled , each packet passing through the rolls about ten
times. But j ust before rolling, the surface of each packet is
cleaned with a wet broom, usually made of the green leaves
of the silver fir, and powdered charcoal is strewn between
the sheets.
The sheets obtained from this rolling are sheared to the
dimensions of twenty-eight inches by fifty-six inches. Each
sheared sheet is brushed all over with a mixture of birch
charcoal powder and water, and then dried. The sheets, so
coated with a thin layer of charcoal powder, are arranged in
packets containing from seventy to a hundred fheets each;
and each packet is bound up in waste sheets, of which two
are placed at the top and two at the bottom. A single packet
at a time is reheated, with logs of wood about seven feet
long placed round it, the object of which is to avoid, as far
as possible, the presence of free oxygen in the reheating
chamber. The gases and vapors evolved from heated wood
contain combustible matter, which would tend to protect the
sheets from oxidation in the event of free oxygen finding its
way into the reheating chamber.
The p'acket is heated slowly during five or six hours, after
which it is taken out by means of large tongs and hammered.
The packet is moved about so that the blows fall in a certain
regular order. After this treatment the surface of the
packet presents a wavy appearance, as the striking face of
the hammer and the face of the anvil are both rather nar
row. When the packet has travelEd about six times under the
hammer, in the manner specified, it is removed; and imme.
diately afterwards, completely finished sheets are arranged
alternately between those of the packet.
The actual cost of manufacturing these Russian sheets is
about £ 12 15s. per tun, to which must be added general
charges, which raise the amount to £ 16 or £ 17 per tun , ex·
clusive of profit. The average price of sheet iron at the fair
of Nijni-Novgorod is about £ 22 or £25 per tun.

Some very efficient appliances for facilitating the processes
of wool scouring and dyeing have been recently brought into
use at the Prospect Wool and Cloth Dyeing Works, Hudders
field, England.
The intention of Mr. Kirkham, the inventor, has been well
carried out by Mr. Melling, of Rainhill, the eng:neer to the
company, who has fitted up tlte machinery; and the ease and
precision with which one man, or even a boy, can control all
the movements that are rEquired, while he remains quietly
seated, would surprise those who have been accustomed to
think that the old fashioned method of "stanging," as the
hand process is technically caUed, is the only one that would
rightly carry the wool through all its varied courses till com
pletely dyed.
In addition to the " stanging," the usual way of operating
involves much labor in the removal of the wool from pan to
pan, and considerable waste of materials, as well as great
loss of heat, all of which are largely rectified by the newly
patented plan.
The wool during its treatment in the various liquors re
quires pretty continual turning over or " tossing " to insure
the whole of the fibers becoming equally and uniformly im
pregnated, or cleansed, as the case may be, as it must not be
allowed to become matted.
To do this by the ordinary " stanging " process, one or two
lllen use a kind of pitchfork with a long and strollg wooden
handle, with which, and by the exertion of great force, they
drag the wool up from the bottom of the pan as best they
can, and stir it or toss it about in the liquor, using the handle
as a lever, resting it upon the edge of the pan or vat as a
fulcrum. The wear and tear shown upon the edge of the
vat indicates clearly that this work is no slight matter. This
work is also very trying, as the liquor is kept on the boil, by
a fire below, all the time the process is being carried on.
The new engine consists of one steam cylinder. which is
single acting only by steam. It is placed vertically, and is
closed both top and bottom. The piston rod passes upwards
through a gland in the top cover, and is attached to a heavy
cast iron weight, to force the piston to make its down or
suction stroke, after the steam has raised it to the top. The
upward stroke, being the one by which the main work is done,
is performed by the steam. The valves are actuated by very
simple cam-shaped tappets, placed upon a vertical spindle,
with which there is a communication from the working plat.
form, so that by hand the position of the tappet may be
varied a� required. The engine is self acting when started,
but is still under perfect control. It works but slowly, mak·
ing three or four double strokes per minute, with about 40
pounds steam pressure. It is provided with a series of inlet
and outlet passages, so that either atmospheric air, or liquor
from any vat or tank with which it is in connection, may be
_ .•. drawn in on the downward strok e, and be delivered by the
The Manllf'actllre ot' K llsslan Sheet I r o n .
up stroke, according to the valves and passages which may
be open. The valves to each are convenielltly placed in a line,
A particular kind of sheet iron is manufactured in Russia·
under the eye, and within the reach of the attendant, who which seems not to have been produced elsewhere. It is re
markable for its smooth glossy surface, which is dark metal
can open one or more valves, as he pleases.
About 40 vats can be worked by one such engine, but in lic gray, and not bluish gray, like that of common sheet iron.
the case now under consideration there are but four scouring, On bending it backward s and forwards with the fingers, no
dyeing, and washing vats, of wood , each 7 feet 6 inches X 6 scale is separated as is the case with sheet iron manufac
feet X 6 feet, and three or four smaller ones, for preparing tured in the ordinary way by rolling; but on folding it close
the dye liquors, the former being upon the ground floor, and ly, as though it were paper, and unfolding it, small scales
the latter, placed about 6 feet higher than the others. Each are detached along the line of the fold.
This sheet iron is in considerable demand in Russia for
of the dye vats has a cold water supply; a steam pipe and
valve leading to the bottom, for boiling the liquor by steam roofing, and in the United States, where it is largely used in
from the boiler; a large outlet valve, by which the vat can the construction of stoves, and for encasing locomotive en
be emptied quickly by letting the liquor run to the main gines. It is there named stovepipe iron.
drain or stream; and connection pipes to the engine. But
Russian sheet iron has been recently subje cted to chemi
another important fitting to these vats is a false bottom made cal examination in the metallurgical laboratory of the Royal
of iron, finely perforated, which is so placed near the bottom School of Mines, and the analytical work has been executed
of the vat, and there firmly held, that when air is forced into by Dr. Percy's assistant, Mr. W. J. Ward.
The occurrence of a peculiar carbonaceous mass, left after
the space below it by the engine, it shall produce a certain
and determined action upon the liquor, etc., which may be the solvent action of dilute hydrochloric or sulphuric acid,
contained in the Vilt. The proper fixing of this plate has may· reasonably be accounted for, Dr. Percy says, by the
been a matter of considerable difficulty, as an imperfect method of manufacturing Russian sheet iron, which he de
action might either roll the wool into lumps, ,or perhaps scribes. The sheets are interstratified with charcoal pow
leave the corners unmDved.
der, and bound up in packets, each of which is subj ected to
No. 1 vat is filled with water, say 1 ,700 gallons, and the repeated hammering. Hence, it is easy to conceive how fine
steam is turned on to warm the water, during which time particles of charcoal should be beaten in over both surfaces
one of the workmen puts into the vat the scouring ingredients, of each sheet; and, if this be so, a relatively larger propor
which, accordillg to the nature and condition of the wool, are tion of carbon should exist in the thin sheet, as is the case.
judged to be necessary. This differs much from time to time, Yet, that some of the carbon is combined, may be inferred
and needs the careful attention of the person in cllarge of from the fact that distinct hardening occurs after heating
such work, under whatever system it has to be treated. Then the metal to redness, and immersing it while hot in water,
the engine is set to work with the air suction valve open, and and especially in mercury.
the first discharge of air, which takes place on the up stroke
In the volume on iron and steel, which Dr. Percy pub
of the piston, is passed into the bottom part of the vat, under lished in 1864, he stated that the mode of manufacturing the
the perforated plate, through which it rises through the Russian sheet iron in question was kept rigidly secret; that
whole volume of water, which it disturbs and turns about, it was made from iron smelted and worked throughout with
like a wave of the sea over a rough and rocky shore. Two charcoal as the fuel; that, according to information which
or three such strokes, discharging air under a pressure, as he had received from three independent sources, the sheets,
indicated by the pressure gage, of 25 pounds per square inch, after tee completion of the rolling, were hammered in pack
serve to thoroughly mix the liquor and all the chemical sub ets, with charcoal dust �nterposed between every sheet; and
stances which have been put into it. The air finds its vent that they were subsequently assorted, and the outer ones,
naturally from the surface of the water, and has done its being inferior in quality, were thrown aside as wasters.
work. When this preparation has been made, the bale is cut
Our author has since found that the secrecy was more de
open, and the wool is lifted by two men into the vat, either pendent on ignorance of the Russian language than on any
entire or in portions, as is most easy to them. The engine is thing intentional ; and he now gives various particulars of
again made to pump air into the vat, and ten or twelve strokes the process.
suffice to thoroughly shake out the wool, and drown it in the
The manufacture or'sheet iron in Russia, he says, is chiefly.
liquor, as though it were rags in a paper maker's rag engine. confined to the iron works on the eastern side of the Oural
Steam is now admitted, and the liquor is made to boil freely Mountains. The malleable iron, which is the subj ect of this
till the oily character of the wool is wholly removed, by the manufacture, is derived from pig iron, obtained by smelting
perfect wa.�hing action imparted to the -ooutents of the vat the following orell with charcoal in cold blast furnaces-
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M oving

in

Circles.

It is astonishing how some people move in a circle, and
run round and round in the well worn ruts, without attempt
ing to widen the one or step out of the other. They do
things in a certain way because some friend or neighbor does
so, without a question as to the propriety or fitness of �heir
doing the same thing in the same way, whether the circum
stances admit of it or not. We were forcibly impressed with
this, not long since, while stopping a few hours in a flourish
ing town in one of the finest counties in Central Ohio.
On a fine broad street, there were no less than five or six
residences, mostly on contiguous lots, built as nearly alike a s
possible, with the front door in each, in some unaccountable
way, set obliquely into a corner at the end of a balcony run
ning along the side of the main building, making a row of
singularly awkward looking dwellings, and sadly marring
the beauty of the street architecture.
Another case in point is that of a man now building a two
story and basement house on a twenty foot lot. His heart is
set on a "swell front," not because he admires the style, or
that it is at all adapted to so narrow a house, but because his
friends have built on that plan, and he does not wish to be
singular. It is in vain the architect has assured him that a
swell front-which we never see on a house too narrow for it
without calling to mind a character in "Little Dorrit" who, as
Dickens tells us, " was not so much a man as a sort of swelled
boy"-wiU give to a house of that width a cramped look, and
make it seem even narrower than it is, that a front of this
style for a building not wide ewmgh to accomodate it, savors
of affectation, and is in bad taste. It is all in vain'' the
foundation is laid and the work goes on. The precedent has
been established by one of his neighbors, and will be followed
in more than this single instance by others who cannot b e
prevailed o n t o give up the cherished ambition o f an" im
posing swell front."-BU'ilding New8.
A FORM

-.�.-

of stereoscope, in which mirrors were used to pro
duce the effect, was devised by Wheatstone, in 1838 ; but the
stereoscope now used was invented by Sir David Brewster, in
1849. The formllr was known as the reflecting stereoscope;
and the latter, in which lenses take the place of mirrors, iR
called the refracting or lenticular stereoscope.

ltitntifit
IDlproved

Pressure Recorder.
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once, or remove it and appropriate it to some other purpose. get wet.

1 4.
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By adopting such a plan,-" getting a good ready,"

An instrument that will record the pressure in steam boil If, for example, the siding and roof are old and must be and knowing what is to be done,-the expense, of repairing

ers, gasometers, €tc., and indicate it so that such pressure
may be referred to the exact time at which it occurs, is one
that, in our opinion, ought to form an adjunct to every steam
boiler in use. Such an instrument would definitely settle
the disputes as to whether boilers explode under undue
pressure, or not, and would furnish legal evidence, that in
many cases would be invaluable, in determining the negli
gence of boiler attendants.
The instrument shown in our engraving, Fig. 1. is a re
cording pressure steam gage. The pressure
is received upon a diaphragm in the cham
ber, a, through the inlet, c. The diaphragm
transmits motion through a sliding rod to
the index finger, b, which moves a pencil
point to or from the center of an annular
ruled disk or card, the inner edge of which
is numbered like the dial of a clock.
The dark lines, curving from the center
of the card outward, towards its perimeter,
separate the surface into divisions corre
sponding to hours on the dial; and the
lighter lines between them , running in the
same direction, indicate ten minute divi
sions.
The concentric lines indicate pressure in
pounds, from 1lothing at the outer edge of
the card, toward the center.
The card being revolved by clockwork,
the p encil point, in the extremity of the
index finger, makes a tracing on the card,
showin g the precise pressure indicated at
any hour or minute of the day.
Fig. 2 is a modification of the instru
ment, designed to indicate the pressure of
gas.
A cylinder, A, communicates with the
cylinder, B, through a short pipe, C. Water
i s put into these cylinders through the fun
nel, D. The pressure of the gas is trans
mitted, through E, to the surface of the
water in B, and causes the water in A to
rise, carrying upward a float, F. From the
top of a stem, attached to the float, F, pro
j ects an arm, G, which arm moves, upward
or downward, the slender rod, H. The
rod, H, carries a pencil point, which gives
the tracing on the card.
The card is ruled with straight radial lines, instead of
curved ones, as on the steam gage, Fig. 1, as the pencil point
moves in a straight line instead of a curved one.
These instruments are simple, and are, no doubt, reliable.
We consider their indications more valuable than those of
i nstruments which simply trace a curve of pressure, without
referring the variations from the established standard to the
timeR at which they occurred.

--o:...:.. __ � . _ __ .
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For further information address D. P. Davis, 44 Courtland
street, New York.
. .•. -

Reconstru cting

Old

Dwelling

H o uses.

It is a common remark with those who have repaired an
old dwelling house, that it costs more to reconstruct an old
house than to build a new one. In some instances the saying
is true, while in others it is not. The expense will depend
on the sound or unsound condition of the old structure, the
alterations to be made, and the management of the proprie
tor and the builders. In some instances, the structure to be
rejuvenated is so different from what is desired, that the most
economical course will be to tear the old buildin� down at

renewed; if the rooms are not of the desired hight and
size; if some of the timber has decayed, and the studs and
joists are so far apart that the laths will spring between the
timbers to which they are nailed, and thus fail to make a
strong wall,-the old dwelling had better be demolished, as
a new-edifice can be erected more economically than such a
shell can be satisfactorily reconstructed. On the contrary, if
the frame is sound and the rooms of the desired form, new
siding, new windows, new doors, and ne w walls can be sub-

DAVIS'

PRESSURE

Rn old house, will be much lighter than if the various opera
ions were conducted in a hap-hazard manner.-Technologist .

RECORDER.

stitt�ted for the old ones much more economically than the
old frame can be demolished and a new structure erected.
There are two ways of repairing an old dwelling, one of
which is expensive and unsatisfactory, and the other is satis
factory and economical. The expensive way is to let a
builder take the j ob by contract, and agree in writing to do
this and that as per contract. Of course, every professional
builder knows enough to make an estimate that will cover
all expenses and leave him a generous profit. Whenever a
contract is drawn, builders are not always careful to note
every minor item ; and proprietors do not always think of
every little j ob until it is too late to be noted in the contract.
Such things cause difficulty. The builder of one of the col
lege edifices of Cornell University was not obliged to make
box window frames, and provide weights for the windows,
as that particular item was not specified in the contract.
So the buildin� was finished without window-weights, as
such appliances lmd not been thought of by the directors un
til the building was nearly finished.
The most economical way to repair an old dwelling is tn
employ a faithful and competent j oiner to prepare a bill of
such materials as will be required, and to do the work by
the day. It may be well, also, to provide one or more assist
ants or helpers; but let the proprietor bear in mind, that, as
the number of workmen is multiplied,-unless the superin
tendent is a judicious manager,-the expense will be aug
mented. As a rule, it is true that four men, workir.g togeth
er at Buch labor as one man can do, will not acccomplish as
plUch in one day as one man alone will do in foui days .
First, then, let a thorough examination be made of the struct
ure, and let every alteration be plainly noted on paper, aft.er
which let a bill of items be carefully made out. For exam
ple, one or two sides of the dwelling will require residing.
Estimate the number of feet, or the pieces required of a giv
en length and width. If a box cornice or bracket-cornice is
desired, let a correct estimate be made of every board, mold
ing facia, bracket lintel, etc. If Ii verandah is to be erected,
make a note of every piece of timber, cornice, flooring, and
roofing; after which, let every article be brought on the
ground, and the lumber stuck up or spread out in the sun
to dry. One great fault in building is using lumber that i s
i s only half seasoned. I f lumber that has been sawn a year,
or even four years, is �pread out in the hot sun for a few
weeks, it will shrink but little after being worked up in fin
ishing a dwelling house. Floor boards in particular should
be spread out at least four weeks on slabs or timber to keep
to keep the ends off the damp ground; and every day they
should be examined to see if i hey do not warp. The round
ing or convex side should always be kept up. Clapboards
should always be thoroughly seasoned before they are nailed
in their places; as boards partially seasoned, when nailed at
both edges as clapboards are secured will usually split during
the eeasoning process, and thus form damaging and unsight
ly cracks. As soon as the lumber is Bufficiently dry, let every
piece be dressed out ready for use; then strip one side of the
structure, erect the verandah,put up the cornice, nail on the
siding, and let the paint brush follow the hammer in close
liIuccession before newly dressed lumber will have a chance to
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McKenzie's Improved

Carriage Top .

In the construction of these improved mechanical arrange
ments applicable to carriage heads, which are made to open
and close-such as the landau-the 'Ordinary outside carriage
head j oint or j ointed support is used, although in some cases
dispensed with, this joint having, however, by preference ,
an action the reverse of that usually
adopted; that is to say, the upper end is
attached to a turning axis, which works
on the pillar top or equivalent part of the
carriage. To this axis lever teeth or other
gearing is secured, which gearing is also
connected to the cant rail, hoop stick, or
equivalent, and likewise to a spiral or
other convenient spring made of india
rubber or other suitable material, the
lower end of which spring is secured to
the lower part of the pillar top. These
parts can all be covered. The other end
of the outside carriage head joint is pro
vided with the same arrangement of gear
ing and spring, either in addition to or
substitution for that at the top end.
Ropes or' chains and pulleys may be
used to enable the head to be raised or
lowered, or opened and closed, from the
coachman's or traveler'S seat. The open
ing and shutting or raising and lowering
are effected without handl�ng the j ointed
supports, as is necessary in the ordinary
arrangements, by pushing or pulling the
head in the usual way, except when the
ropes and chains are used, whe n it may
be effected by acting on them ; but this
will cause the carriage head j oint or sup
port to strike outwa�d and not inward, as
generally is the case; hence, when the
carriage head has to be raised, it can be
much more easily effected than by the or
dinary arrangem�nts.
Where carriage heads have side lights
which can be slid al ong and dropped into
the door, or otherwise removed out of the
way when raising or lowering the head-such, for instance,
as are sometimes adopted for the fore half of the carriage
modifications can be adapted and applied so as to dispense with
the outside j oint or j ointed support, and, by covering all the
mechanism, keep the same entirely out of view.
Mr. Alexander McKenzie, of Westminster, England, is the
inventor of this improvement.
. ._. -

BAIN ' S PORTABLE

BUILDINGS.

The building shown in our engraving is intended for a

dwelling in the case of persons moving from one place to
another not far distant-as laborers on railroad bridges, exca
vations, etc., are often required to remove. It is also intended
for outbuildings for farmers, and especially tenants on farm s.
It is suitable for barns, stables, tool sheds, shops, granaries ,
smoke houses, and chicken coops; in short, for any purpose
for which outbuildings are needed.
The buildings are constructed of boards or planks in side,
and roof sections of any desired number, to suit the size
of the building required. These sections are j oined together
to form the proper angles, and fastened in such manner as to
obviate the necessity of framework or corner posts. The
fastenings used are the same in the various sizes, and allow
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the angles, formed by the j oined sections, to be increased or upon which a design is drawn with a chemical ink of some erred in judging about the so called spiritual manifestations,
decreased, so that a eection of a side, and a corresponding roof kind is slowly rotated with its face vertical, and several other and that they were totally mistaken in ascribing them to the
section . may be added to or taken from, the building without

similar plates, graded in size, are also slowly rotated by appro mysterious agencies. the belief in which they �o dearly
The obj ect of the invention is to engrave cherish, you will find that there are very few who will ever

impairing its efficiency or affecting the strength of the fast priate mechaniem.
enings.

on the smaller plates the design traced upon the largest, on

Curved weather strips are applied to the outer portion of different scales of magnitude, which is accomplished bi ap

the angles, thell' shape permitting their adjustment to the plying a cutting point to the face of each plate, and which is

forgive you.

I will only add, as a proof for the necessity of witnessing

such performances in order to explain them, that I was at a

angles in altering the size of the building, while they com pressed against it by means of an electric current whenever a

total loss to explain the feats performed by the Davenport

building, as binders, to strengthen and support the structure. times withdrawn.

1864, it wa� not only all clear to me, but I performed my

pletely exclude the wind and rain, and also operate in con blunt point, applied to the large plate, encounters the ink in brothers, as long as I only had heard of them by report ; but
nection with peculiar shaped bolts, which fasten theJU to the which the design is traced-the cutting points being at other as soon as I saw their performance, at the Cooper Institute in
The point presented to the first plate is

The roof sections may be carried to a point, or a cone of sheet merely a " feeler," which determines by electrical agency

sel f all their feats, before many witnesses, when no public

If it is, the points are performances were taking place. As at that time I lived in
The cone may be used as a ventilator or fiue, in whlch case pressed into the surface of the other plates ; if not, they are the Cooper Institute building, I had access to the hall in
it should be made with a circ�lar shaft, in order to more withdrawn and prevented from cutting. The feeler and the which their box or closet remained, and in which they per
readily fit the roof sections to it, their points being cut pro briuns must, of course, all follow a spiral track. This is formed every evening. I b ad, therefore, for some two weeks,
crude, and can be made applicable to the reproduction of cer a good chance to practice, and soon became as expert in all
perly for this purpose.
JUetal may be fitted at the summit, as shown.

whether the ink is beneath it or not.

The building may be set upon any kind of ordinary foull tain kinds of designs only, but it is considered a long step in

dation.

To secure It at the bottom, if thought necessary, a the direction of practical success.

ed

sill or rail can be used.

The Editors are not responsible f(jT' tluJ opiniOns ""pressed by their Cor·
respondents.

obtuseness

of

the

audiences

which nightly

by which

The only way

I can account at al l for this fact, is the considera

tion that the very great majority of those who came there,

portability (the pieces being light and few), the ease and fa

cility with which such houses can be put together or taken

the

account for so clumsy and stupid deceptions.

terial, but the inventor prefers to strip the j oints with tarred

The advantages of this kind of building are cheapness,

at

paid their money, and believed in supernatural agencies to

The roof can be covered, if desired . by canvas or other ma

or painted canvas.

their feats as the genuine original performers themselves,

and must declare that I since have remained utterly astonish 

The

are prejudiced in favor of the reality of supernatural agencies l

Psychic F orce.

they expect and they wish to see them, and therefore get

To the Editor of the Scientific .American :

what they wish. Luther gave proof of his deep knowledge
An anonymous writer from Jersey City, signing himself
of human nature when he said : " Just as you want you!'
thing being needed but duplicate sections to enlarge as much
B. D., remarks in your last number, that the unearthing of
mental belief, so you will get it."
as desired.
the jugglel'Y which I maintain to underly the manifestations
P. H. VANDER WEYDE.
Patented Augus t 8, 1871, by Francis M. Bain, of Delaware,
exhibited by Home, requires " far deeper plowing than Dr.
New York, Sept. 27, 1871 .
Ohio, who may be addressed for further information.
Vander Weyde has done in his letter of A ugust 12."

down , and the capability of enlargement or diminution, no
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WARNER AND PAYNE'S DOOR LOCK.

I say so myself ; but how can B. D. expect that I would be

able thoroughly to unearth tricks which not only I had no

- .•. -

Variation oC a PIUlll b Line CrOlll the Perpendicular,

This is a very simple lock, the bolt of which may be used opportunities to investigate, but which I have even not seen, To the Editor of tlw Scientific .American :
In looking over a file of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, I find
either as a latch bolt, or as a lock bolt to securely fasten the and of which I know nothing except by deEcription, in
which, no doubt, many most important details were left out, in your issue of January 14, 1871, a discussion relative to the
door to which it is applied.
Besides the case, it consists of only t wo working parts, and only such particulars were mentioned as served to apolo te)ldency of a plumb line to vary from th e true perpendicu.

namely, the bolt, A, and the pawl, B, and the pivots on which gize fo� the apparent credulity of the reporter, Mr. Crookes ? lar, as is found to exist at the central shaft of the Hoosac
His whole report is evidently one sided. He overlooked little tunnel. A mathematical demonstration by J. E. Hendricks,
they turn, all of which are cheaply made.
The bolt, A, which is in form 30mething more than a semi particulars, which would, to a more competent expert than of Des Moines, Iowa, is there given, which I think can ba
circle, turning freely on its spindle, C, drops by its own grav he proves himself to be, have given the key to the mystery
of the whole performance.

ity into the position shown in the engraving, and enters the

shown to be incorrect both in principle and in the result.
Let P, E, P, e, be the earth ; P, P, the axis ; E, e, the equa

When, some years ago, the Emperor Napoleon III. had tor. As the earth revolves upon its axis, every place on its
In this position it may be turned by the knobs or
handles on the spindle to a distance limited by the length of seen Home's exhibition, he was full of astonishment at the surface, except at the two poles, describes a circle ; thus a
the notch, E, in which the pawl, B-also acting by gravity wonderful feats he had witnessed, and invited, the next day, body, placed at A, will, in one revolution of the earth, describe
enters, and with the shoulders of which notch the pawl en the eminent savant Arago to the Tuileries ; and, after giving a circle, the semidiameter of which will be A, B, perpendicu

keeper, D.

gages.

him a detailed statement of the performances, asked an ex lar to the axis, P, P. In like manner ; C, E, is the semidiam
eter of the circle described by the revolution of a place at
the equator. But C, E, is the semidiameter of the earth, and
of phenomena which I h9.ve not seen myself." I think this A, B, the cosine of the latitude of the place, A. By the " Laws

This motion, however, is sufficient to release the bolt from plan9.tioll. on scientific principles. " Sire," said Arago, " it is
the keeper, so that the knobs only are required to move the utterly impossible for me to give a satisfactory explanation
former when used in the manner described.

of Central Forces," when the periodic times of a revolution
are equal, the centrifugal forces are as the radii. Whence
that I did, and intended to do, was to suggest some ideas ex a body at E has its centrifugal force as much greater than at
plaining how such tricks might be done, and to call attention A as the radius C, E, is greater than the radius A, B. Con
to the infinite resources offered to the initiated in the field of sequently we have this universal rule : The centrifugal force

is an excellent rule, and I have since followed this example,
and do not pretend to give a satisfactory explanation. All

physical sciences.
B . D. makes one strong point out of the fact that Mr.

Crookes saw Mr. Home change his dress, and therefore

knows that there was no machinery secreted about him.

Well, this only proves that the tricks were performed by

means of contrivances not concealed on Mr. Home's body ; or,

after all, perhaps there may have been some machinery con
cealed in the clothes he put on-a trick of which I mysel f

have been guilty.

Mr. Crookes, it appears, was not enough

of an expert to examine carefully every article of dress put

on by Home, otherwise he would surely have mentioned

this also .
Another strong point made by B. D. is the statement that

the apparatus was arranged without Home's supervision.
ask, therefore : Who arranged it ?

I

Evidently, Mr. Crookes

did not do it alone ; his assistant, who looked under the table

during the performance, says he saw certain motions of the

accordion, and

Mr. Crookes inserts in his testimony the

existence of these motions, which he did not see at all him
self.

This has no value, it is not even legal testimony, as

before a court you may not swear as to fact s you know only
by hearsay.

I have my strong suspicions that there was col

lusion between Home and Mr. Crookes' assistant ; this is
The pawl, b, turns upon a hollow pivot or cylinder, G, the
another trick of which I myself confess again to have been
opening in which coincides with ./L hole in the case of the
guilty often : but Mr. Crookes is too confiding and too inno
lock. From the center of thi s opening, two segmental aper
cent to cherish any such suspicions.
tures, H, are cut through the case. The pod of the key en
B. D. thinks I am " attributing to Mr. Crookes, and the two
ters the hollow pivot of the pawl, and the two wards enter
other gentlemen, an amount of obtuseness that is not charac·
holes iu the pawl reached through the segmental openings,
teristic of either of them." B. D. must profess little knowledge
H. By turning the key thus applied, the pawl is raised, so
of human character not to know, or never to have observed,
that the bolt may be turned further round by the knobs on
that many men, very intelligent and of Bound judgment in
the spindle, and the pawl may enter the notch, I, the latter
almost all respects, are obtuse, and even stupid, in certain pe
being mad e to fit , quite closely, the downward projection on
culiar matters-for instance, in their religious tenets, or in
pawl.
In
this
position;
the
bolt
cannot
be turned from
the
their political convictions. It has even been asserted that
the outside without the use of the key. The pawl, however,
most men are insane on some particular subj ect, and it is
has a handle, J, from which proj ects a knob on the inside of
surely true of a great many I know ; they rather believe in a
the door, by the use of which the pawl may be raised and
mysterious supernatural agency, acting in an absurd, non
the bolt turned without the key. By making the bolt simi
sensical manner, than in the well known natural laws and
lar at both extremities and providing a second opening, K,
forces, acting always consistently and wisely, and of which
for the handle of the pawl, and a proper pivot hole, L, for
those who are more acute than their fellow men take advan
the pivot of the pawl , the lock is made reversible for right
tage to deceive them.
and left hand doors.
Certain men will profit by the general love for the myste
Patented through the Scientific American Patent Agency,
rious, by the universal predilection for believing in what is
Oct. 3, 1871 , by Martin P. Warner and Edwin W. Payne, of
liked best, without investigating what is strir.tly true, and
Morrison, Ill.
by the general disgust of people in being told that they err in
_ .•. .
Novel Uses oC Electricity.
j udgment. This last fact is the strong point which maintains

at the equator, is to the centrifugal force at any other place ,
as the radius is to the cosine of the latitude of the plilCe.

With the foregoing explanation, we come direct to the

question at issue.

Required the point toward which a falling

body will tend, at the mouth of the central shaft of the Hoos
ac tunnel in

420 N. Lat., the centrifugal force
1 is to 289.
to the cosine of 420 : : is 1, (the centrifugal
equator) : the centrifugal force at 420 N. Lat. =

tor being to the force of gravity as

at the equa

1. As radius :
force at the

0'74314.

Hence the force of gravity at that point is to the centrifu

gal force in the ratio of

289 to 0'74814.

To construct the

problem geometrically. draw the dotted line, A, a, (represent

ing the centrifugal force and its direction), so that it shall
have a proportionate length to line A, C, (representing the
force of gravity and its direction), as

0'74314 is to 289; draw

the line, a, c, parallel to A, C, and c will be the point to which
the falling body will tend, along the diagonal, A, c.

c will

be a point on a semidiameter at the equator, drawn parallel

to a tangent at the equator, where it is intersected by a meri
dian of the place of experiment.

2. To find the angle of

variation from a true perpendicular : The line, A, a, equals

C, c, the angle A, C, c, equals the latitude of the place of ex

periment,

arithm of

which

=

420, therefore, as the logarithm of 289 is to the log
0'74314, so is the sine of 420 to the angle required,
5',55'095"

To find the amount of deflection at the bottom of tb e shaft

The efforts which have been made from time to time, with the belief in supernatural agencies. Men, in general, are not it being 1,030 feet deep. As radius is to the sine of 5' ,55'095",
but poor encouragement, to engrave on metals by means of ashamed to complain of their bodily defective constitution, so is the logarithm of 1 ,030 to the distance, which = 1'7722
electricity, seeJU at last, says the

Iron .Age, to have resulted and even their mental deficiences in regard to mem.ory, etc., feet in the direction of the centrifugal force.

in the attainment of practical results.

An ingenious French but never in regard to their judgme�t ; this is infallible, in
The foregoing demonstration is based on the supposition
mechanic has produced an invention by which a metal plate, their own sight. Therefore, when you tell them that they that the earth is a sphere, and the place of experiment at the
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level o f the sea, but t h e earth being spheroidical i n form, and the fire, with a hissing noise, but not the slightest damage adulterations), it cannot be re dn ced , because the adulterations
the place in question some thousand feet above that level, either to life or property. On taking out the sections, it w�s cannot, by any heat obtainable with the blowpipe, be re
will change the result here given. Knowin g the difference found that seven had been injured by fire , and it was per duced to their own metallic bases, and cannot, of course, be
between the polar and equatorial semidiameters, the ordinate fectly evident that they Wel"e exposed to a severe fire with converted into metallic lead.
The test is simply the adaptation of long and well known
A, B, co rre s p on din g to any required degree o f l atitude, can be little or no water. These are the facts. The pressure at the
readily found, to the length of the ordinate thus found, all time of the explosion was 80 p ou n d s. We ask why no chemical facts to a beneficial commercial u s e, and I h a ve not
the hight above the sea level ; then i n st e ad of usin g the for· serious damage was d o n e , and find an answer in this : Each heretofore claimed and do not no w claim more for it. As I
mula as ra di u s is to the cosine of the latitude, say as the section was conn e cte d with the rest by two one inch pipes, fully realized its im p ortan c e, and anticipated the probable
logarithm of the equatorial diameter, in feet, is to th e loga giving an area of one alld a half square inches, or a force of effect of its publication upon the trade in imitation and adul
rithm of the ordinate A, B, plus the hight above the sea level i n 120 pounds, with. a reacting force of 60 p oun ds , not sufficient terated white l ead, before writing it I ha d applied it to many
feet, so

is 1 to the centrifugal force at A, which will slightly to displace any part of the structure. Here we have low water, and various samp! es of white lead, both of American and
red hot plates or tubes, sudden expansion of metal, favorable foreign manufacture, of various " ages," and its results were

alter the fraction from what is before given, representing the

centrifugal force at that point ; thereafter, in the solution, provision for the formation of hydrogen gas, and all the in every instance confirmed by my tests or analyses in the
mysterious conditions for a first class explosio n ; why not the " wet" way.
It will be found equally useful in detecting adulterations
disastrous results ? Simply because the relief of the power
HORACE MARTIN.
Corning, Mo.
much time, and time is an in litharge, red lead, or orange mineral, the latter being sim
too
took
boiler
stored
the
in
_ r . . ..
ply a superior article of red lead.
important cbnsideration in estimating power.
Facts a n d Figures Regarding StealD B oller Ex·
If " X" instead of setting up a test ( ?) of hi s own, and then
If it is your good fortune, Mr. Editor, to open a bottle of
pl osions.
champagne, with a friend or two, and let the stopper pop, you proceeding to knock it down, will consult any an al yt ical

follow with the proportions as before given.

To the Editor of the Scientific American :
In your i ssue of September 23, John Lynch, M.D., Profes
sor in South Carolina University, is very severe on the pro
fession of which I am a humble member. He says that " the
world looks to th e practical engineer for an explanation of
the causes of the frequent steam boiler explosions. But the

bona fide explosion ; " the act of driving out any thing
If you drink one alone, and wish
no on e to hear the noise of the explosion, insert a tubular
corkscrew provided with a pet cock and relieve th e gas
gradually ; if no such corkscrew is ha ndy, k eep your hand on
and so let out the gas and prevent an explosion.
recent examination of the so called experts shows th at the the stopper,
have a

with noise and violence."

chemist as to the truth of the test, or will m ak e the test as
directed in my description, he will certainly be at once con
vinced of its correctness and reliability ; and this course I .
would recommend to" any one interested in the m atter .
I will not again trespass upon your valuable space t o reply
to an anonymous communication on this subj ect, and I thank

If the bottle be weak, and you have the stopper secured by you for your indulgence in this instance.
FELIX McARDLE.
St. Lo uis, Mo.
the
wire, a sudden �haking, particularly when a little warm,
etc. I must differ with the learned professor. The practical
_ 1_. "
If you drink
engineers who testified, among whom is Mr. McMurray, have will cause a " burst ; to break suddenly."
are " on a burst," because some people in that Exit Mr. Painc •• ··He Decllines thc () h allenge Col'
shown that the boiler of the WIl8ljield exploded simply too much, you
a Test ot· His ElectrolDotor.
condition break things suddenly, although I sup
because it was not strong enough to resist the internal pres interesting
To the EditO'l' of the Scientific American :
pose
editors
never
do.
sure of the steam. It is true that the said experts used the
world (and, no doubt, the experts also) has been deceived,"

opportunity to ventilate their mysterious theories,

and let off

the gases with which their boilers are charged ; and even the
learned professor seems

anxious to add to the number of
all calm and candid
investigations. In this age of scientific inquiry, it is certainly
strange that even educated men should cling to th e supersti
tion of the middle ages, as they evidently d o, from the love
" probabilities " which are so injurious to

of tIle mysterious, which enables thousands to accumulate
wealth as astrologers, mediums, and quacks.

So great is this
I would not be a s ton i sh e d to find
at some future investigation of boiler explosions, the newly
discovered psy chi c force act an important part. We are told

love of the mysterious that

that thi s is a latent force, possessed by many (unknown to

themselves), a force able to suspend a man in mid air, and

move the heaviest furniture ; and no doubt it is the cause of
earthqualtes and boiler expl o s ion s .

The only reliable manner of investigation is to carefully

examine the results produced under various circumstances .
and thence t o find the common cause. T o d o this, I will take
for investigation two .explosions with which I am familiar in
every detail. The first was the most disastrous explosion

that has ever come under my personal notice. A ki er, about
four feet in diameter by ten in hight, situated some fifty feet

from the boiler, and connected with the same by an 1t inch
2 inches in diamcter, and was filled

pipe, had a safety valve,

Barnum, i n his " Forty Years Recollections," r elat e s hi�
purchase of Peal's Museum, and the running of it in oppoJi
is used . when they are irregularly Ced, or when they are tion to his other museum, the abuse of each other, growing
carelessly managed. In fact, the occasional reports o f the out of their simulated rivalry, resulting as a profitable ad
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection and Insurance Company vertisement.
tell the whole story. For July, 1871, they report " Furnaces
Now, I desire to assure you that there is no collusion of
out of shape, 33-6 dangerous ; fractures in 11011, 40-19 dan this kind between Mr. Smith and m y s el f . I do not remem
gerous ; burnt plates, 50 -16 dangerous," etc. Boilers may ber to have ever met �he gentleman, and, as far as I am
be, and often are, so faulty in construction that some vf their concerned, he is a Mr. Smith seeking k nowledge under diffi
parts have to resist a greater strain than they are able to sus culties.
tain, as may be seen in b oil er works where some d ifficult
Mr. Smith, feeling uncomfortable in his " ridiculous posi
parts are often forced into position, and at times are split and tion," attempts to make a diversion by citing certain \tlleged
rej ected, but more often made to answer. There is no mys violations of contract on my p art. I am at a loss to conceive
tery as to the cause of boiler explosions, and there is a simple what relation my privat e business matters may have with the
remedy. All modern ships are built in compartments, so that subj ect matter under cOllsideration, but Mr. Smith undoubt
injury to one does not impair the efficiency of the rest ; and edly h a s an obj ect i n view, and in courtesy to him I proceed
we must do the same with steam boilers. There are ma ny to state, that he has not seen , neither has any one seen, such
such in the market, and there are some th at combine an econ · a contract as he specifies in his seventh paragraph, for the
omy never before reached with absolute safety. They are very good reason that no such contract, exprll8seiJ,. or implied,
appreciated by manufacturers, and some of the largest of ever did exist, and furthermore, my name cannot be found as
them, su ch as the A. & W. Sprague Manufacturing Company, a party to any contract where it is not expressly sta ted that
who are u sing o ver 100 steam boilers, are now putting the enterprise is experimental, and to be solely under my
in safety boilers, as much on account of their great economy supervision. Th�refore, the remarks attributed to me in
in fuel as their safety from disastrous explosions. One firm Mr. Smith's eighth paragraph are the coinage of his own
in Rhode Island manufactures now over 300 horse power of brain, as they are predicated of a condition of things that
Steam

boilers, as other things, become weak by wear.

They grow weak sooner when

forced, when

bad water

safety boilers per week, and has orders on hand to last till
about eight feet with woolen yarn and water. The steam
January. Ferry boats and steam ships must soon follow.
pipe entered near the bottom of the kier, and ended near the
And the world will be forced to admit that engineers, even
center of a. cast iron pipe called the " vomit " pipe. After the
if not perfectly fami liar with modern chemistry, have con
whole of the water was heated, this vomit pipe ejected water
quered steam and made it safe and cheap.
and steam on top of the ,Yarn, in the same manner as th e pat
JOSEPH A . MILLER, C. E.
ent wash boilers vomit the water from the bottom over the
This kier exploded with terrific force, carrying
destruction to every building within 100 feet, and proj ecting
clothes.

the upper part of the kier like a rocket into the air, the bot
tom separating from the cylindrical shell. I have never seen
Buildings were shattered, walls
a more complete ruin.

Boston, Mass.

the

P urity

oC White

To the Ei,itor of the &ientific American :

Mr. Smith's closing proposition amounts to j ust this : " Mr.

Paine,

I bet you five hundred dollars that I can flog you ;
you must consider
yourself flogged." Mr. Paine respectfully declines to accept
now if you don't step out and let me try,

this sportsman's bluff. and does not fear to let the matter be

an open que s ti on.

To Mr. Smith and others, who have attempted to cast

. .•. -

Testin g

had no exioltence.

Lead.

odium on my experiments,
notiee.

I have already given too much

Hereafter I propose to allow these gentlemen to con

On the 18th of March last, you were kind enough to pub tinue their defamation of ' me as may please them. At the
proper time my work will show for itself.
thrown dow n, roofs and rafters torn off, and houses and lish a test of the purity of white lead by use of the blowpipe,
H. M. PAINE.
trees in the vicinity covered with yarn of all colors. Now sent you by me over my own signature. A short time after
_ .•. -

here, certainly, could be no hydrogen gas, still less free its publication, a criticism of it appeared in your columns,
oxygen ; and certainly not ewen red hot plates to ignite the signed by .. X," of Pittsburgh, Pa.

compound.

plates.

There could be no low water, no o'verheated

I did not at the time

Selenltlc Mortar.

deem it incumbent upon me to notice To the EditO'l' of the Scientific American :
called-first, because the writer
We live and learn, and the present teachings open wide

No camel's back expansion ; no water overcharged the criticism-if it can be so

with heat while in a quiet state ; no sudden evolution of did not see fit to sign his own name, as in all fairness he our eyes in astonishment. Under the head of " Selenitic
steam, no electricity, although there might have have 80me should have done ; and secondly, because I did not con Mortars," in your issue of th e 26th ult., I di s c over that there

psychic force.
pressure !

What caused this kier to explode ?

taneous relief of an immense power !

Over sider that to a reader of ordinary care, it really called in

is something new under the sun, and learn, for the first time,
lime added to mortar renders it hyd rauli c .
I am sorry I cannot but only stated that th e writer had once made an experiment I again repeat, we live and learn, a s I a m told :tQ believe that

What caused the immense destruction ?

Instan question the correctness and certainty of the blowpipe test,

that sulphate o f

love of the mysterious ; but facts are stubborn in another and entirely different manner from that directed such is the case. However, my experi ence tells me, that plas.
ter of Paris, in its natural state, will not render any lime
My attention has, however, been recently called to the hydraulic. This is easily proved.
every bleacher is familiar with the trouble, in all kiers,
However, if any one
of swelling by the steam getting under the cloth or yarn, and fact that the communication of " X" has been made use of (I doubts my assertion, I call upon him to make an artificial
raising the same bodily. Now this kier was built to stand trust without his knowledge) in trade circles, in such a man hydraulic cement out of a pure lime. I should first get rid
thirty pounds pressure, and when the vomit pipe discharged ner as to make it appear as a partial refutation of the test, of the sulphate in any ingredients I might have to use
freely', any overpressure should have been relieved by the so I am induced to ask again the use of your columns to reo (pumice grit, for instance, for the cementing material therein
is pure sulphate of lime) by " roasting," and I should add an
valve ; but the kier swelled, the safety valve was choked, ply, which I will do as briefly as possible.
In my description of the test, I did not state that carbonate ingredient containing alumina and the oxide of iron. Soap
the pres�ure rose, and the weakest part gave way,
opening the whole bottom, containing an area of 1809t of lead would or would llOt reduce to its metallic base when stone would answer ; but, better still, any clay containing
square inches, which, at 30 pounds pressure, would give a heated in a crucible, so I cannot see that the gentleman'S ex those two ingredients, and which is very abundant all over
force of 54,285 pounds on the bottom, and a reactive force to periment has any bearing upon the test whatever. What I the world. This has, however, to undergo a certain prepara
lift the kier of 27,142t pounds. The whole power stored up di d state, and what I now beg to reiterate, is simply this : tion, which I thought was known only to the writer ; and
in the kier, if expended in one second of time, was equal to That a sample of pure carbonate of lead (white lead) when then I sho uld proceed in my manufacture as Colonel Scott,
345,600 horse power, certainly sufficient to cause all the exposed, upon a piece of charcoal, to the action of the " blue" R. E., ha s done. I may remark, that in 1840 to '45, I built
or hottest part of the flame of "he blowpipe (in chemistry the many bridges and culverts in Matwa, India, of cement thus
destruction accomplished.
The second case happened within one mile of the first. It word " reducing" is used, it being, in the use of the blow formed ; and in 1846-'47. I l aid the artificial foundations of
was the explosion of a 125 horse power Miller's safety boiler, pipe, synonymous with " blue" or " hottest") will quickly part the Aden defensive works with coral lime (the purest of
and consisted of fifteen section s , each of twelve three inch with its carbonic acid and oxygen.
lime), rendered hydraulic by the admixture of pumice grit
I will also say that it makes no difference whether the dep riv e d of its sulphate ; I found in Aden .that if this sul
tubes, which were counected with the water and steam main
by two one inch pipes each . This boiler supplied steam for sample be.dry or in oil (except that in the latter case it will phate was not got rid of by " roasting," there was no hydrau
a 200 horse power Corliss engine, carrying a load, as near a s reduce a little quicker, as the oil helps it) whether a long or lic property whatever.
We all know for internal work
could be ascertained, of 180 horse power ; i t had a grate sur short time has been collsum ed in its corrosion or manufac (decoration �) plaster of Paris is used, and that i t alone is very
face o f 11 ft. 6 in. by 5 ft. , or 57t square feet, with an ture, whether it has " age" after manufacture or not, or by quick setting. I admit, any lime may be made selenitic by
gratify the

. things.

The safety valve was choked with woolen yarn ; and by me, which experiment had proved a failure.



extraordinary good draft.

The engineer, an honest, intelli

whom or by what process it has been converted into a car Colonel Scott's process ; but that that alone will render any

gent man, stood near one of the fire doors when one of the bonate.
tubes burst, the weld opening for about twelve inches.

The

But if a sample be a.dulterated with oxide of zinc, sulphate

lime hydraulic,
clay.

I cannot admit. The secret i s the burnt
If nodular lime stone be procurable, calcine it, without

result was a discharge of steam which partially extinguished of baryta, whiting or other carbonate ' of lime (the usual washing, and you have an hydraulic cement, unless the clay
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in the nodules be over abundant ; and this was the origin of
my cement in 1840. As the result of my observation, I wrote
an article on this subject in the Country Gentleman of March
last.
J. KILNER,
Major-General Retired List, Royal, late Bombay, Engineers.
Fredericton , New Brunswick, D. C., Sept. 19 , 1871 .
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RECENT IMPORTANT PATEN T DECISIONS BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DIS·
TRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA.···MC'KENNAN, JUDGE.

SAPONIFIER PATENT.

Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company VB. E. A.
Thomas ; Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company VS.
.. _ .
Christian Barry. The complainant is the assignee of George
A LeaC CroDl a Pra ctical Engineer' s Experl.nce. Thompson, to whom reissued letters patent Nos. 2 ,570 and
2 ,571 were granted, for the unexpired term of fourteen years,
To the Editor of the Scientific American :
from October 21 , 1856 . The first is for the process of putting
I sent you an account of a circumstance which happened up caustic alkali (soda or potassa) in metallic casing or inte.
while I was running a portable engine, which you printed in gument, by pouring the molten caustic alkali into the casing,
an early number of last volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. and then doing up the top : and the other is for caustic al !t aIi
inclosed in a light metallic integument or metallic casmg.
I mentioned that in about four seconds the steam rose from One is for the process of putting up caustic alkali, and the
eighty to one hundred and forty pounds. The safety valve other for the product of such process.
The validity of these reissues is assailed upon the ground
would never, of its own natural action, have saved that
boiler. I was looking at the steam gage at the moment that that they are not for the same invention described in the
it began to indicate more pressure, and I raised the valve origilial patent. They are divisions of the original patent,
and are, therefore, to be treated as but one patent, with two
lever as high as the construction of the connections would distinct claims. Although this division of the patent may
allow, till mud and foam rose high in the air. and the press have been unnecessary to effectuate the invention, it in no
view impairs the validity of the reissues. Nor will discre
ure came down to the running point.
After reading of the Westfield explosion, and the opinions pancy in the titlp.s, and variations in the description a�d
claims of the original reissued patent, avoid the latter. Thmr
of your correspondents, I came to the conclusion that it is effect results only from diversity of subj ect matter. Battin
high time that something was done for the safety valve. It VB. Taggart, 1 7 Howard, 84.
The material inquiry then is, is the subject matter of both
is in the same condition now that it was in seventy years
ago. We need a valve that will rise two or three inches out patents the same invention ? In other words, are the process
of its seat in one moment, so as to give full relief before the and the product claimed in the reissue substantially de
scribed in the original ?
pressure has time to get to a bursting point. That valve
In the original patent, the nature of the invention is stated
might be set so that it would not act unless there w as posi to consist in " a new and useful mode of wrapping cakes of
tive danger. It might be constructed with what I will call potash or caustic soda in air tight wrappings, so as to pre
the first load direct on the valve stem, without a lever. I serve it from the action of the atmosphere, being designed to
enable the manufacturer, of the caustic alkali, to put them
would continue the stem upward, and connect it with a load up in original packages of uniform size and weight, of such
ed lever or a spring that might be held down with a catch convenient size that when a package is opened the whole
that would be let go with thfol drst motion upward of the may be used at once." Two modes of carrying the invention
vl;11ve stem. It would almost entirely do away with the idea into effect are described. One is to provide canisters of thin
that if part of the fire surface gets red hot, and the water sheet iron, cemented at the j oints with inflexible cement,
into which the caustic alkali is poured in a molten state, and
rises over it while in that condition, that there must be an while hot, the lid is closely fastened down, so as to exclude
explosion. If there are any weak points in my plan, I hope the atmosphere. Now, while this patent describes and claims
your correspondents will let me know them, so that the pub the process of putting up caustic alkali in air tight integu
t
lic may find out whether there is any means of reducing the men s, it describes also the obj ect and result of the process.
Packages of caustic alkali are produced of uniform weight,
number of boiler explosions.
and such convenient size that when a package is opened the
San Francisco, Cal.
JOHN MAILER.
whole may be used at once. The very obj ect of the descrip
tion is to indicate a product possessing original merit as the
. 1 •. •
result of an improved process.
.
Controlling Balloons.
In reissue No. 2 ,570 , which is for " an improved process of
To the Editor of the Scientific American :
putting up caustic alkali," the description of the process is
While experimenting with a magnetic needle and o�serv manifestly in substantial accordance with the description in
ing thA well known fact, that when the needle is thrust the original specification.
Reissue No. 2 ,571 is for an " an improvement in the manu
through any solid body and delicately poised, the attraction facture of caustic alkali," and claims " caustic alkali, incased
of the needle is strong enough to turn the body toward the or enveloped in a tight metallic integument or casing, sub
north, it occurred to me that this principle of the needle stantially as above described." The mode of incasing it, and
its peculiar properties when incased, are distinctly described
might be applied to aid in guiding balloons.
and stated, and with no material variation of phraseology
Aeronauts have vainly sought for some contrivance for
from that employed in the original specification.
guiding, or preventing the rotation of the balloon. Now, sup
It is apparent that the subj ect of both specifications is caus
pose we construct a powerful magnetic needle, or ear, long tic alkali, so put up and prepared liS to secure special com
enough to pass through and. project from each side of the mercial properties, protection against deliquescence, capabil
balloon ; as the slightest influence will rotate a balloon or ity of safe transportation, and adaptation to general use. The
reissued patent, then, is for the same all eged invention de
any other body when suspended in still air, or in a steady scribed in the original specification, and the apparent obj ect
current of air, the magnetic bar would keep one side of the of the amendment was to make an explicit claim for it as a
balloon toward the north, and other appliances could be used new article of manufacture and commerce, which was dis
tinctly indicated as the patentee's invention, but was not
to drive' it in other directions.
technically claimed in the original specification.
Hartford, N. Y.
JOHN H. MARTIN.
It has been repeatedly adjudged that this may be done.
" This," says Mr. Justice McLean, in Battin VB. Taggar� , 1 7
Baltic S e a Soundlngs---Results o f' a Recent Ex- How., 84, " the patentee had a right to do. He had a nght
to restrict or enlarge his claim, so as to give it valldity and
ploratio n oC the Baltic.
effectuate his invention." And so Mr. Justice Grier held in
The greatest depth of the Baltic between Gothland and passing upon this patent, in this court, in Pennsylvania Salt
Windau as reported by the discovery ship Pomerania was Manufacturing Company VS. Guggenheim, 3 Fisher, 423 . .
The respondent further objects to the patent, that the infound to be 720 feet . not 1 ,000 , as was formerly supposed.
At the depth of from 600 to 72 o f eet th e water was, at vention claimed is not novel. I do not propose to notice in
the end of July, 'Very cold, the thermometer giving from detail the evidence adduced on this point. It is sufficient to
say of it generally, that it does not prove that the product,
t to 2 ° R. No plants were found at this depth, and only a with distinguishing properties claimed by the patentee to
few specimens of one or two specieR of worms were brought · belong to his, was in use before his invention. '1'he hydrate
up with the clay and mud. The cold probably prevents of soda was a well known chemical substance, rapidly deli
fresh watGr animals from living at such a d e pth, while the quescent when exposed to the air, and, by reason of its causticity, difficul� to h�ndle and ? ang'lrous t? tran sl? 0:t. A �
small quantity of salt which the water contains renders it obvious securIty agamst
these rIsks was to mclose It l� antlunfit to support sea animals. Animal life abounds from the corrosive air tight vessels, and so it was treated, but m the
f
surface to about 300 feet below it, while plants were seldom mod es a dopted for ts preservation it was onl employed in
found at a d epth of more than sixty feet. The Balti 0 is sup - the laboratory, in surgical operations, and in t e arts, which
large quantities of it at one time.
plied with salt water by the Cattegat, through which a deep would admit of the use of
It was not until George Thompson, after repeated experiwater current flows into the Baltic, while the brackish water ments, perfected his method of putting it up, that austic
�
which is lighter, streams into the North Sea by a surface soda was brought into very general household use ill the
due
to the plan
current. In the part of the Baltic which lies to the west of manufacture of so�p. This was undouLtedly
Rugen, the difference between the brackish wa�er of th e sur- devised by him for its. preparation, whereby portability,
and
transportation,
safety and convenience in handling and
face and the salt water of the depth s is far more strongly special adaptation to domestic use, were, for the first time,
marked than in the eastern basin, and consequently a number secured. The proofs, therefore, fall short of overcoming the
of animals and plants are to be found in the former which presumption of novelty arising from the patent.
A grave objection is that which brings in question the patare entirely absent in the latter part, where the wa t er con
entability of the alleged invention. A patentable subj ect
tains a comparatively small percentage of salt. Both animal
must be not only new and useful, but it must involve some
and vegetable life were found to be most abundant on the exercise of the inventive faculty, and it must not be merely
coasts of Mecklenburg, Slesvig and Holstein, anc in the bay the application of an old thing to a new use. It is undoubt
edly true, that small metal cans and infusible cement were
of Lubeck.
in use before Thompson's invention, and that caustic alkalis
.. _ .
were preserved from deliquescence by inclosure in air tight
Terrible Conflagration In Wisconsin and Minnesota. packages of glass, iron and wood ; but still the fact remained
As we go to press, we have telegraphic reports that a ter that caustic soda was unavailable for general use, and espe
rible conflagration is devastating some of the finest wooded cially for the domestic manufacture- of soap. By Thompson's
method it was invested with commercial properties and prac
regions of Wisconsin and Minnesota. Fifty townships have tical adaptabilities which.did not pertain to it before.
been burned out, including dwelling houses, barns, fences,
Its deliquescent tendency and corrosiveness confined its
telegraph lines, and every inflammable substance on the sur consumption within narrow limits. By Thompson's efforts
face of the ground. Hundreds of families have been rendered these difficulties were practically overcome, and it wa s fitted
homeless. Animals, wild and domestic, are running in every for general use-and the supply of a universal want. In the
language of Mr. Justice Livingston, in Langden VB. De Groot,
direction. The burned territory now presents an area of 1 Paine, 206 , " it was rendered more portable and conven
three thousand square miles ! This is almost equal to the ient for use." The effect was to immensely increase its con
sumption in the domestic production of soap, which was
total area of the State of New Jersey.
before manufactured by other methods, or in large establish
- . �. TRUTH is immortal ; the sword cannot pierce it, fire cannot ments only. Indeed, it may be considered as originating a
new branch of domestic manufacttire. This is certainly indi
consume it, prisons cannot incarcerate it, fa.mine cannot cative of original merit, and is demonstrative of its great
starve it.
public utility.

h
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The patentability of an alleged invention is, in many cases,
most satisfactorily shown by its utility. In Webster on
" Subj ect Matter," 30 , it is said, " the utility, then, of the
change, as ascertained by its consequences, is the real practi
cal test of the sufficiency of an invention ; and since the one
cannot exist without the other, the existence of the one may
be presumed in proof of the existence of the other. Wher
ever the utility is proved to exist in any great degree, a suffi
ciency of invention to support the patent must be presumed."
Judged by the standard of utility, then, a sufficiency of in
vention to RUpport this patent is to be presumed.
In a commercial sense it has just claims to be regarded as
a· new product. It was so treated by Commissioner Mason
in the original application for a patent. In his opinion he
very forcibly says : " Had he discovered an ingredient which,
mixed with alkali, WOUld, without injury to its properties in
other respects, have prevented it from a tendency to delique
scence, he would have made a patentable discovery. Is not
this equally so ? In fact, the packages of alkali, done up as
proposed, may, in substance, be deemed a new commodity, a
new article of merchandise, for although its constituent in
gredients are the same as were before known and used, a
new property has, in reality, been communicated to it. In
point of fact, the article now offered for sale is the alkali
without any tendency to deliquescence ; this, though chemi
cally not new, is so commercially, and is so proved by the
affidavits filed." Equally satisfactory proof of this has been
exhibited in this case, and to this is to be added the wide
extension of its use, as a significant recognition o f its novelty
as a commercial product.
The whole question wa,s before this court in the Pennsyl
vania Salt Manufacturing Company V8. Gugg, nheim, and the
patent was held to be valid. Such a j udgment, pronounced
by a j udge whose knowledge, experience and ability invest
his opinion with the weight of high authority, must and
ought to overbear all doubts upon the subj ect in this contro
versy.
That there are differences in the method employed by the
complainant and respondents, to incase the soda and seal the
packages, is doubtless true ; but the product of both is sub
stantially the same, namely, caustic soda encased or enveloped
in a tight metallic integument, which may be preserved and
transported, and thus introduced into general use.
The respondent, therefore, is an infringer.
Decrees were entered by the Court, referring the case
to John Cadwalader, Jr. , Esq., as Master to report damages
Harding, for pla intiff; Cuyler and Burton , for defendant.
THE WETHERILL ZINC CASE.

In the United States Circuit Court for the District of New
Jersey, Judge M cKennan ordered a decree to be entered for
the plaintiff, deciding Samuel Wetherill's patent to be valid,
and that the New Jersey Zinc Company had infringed it, and
referred it to S. D. Oliphant, Esq., of Princeton, as Master to
estimate and report the savings and gains made by the de
fendants, and also awarded a perpetual injunction. Judge
McKennan said he would file an opinion in full hereafter, but
would now state the points of his decision, as follow s :
In the Circuit Court of the United States, for the Third
District of New Jersey :-Samuel Wetherill and George W .
Gilbert, administrators of Charles J. Gilbert, deceased, and
Martha M. Jones, administratrix of Samuel T. Jones, deceased.
Also S muel Wetherill and George W. Gilbert, administra
tors � f Charles J. Gilbert, deceased. In equity.
1. The patent of Samuel Wetherill for a process of reducing
ores of zinc, by the direct application of fuel to the ore in a.
crushed state.
2 . The conspicuous merits of his process are : Great econo
my in the consumption of fuel ; a more thorough liberation
of the oxide from the ore than could be accomplished by any
known treatment of it ; the production of white oxide of zinc,
of a better quality and at a less cost than it had been pro
duced before ' and the utilization of the slag resulting from
the use of so� e of the ores of zinc. These results demonstrate
its utility and value. Of its no'Celty there is no question.
3 . Its essential features are in the employment of a thin
bed fire of chestnut coal, and of a superincumbent layer of
pulverized ore and pea coal, approximately of the thickness
of three inches ; the enforced passage of atmospheric air in
numerous small j ets through the mass, by which its combus
tion is maintained ; the vaporization of the zinc and its oxida
tion in the furnace above the charge are effected, and the
withdrawal of the charge when the zinc in the ore is ex
pelled, and the repetition of the p ro cess.
4. It is fully, clearly, exactly, and particularly described in
his specification .
5 . It i s satisfactorily shown, by the oral proofs and by the
analysis of the slag, that the thinness of the bed coal and
of the charge of crushed ore and coal, within the limit of
eight or nine inches, and alternation of the process, are essen
tial to its practical efficiency and success .
6 . Burrows' patent is for a furnace, not for a process.
7 . The directions given in his specification for the use of
his invention, in the statement of its obj ect, do not describe
Wetherill's process in its essential features, or so that one
skilled in the art could practice it.
8 . He was not the first to conceive the practicability of
reducing zinc ores by the direct application of fuel to them
in a crushed state, and to demonstrate it by successful ex
periment .
. 9. Wetherill was the first to comprehend and perfect the
process claimed by him, to describe it intelligently and fully,
and to reduce it to practice.
10. The respondents are shown to have used his process
substantially, and are infringers.
Decree for injunction and an account.
The case was argued by George Harding for plaintiff, and
S. D. Cozzens, of New York, for defendants.
- -.. . THE IRON SHIP A M A GNET .-The follOWing are a few
important facts, as deduced by Mr. Stebbing from his ex
perience of iron ships : 1. A compass may be very true on
one or several point�, and greatly di&turbed on otb ers. 2 . The
errors of one ship are no guide to the errors of another.
3 . The errors are least toward the middle of the vessel.
4. Every iron ship is a magnet in itself ; some have the north
pole aft, and some the south. The magnetic axis is frequent
ly detennined diagonally through the ship. 5 . There are in
all iron ships two points, either opposite, or nearly so, at which
there is no error ; there are two other points where the error
is the greatest. An error will sometimes not alter three de"
grees in a range of five points, but may then change thirty
degrees in the next five points;
TRlJE
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liberty consists in the privilege of enjoying our own
rights-not in the destruction of the rights of others,

•
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Itnproved C arpenter's Bench.

This is a very simple and practical improvement, which
will add much to the convenience of carpenters. Our en
graving of it shows so clearly the nature of the invention,

tional elevation, with scale attached ; Fig. 2, a vertical section ;
Fig.

scribed.

The screw or steam governor, by which the tension

3, section through the line, X, and Fig. 4, a section of the spring is regulated, according to the age and estima 

through the line, Y.

ted strength of the boiler, is not shown.

The whistles, with

The parts are as follows ; A is a cast iron tube, with a the cap supporting them, are also not shown, the principles of

cast top, screwed on or off by the jnspector, and locked and the instrument being better indicated without them. The
that very little is left us to do in description.
At present carpenters' benches are provided with only one sealed by him. The inside parts are of brass. B represents gage and scale are also covered with glass plate, bent into
vise, attached to the side of the bench ; or with two vises, an annular space, in WhiCh the val\'e works freely, as de , semi.cylindrical form, but not indicated in the engraving.
danger of locking, either by
The whole forms a very compact and apparently reliable
one at the side and the other at the end. The invention of scribed below, and without
.
Mr. Starke enables one vise to perform the office of two,
thus lessening the expense of su ch
benches while adding to their use-

sticking in its seat or by the binding of the spring which

fulness.
He accomplishes this by pivoting

I

apparatus for the purpose

intended.
For

dress

further

information

ad

S. B. B. Nowlan & Co., 202

Broadway, New York.
. .•. .

the port, A, which carries the nut

Myers'

of the vise, to the bench, as shown

Pneumatic

C ar.

A trial of this invention

was

at B, so that the vise may be used

recently made at Hyde Park, near

bench, as may be convenient for the

forty invited guests.

eithpr at the side or the end of the

Chicago, in the presence of about

work in hand.

The pivots are formed on the ends

engine driven by compressed air,

of a flat iron bar fitted into the body

contained in a large cylindrical

of the post, perforated for the re

ception of the nut, and slotted for

the notched bar

attached

tank mounted

on four

wheels,

nary horse car.

The main tank is

similar to those used on an ordi

to the

movable j aws of the vise.

The pneu

matic car is, in fact, a locomotive

7 feet in diameter and 16 feet long,

The upper pivot or journal plays

made of boiler plate . Underneath

in a suitable bearing formed in a

this tank, and between the two

table ; and the lower one rests in a

ders and pistons, which drive an

plate let into the under side of the

axles, are a p air of ordinary cylin

f3uitable step supported by a foot.

intermediate shaft that gears into

The advantages of this method

a wheel on one of the axles.

of attaching vises to benches will

be apparent to

practical mechan

ics.

under the

the

Scientific

Patent Agency, Sept.
Frederick

Starke,

two

15 inches in

diameter, both connected with the

American

larger one.

1 2, 1871, by

One of these smaller

reservoirs has what is called a gov

whom address

ernor or regulator between it and

at No. 20, La Belle street, Dayton,

STARKE'S CARPENTER'S

Ohio.

the large tank.

BENCH.

The

cylinders

draw their supply of compressed

C is the mercury bulb, from which air, with which they are driven, from the smaller reservoir,
the tube extends laterally a little way, and then rises verti and the obj ect which it and the regulator are intended to ac
cally along the middle of the scale, as shown. The tubes complish is to keep the pressure, of the air supplied to the

governs the pressure.

- .�. -

C ombined SaCety Valve, Steam Governor, High
Pressure Alarln, and Mercury Gage.

We may rema.rk , by way

main tank, are

smaller reservoirs,

The improvement was patented

through

At

each end of the car, or engine, and

of introduction to a ful l de are made uniform throughout their caliber by drawing them cylinders, uniform. In stopping the car or train, the valves
over wire. D is a vertical guide attached to the valve. E are reversed, and the momentum is utilized to force air back

scription of the construction of this apparatus, that the in

ventors hold that the method o f marking the scales of ste am
mercury gages, by cold hydrostatic pressure, heretofore prac

ticE)d, has led to error, from not taking into account the sub

represents the valve seat, made concave to correspond with again into the small tank. By this means not only is power
the convex under surface of the valve, F, which is hemi economized, but the pressure in the tank which supplies the
spherical in form, and is made hollow with small ports pass cylinders is increased above the o�dinary working pressure ,

sequent necessary expansion of the mercury column by heat.

ing through it, by which, when it is slightly ele vated, steam

ating the scales of such gages, we will simply say that they

as passing through the ports,

Without entering into the details of their method of gradu

passes, the course of the latter being indicated, by the arrows,

and is available in starting the car.

The other small tank to which we have referred has a check

G, then through the ports in valve between it and the large tank.

obtain their column of hights from actual high pressure of the va-Ive or plunger, into the central pipe, K, to the alarm

The obj ect is to keep a

small supply of air at the initial pressure, so that in case of

emergency, such as getting off the

steam, thereby approximating, as
closely as may be, to the precise

track or other accident, there may

gages must be placed in actual

difficulty.

be power enough to overcome the

circumstances under which the
use.

The two small reser

voirs are connected together with

The scale is called geome

a pipe, having a cock or valve be

trical because, in its marking, di

agonal lines are drawn between

tween them, so that the air con

cally

into the other.

tained in the one may be admitted

vertical lines, showing geometri
the

increase

of pressure

It will thus be seen that the ar

corresponding to different hights

rangements and

of the mercury column, expressed
in inches

operating with

and decimals of an

provisions

compressed

for

air

The pressures in pounds

have been made with much care,

on the scale in vertical columns

promising.
'I'he supply of air is of course

inch.

and the whole scheme looks quite

and atmospheres are also marked

of figures, as are also the temper

compressed by a stationary engine

atures in degrees Fahrenheit, and

hights of mercury in inches.

and pump.
The advantages

which are
claimed for this system-which is

It is also held that the steel

yard and weight can never act

especially intended for operating
railroads on which horse power is

with the accuracy of a well tem

pered spring as a regulator of

pressure upon a

used-are that pneumatic
power can be used on streets with
less noise, without �moke and dan

now

safety valve,

where the spring is, a s in this

case, protected from the action of

ger of explosions ; that a pneu
matic engine can be operated by

heat ; and therefore the spring has

been substituted for the steel

a person with much less skill than
is necessary in working a steam
There is of course, in
engine.
compressing air, a loss of power
due to friction, etc., but on the

yard, as indeed it has long been

used on locomotives, and in some

steam safety devices.

Combined with the gage 'there

are three small pipes, opening to

oth'er hand it is claimed that one
large stationary engine will work
much more economically than
many small locomotives. It is

whistles or gongs, which give,

respectively, indications that the

pressure has reached that which

the inspector has set the spring

al so thought that the waste due
to the loss in compressing the air

to carry, or five or ten pounds
above that, according as one, two,

or

three

sounded.

pipe,

of

the

The

described

signals

will be more than compensated
for in the saving of wear and
tear, repairs, etc., of locomotive

are

first, or center
below,

which

boilers.

will sound at a pressure some

what below that at which the

steam will blow off, gives warn

ing to the engineer in charge and

NOWL AN AND SPAULDING'S VERTICAL CUT-O'l<'F STEAM SAFETY VALVE, STEAM
GOVERNOR, FIRE SIGNAL AND GEOMETRICAL STEAM MERCURY GAGE.

the fireman, that the latter is likely soon to raise too much
steam, and thus prevents him from pushing the fire too far.

whistle or gong.

H is the brass box for holding the ther

mometer and mercury gage ; I ,is the side pipe which sounds

As the other signals sound, should they be allowed to do so,

an alarm, at a pressure, say of fifteen pounds under the

ing the fireman to check the fire, prevent waste of

pressure.

A public exhibition of the kind

made recently affords but little
opportunity for applying any se

vere tests, or of making any conclusive experiments ; but al
though we went to it with some reluctance and with little

real value, we were
they indicate nearer approaches to the pressure at which blow off point fixed by the inspector. J is a side pipe, which obliged to revise our preconception and change our opinions.
steam will escape from the safety valve, and thus, by warn sounds its alarm at, say ten pounds under the blowing off -Railil'oad Gazette.
fuel.

Further increase of pressure raises the valve so as to allow

L is the waste pipe through which the steam pass

es when blOwing off. M is the cast iron cap, which is screwed

expectation of finding anything of

_ ._. -

S. R. BAILEY & Co., Bath, Maine, by their patent machine

the steam to blow off freely, all of which will become ap in over all and locked. N indicates the brass. brackets for for sawing a,round a log, lately sawed a board four feet long
1 is a sec- the attachment of the scale ; and 0 the scale already de- and fifty-eight feet wide.

parent on referring to the engraving, in which Fig.
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THE GOLD

dwellings of the poor have been overlooked, and this class of

population is huddled together in tenement houses and filthy
streets. The remedy for this state of things in New York,

MUNN &: C O . . Editors and Proprietors.
37 PARK ROW (:PARK BUILDING), NEW YORK.
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HOMES

of the sun's rays was measured by the precipitation of gold .

Though of great value to the agricultural interest of the
country, such determinations have not yet been attempted to

The interests of civilization, of good

who are drawn to the city by the requirements of labor and

any extent ; we therefore give a brief account of the process,

in the h ope that some of the gentlemen interested in our

l

1

FOR MECHANICS.

numerous agricultural institutions may be induced to devote

their attention to a subject which, if properly developed, may

commerce.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1871.

!.

Some years ago Professor John C. Draper pUblished a

we should have rapid transit for the thousands of poor people

Twenty-sixth Year.

enable us to make an estimate of the probable value of the

' crops of a locality, by determining the amount of actinic rays
At the rate we are now moving, we shall soon have a poputo which they have been exposed.
lation made up of the very rich and the very poor ; the mid
Draper's process is founded upon the fact that a solution
dle class, the bone and sinew of the land, will be driven away,
of peroxalate of iron that has been exposed to sunlight throws
and the town will not be worth living in. While we are
down a precipitate of gold from the solution of chloride of
waiting for the construction of the much needed railroads,
gold, while the freshly prepared peroxalate that has been
there is no question that it is the duty of employers to have
made in the dark has no such action.
some regard for the condition of their laborers ; and, by a per
The success of the operation depends on the freshness of
sonal inquiry and inspection of their homes, they have it in
the peroxalate, and the uniformity in the method of prepara .
their power to protect them in many ways. It may be found
tion and manner of exposing the solution to the action of the
worth while to spend less money in showy manufactories,
light. To ensure the first and second of these conditions the
and to put the savings into suitable dwellings for mechanics.
solution was prepared every evening by dissolving moist ure
This plan is found to work well in the country. It is becom
peroxide of iron in a standard solution of oxalic acid and
ing more common than formerly for manufacturing compa
raising the temperature to the boiling point. The exc ss of
nies in the country to lay out handsome grounds around their
peroxide of iron was then separated by filtration, and the
mills, and to build neat cottages for their workmen, which
solution placed in the tube in which it was to be exposed to
can be purchased, if the men choose, and paid for out of the
the light on the day following.
savings of their wages.
There are not a few such establish
Uniformity of exposure was obtained by placing the tube
ments scattered over New England, and if the mechanics
in a small box, blackened in the interior, and with an open
living in tenement houses in New York could see how vastly
ing one inch square on one side. The opening was turned
more comfortable their brethren in the country are, they
toward the polar star, and the contents of the tube thus ex
would hardly expose their families to the miseries and temp 
posed to a diffuse daylight under conditions that could be
tations of the city, but would flee at once to the green fields
rigorously reproduced each day.
and healthy air of the country. The families of mechanics in
In the evening, the contents of the tube were treated with
the country are on an equal footing with their neighbors.
a carefully prepared pure solution of chloride of gol d, and
The children meet on common ground ; and, in the public
the precipitate collected on a fil ter, dried, ignited, and weighed
school, merit and not artificial rank makes the aristocracy.
when the weight of precipitated gold indicated the amount
We were recently present at a school examination in the
of change the sunlight had produced in the solution of perox _
country, and were gratified to see two children of poor me
alate of iron. To save time, the solution of peroxalate to be
chanics carry off the prizes. The probabilities are, in the
used the day following was prepared in the intervals that
refined society of the country, that they will continue to win
occurred during the performance of the last described opera.
prizes until they become prominent citizens, and then they
tion.
may safely go to town. W hether in the city or the country,

�

:

there is no class of our citizens better entitled to comfortable

The tendency of modern times is towards the centraliza-

homes than mechanics ; and it is certainly in the interest of

tion of great manufacturing interests in large towns ; and this capitalists to see that they are amply provided.

naturally draws with it the class of population dependent
upon mechanical labor for a subsistauce.

The great increase

_ ._. _

THE ENGLISH

:PATEN T SYSTEM.---WHAT

in the population of London, Paris, Berlin, and N ew York is
an illustration in point.

Unfortunately, factories and ma

chine shops increase in proportions vastly greater than the

accommodations for workmen.

The former are built by men

of large capital, while no one looks after the interest of the
poor mechanic.

Large sums are lavished upon improved

machinery or architectural effects, but no one seems to think
that anything need be done for the multitude of workmen the
mills and factories necessarily bring with them.

The natu

DO

WITH' IT

1

WILL

THEY

railway train.

The bell cord which we uncivilized Yankees

serious one in our large cities.

chievous puerile Britons that this resort has been abandoned

The question has become a have found so simple and convenient, is so obnoxious to mis

introduction of early trains for the accommodation of laborers, as hopeless, and so the Englishman may still be born, may die

thus enabling them to come to their work from a considera a natural death, be robbed or murdered between stations, cut 
Small houses, surrounded by a plot

of ground large enough for a garden, and in the midst of
green fields, have been built in great numbers in the suburbs

of London, partly by charitable associations and partly by

OUGHT TO
WORK 1

CONSTITUT E

A DAY' S

This question has been temporarily answered by the Trades '
We say temporarily, because the public has n o

Unions.

guarantee that i f the eight hour system be generally conceded
by employers, further reduction will not ultimately be de
manded.

The powers of air, earth, and water all fail tion, involves a total reconstruction of society, the extirpation
of drones from the hive of humanity, in short, -It revolution

take advantage of the neglect of the wealthy proprietors to

ble distance out of town .

MANY HOURS

For a long time the entire inventive

housed, and falls a victim to the avarice of landlords, who in the hands of Englishmen, to transmit intelligence on a

In London it has lead to the

. .... -

HOW

And it cannot be denied that if every adult and
youth of sufficient years were an actual producer of some
talent of that favored land has struggled to devise some thing useful or pleasureable to mankind, the present average
means whereby passengers on railway trains-inclosed as we standard of comfortable living might be maintained with
shut up puppies in crates for shipment-can communicate much less than eight hours' labor per day from each person.
The supposition that each healthy individual, old enough
with the guards. Most complicated and ingenious methods
have been proposed ; but, alas ! none have been without some to work, should employ himself or herself in actual produc
The British mind is tortured by the effort to solve two

very grave problems.

ral consequence of all this is that the mechanic is badly fatal obj ection.

provide homes for their men.

OF SUNSHINE.

description of an actinometer, in which the chemical power

morals, of public security, of ultimate prosperity, demand that

The New York
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Instead of being confined to a small island, there is no

reason in the world why we should not spread out over a
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;::rA. Asher & Co. , 20 Unter den Linden, Berlin, Prussia, are Agents
01' the German States.
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e
t
t
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Orders sent to them will be promptly attended to.
J"Y'''

We

must have some way of reaching the country in a few min

WEIGHT

off from all intercourse with the external world.

What will

of such magnitude that it is well nigh hopeless, at least for
centuries to come, and will probably never be reached with
out fierce conflicts between vested interests and those who
would subvert them.
For the present., therefore, the daily labor must obey the

commercial laws which regulate the prices of everythinO'

;

eventually be done with this problem , is a question that re o bought and sold in general market, as both mental and ph 
sical labor now is.

curs as often as a fight or a robbery occurs in a railway

riage, or some woman gets frightened nearly to death by find

There is, however, an unreasonable extent to which men in

But the appeal exceptional cases are made to labor, which, although in ac
of people has been vastly improved. The example of Mr. is made in vain. Plenty of suggestions follow, but nothing cordance with the law of supply and demand (else the con
sent to excessive work would not be obtained) is still, because
George Peabody in London has been followed by capitalists practical is forthcoming.
until the benefits are felt by many thousands of people who
Another problem now engages the political economists of exceptional and excessive, a fit subj ect for reform, and, if
were exposed to the worst features of the overcrowded city. the realm upon which the sun never sets, and excites the in need be, for that wholesome legislation by which extortion

capitalists ; and, in this way, the condition of a large number ing herself locked in with an insane person.

By means of fast trains and suburban dwellings, the condi terest of the engineering public,

tion of the laboring poor has been greatly ameliorating ; and
as

" What shall we do with in commercial transactions is controlled.
Two most prominent instances of excessive labor are to be

our English patent system ?" is the current question of the

public attention is directed to the subj ect it is probable that time, discussed at dinner parties, on street corners, in ale found in the English steam railway service, and in the Amm'i
can street tramway or horse railway service. In both these

other improvements will be made as fast as they are pointed houses, at fairs, and we had almost said at funerals.

Mr. Macfie (we wonder if the last syllable of his name is instances, the labor demanded is of the most exacting nature ;
pronounced like the interjection of same orthography) thun so much so, indeed, that it is difficult to conceive how men
made, as was conclusively shown during the recent Commu ders whenever he can get a hearing, " Let us abolish it ! Let can be secured at the prices paid for the performance of such
nist troubles. If the workmen had been in the suburbs, they us abolish it !" Mr. Ruskin, who has gained a literary repu work. That men have by misfortune, Qr by bad habits, so
would hardly have gone into a struggle that necessarily car tation akin to that of Charles Reade, by expressing some exhausted their resources t h at they are glad to get even such

out by experience.

A somewhat similar agitation has taken

place in Paris, but comparatively little progress has been

ried with it the destruction of their own homes, but, as they

weak ideas in a very forcible manner, gets off a string of

employment, is not a moral j ustification of the greed that

willingly fattens upon the misfortunes of others.
One Mr. M. T. Bass has philanthropically spent much time
other extreme, and declare, by resolution in public meetings and labor in investigating the general condition of the em
that men have an exclusive natural right to hold and use ployes under the railway management in England, and some
their inventions in pe;rpetuo. Mr. Nasmyth and Mr. Besse facts thus brought to light are published in the issue of En
mer have talked common sense, and insist upon the limited gineering for Sept. 1st. A mere glance at these statements

had no homes of their own to speak of, they took great poetical nonsense which does not much affect the main ques

delight in reducing wealthy people to their own destitute tion in any way.
condition.

The destruction of large numbers of houses in

Paris by Baron Haussman, in furtherance of his scheme of

beautifying the city, rendered many poor people houseless
and occasioned an increase of rents to others.

H was only by

The London patent agents j ump to the

patent system as answering the purpose for which such pri will suffice for our present purpose.
" Engine drivers," as they are called in England, ( " engi
ment this occupation was gone. The vast improvements in rewards to individuals conferring them. Sir William Arm neers," as we call them in America,) are sometimes called
Paris have been almost exclusively conducted in the interest strong has been obstructed in developing ideas by patents upon to perform 28 hours of continuous labor, while guards
On
of wealthy people, and hence the question of what to do with that have stood in his way, and henceforth he is an enemy often perform duty from 18 to 40 hours without rest.
the poor is om of the most urgent for the government to of patents. M. Schneider thinks that if A does not invent some occasions these overworked servants do not remove

inventing some occupation for these people that they were

kept quiet, and we have seen what became of them the mo vileges are granted ; namely, the securing public benefits by

settle.

Between Berlin and New York there is great analogy.

g

an improvement today, B will do it to-morrow, and hence B's their clothing from one week's end to another. Si nal men
are commonly employed for 12 consecutive hours, during
right to the invention is as good as A's.

The Select Committee of the Houlje of Commons, before which they have, at busy stati{)ns, no time to take food. In
selfish speculation, in utter disregard of any higher conside· whom all these opinions have been aired, must have had im addition to this, they are compelled once a fortnight to work
ration, has controlled the construction of new buildings. pressed upon their minds the serious character of a question a night shift, in which their labor is prolonged to 18 or 19
Both cities have grown with wonderful rapidity, and, in ea�h,

Wide streets have been laid out, and dwellings, with all the

modern improvements, have been built on speculation ; and

admitting of so many conflicting views.
with it ?

What will they do hours.
Such are a few facts.

In all probability they will do as has been done

Is it any wonder that s uch over

the price of real estate has gone up more than a hundred per with the railway communication puzzle, leave the patent worked eyes, hands, and i.ntelligences sometimes err in the
cent within a few years. In both cities, we also hear of laws as th,ey are, although the disposition of many seems to performance of duty, and that shocking accidents occur as
showy manufactories and extensive warehouses ; but the

be to adopt our system of examination.
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the result of their neglect ?

On American steam railways. the hours of labor required Each exhibits quite a variety of finish; and the collection forms neous impression of the importance of this branch of knowl,
edge. Chemistry is, in fact, more conspicuous by its absence
are not so protracted ; but dn our horse rail ways the conduc an interesting feature of the exhibition.
this year than it is by its presence. Still, there are a few
A collection of ornamental
iors and drivers are shamefully overworked. Sixteen hours
good things, and of these it may be well to speak. The num
BRASS AND COPPER WORK,
a day, w'ith meals eaten upon the car; and with scarcely a
moment to sit down in all that time, except for perhaps four shown by Harell & Hayes, Paterson , N. J., elicits high praise, ber of processes and trades in which chemistry plays a part
or five minutes at the end of trips, is not an uncommon thing for the artistic design and beauty of finish of the articles ex unknown to the popular mind is always great in any exhibi
on these roads ; and this is for seven days iu the week. Such hibited, which comprise a great variety of sheet brass and tion of works of industry, and the Fair of the Institute this
are the demands made! upon the men in their employ, by the copper ornaments for locomotives, steam fire engines, etc. year affords no exception. Of some of these we can speak
horse railway companies in New York.
They are perhaps as fine specimens of brass spinning as have further on.
A PATENT PERFUMER.
It is common to find among these men, varicose veins, eV'er been exhibited.
swelled feet and limbs, ulcers, etc. , caused by protracted
ATLANTIC CABL"F: OF 1856.
A good many years ago, Professor Daebereiner discovered
Iltanding. Their case is truly a hard one, and is rendered the
The only remaining piece of this cable is placed on exhi a property of spongy platinum to glow when exposed to a
more trying from the impatience and often inj ustice of the bition by the Stevens' Institute of Technology, at Hoboken, current of hydrogen gas, until it became so hot as to ignite
travelling public. Many men seemingly take delight in N. J. It is an interesting relic of a remarkable event in the gas. Somewhat later it waB found that a brilliant red
abusing a man who has no redress against abuse except the history of the world, and its value will increase with the hot surface of platinum would accomplish the same purpose ;
what will risk his situation, and a . situation must be worth progress of time. We j udge there are about 150 feet of the finall y, a heated coil of platinum wire, suspended over ether,
something to a man who is willing to perform such service. cable on the reel. The contributions of the Stevens Institute was found to continue to glow as long as any vapor was
These abuses are perhaps not generally known to the pub have added much to the interest of the fair. Among them given off, and if the same coil were hung over boiling ammonia,
lic ; if they are, they are looked upon with an equanimity i s to be seen a
into which was passed a current of oxygen, the hydrogen of
astonishing in a proverbially sympataetic people. Such a
PRIMITIVE STEAM ENGINE,
the ammonia was made to unite with the oxygen with an ex
life, as these conductors and drivers lead, is no be'tter than with tubular boiler, constructed by Mr. Stevens, the founder plosive force. Numerous practical applications have been
abj ect slavery ; but what shall be done about it ? Clearly, of the Stevens' Institute, and used, in competition with Ful made of these discoveries, and one of the neatest is exhibited
when men not only accept such labor, but are glad to get it, ton, on the Hudson and Connecticut rivers. The propulsion by Mr. Otto Boldemann, of No. 148 West 14th street, New
there is something to j ustify the complaints made by the was obtained by twin screws. It is a queer looking affair, York. under the name of the Magic Perfumer and Deodorizer.
working classes of the unequal distribution of labor and its and might be loaded entire on a common dray, and drawn Proof spirit, scented by some essential oil, is put into a cup
rewards.
a way with ease by a single team of horses.
covered with mica or glass, and a thin piece of platinum, cut
It is true that these men cling to commercial centers,
Close by this relic stands Hall's Machine for Refitting into various fancy patterns, after having first been mad e red
rather than accept unknown, though really easier voca Valves, recently illustrated and described at length in this hot, is suspended over the liquid. Immediately the vapors
tions, in agricultural districts. Without skill in any particu journal. It attracts much favorable comment. It is shown
of the alcohol begin to rise, and, as they impinge on the metal,
.
lar occupation, they have drifted into their present one, and by C. F. Hall & Son, 21 Murray street, New York.
are partially decomposed, thus keeping the foil red hot, pre
dread to leave it, as apprehensive of a worse.
In this part of the building also stands a
senting in the dark a beautiful glow of fire without any per
The ignorant and weak always become a prey to intelligent
ceptible cause. It is a pretty philosophical toy such as every
RED GRANITE SHAFT,
rapacity ; and as there is no help for this except in special
taken from a quarry, situated on the bay, at the mouth of teacher would like to possess ; and certainly accomplishes its
legislation , it is to be hoped that the moral sense of the com
Chandler's River, in Jonesborough, Maine, on a good harbor, obj ect of disseminating perfume in a very economical Wtty.
munity will place a check upon the avarice of the corpora
accessible by vessels of all siiles. The quarry contains about It is a pleasure to see a well known experiment of the class
tions who extort such labor, and thus better the condition of
t wo hundred acres. Its highest elevation is about one hun room brought down to supply the wants of every day life ,
their employes, by either securing them equal pay for. fewer
dred and fifty feet above the level of the sea. The shaft is and we hope that. the Magic Perfumer will receive due at
hours' work, or, by reducing their wages, compelling tllem
beautifully polished, and is very handsome. As an orna tention.
to seek other and better fields of employment, which they
mental building material,· or for ornamental architecture, it
STEEL DIRECT FROM IRON.
now seem afraid to enter.
is unsurpassed by anything yet discovered in this country.
Steel
is
generally
made from iron, so that the label in this
- - •. It is exhibited by S. V. French, 176 Fulton street, New York. instance affords but little information. It is probable that
THE VALUE OF PROPERTY IN PATE N T S ILLUSTRATED.
In the line of
iron is immersed in cyanide of potassium, and that the de
_

RECE N T

IMPORTANT PATENT DECISION S.

SEWING MACHINES,
composed cyanogen imparts the property which is possessed
all the leading manufacturers are well represented. We by steel. The process was tried in a modified form, for cast
notice a new machine, eXhibited, we believe, by the Carpen ing steel cannon at the time of our war, and it has been ap
ter Sewing Machine Needle Company, 95 & 97 Liberty street, plied to the conversion, of sheet iron , scrap iron and cer
New York, which has a very unique and ingenious drop tain tools into steel. It is not intended as a substitute for the
wheel feed. It is the invention of Miss Carpenter, the in Bessemer invention, nor for the cementation process so lon g
ventor of the self threading needle, described and illustrated in vogue, but has its value for small articles.
in these columns some time ago.
It is always well to have a short explanatory label attached
We also notice a very highly finished and apparently very to an exhibition of an article of this kind, so as to enable per
efficient sewing machine for stitching on boot soles, shown sons to acquire some information ; and if the visitor is in that
by the Goodyear Boot and Shoe Sewing Machine Company. line of business, he is pr tty sure to want to know more, and
194 Broadway New York. Specimens of the work done by will naturally ap ply to the inventor.
this machine are very fine indeed. It has not been our good
EXTRACTION OF TIN FROM CLIPPING S.
fortune yet to see the machine in operation ; but , as a speci
This is one of the ruost important processes on exhibition,
men of ingenious mechanism, it will repay minute examina
and, if it successfully accomplishes its obj ect, may be set
tion.
In the extreme rear of the building are placed two improved down as having solved a problem that has occupied the atten
rock drilling machines, of different styles, designed for differ tion of chemists and metallurgists for many years. A good
ent kinds of work. The machines are of the kind known as many patents have been taken out for utilizing tin scraps,
diamond drills, and are shown drilling various kinds of stone, some of which have successfully accomplished the obj ect for
from very hard to very soft rock. The machines are sh own the particular locality where the works were erected. It may
by the American Diamond Drill Co., 61 Liberty street, New be well to speak of a few of these , before proceeding to de
York, and as they will shortly form the subj ect of an illus scribe the method now on exhibition.
Stannate of soda, a valuable article in dyeing, is prepared by
trated description in the S CIENTIFIC AMERICAN, we will defer
a discussion of the details of construction till that article ap rolling the scraps into spirals, and subjecting them in wooden
pE)lj.�s. The machines drill hard rock with great rapidity, tanks to the action of sulphur and caustic soda. From one
ann attract a crowd of admiring visitors whenever they are hundred pounds of scraps, twelve to fifteen pounds of the
stanna-te are obtained, WlJrth 18 to 20 cents a poound. The
at work.
At the front end of the building, Mr. William A. Walker, iron is economized in the preparation of a polishing powder
looking glass silverer, 28 Prince street, New York, exhibits for glass, or in the manufacture of steel, or for other pur
----------.
.�.�.-----a number of large vertically and horizontally bent mirrors, poses.
FAIR 01' T HE AMERICAN INSTITUTE.
Another process employed in New York was to subject '.he
which give such disturbed images of persons approaching
We have received a letter from one of the managers of them from various directions as to keep an amused crowd in scraps to a high !teat in circular iron baskets, and thus to
this exhibition, denying the statement, made in a recent issue constant spasms of fun. A person approaching one of tht;\se melt off the tin, and allow it to run into suitable receptacles.
Still another was to dissolve off the tin, and afterwards re
of this j ournal, relating to want of a suitable entrance upon mirrors sees himsel f elongated and attenuated to the highest
Second Avenue , and claiming that sewers are being con pitch of physical emaciation, and steps from it before ano cover it from the solution. And the scraps have been used in
structed on the north , east, and south sides of the building, ther to discover that he has suddenly grown into Falstaffian the smelting of phosphorus ores, especially phosphate of
lead. An English chemist separated the tin from the iron by
which would render such an entrance unserviceable, if pro proportions. Some curious optical effects highten the fun of
vided. The facts are that the sewer in Second Avenue was the thing, and it is really pleasant to witness the delight of means of soda, lye, and litharge ; also, by employing a mixture
completed for some dil3tance past the Rink, before the opening the children in this comical corner. We presume this i.s the of caustic alkali and chromate of potash. Nitric and muriatic
acid, also the amalgamation processes,ha ve been patented ; and
'Of the Fair ; and that there is no entrance suitable for ladies man who furnished the wag of a landlord out West with a
sulphuret of calcium has been substituted for the same com
mirror,
at
the
entrance
of
his
dining
room,
which
made
his
on that side of the building. The statements made in regard
to the opposition to construction of such an entrance, on the guest look very thin and elongated as he entered for his pound of sodium. Instead of amalgamation, the fusion of
part of a manager largely interested in the Third Avenue meals, and he, to his astonishment on coming out, beheld him the tin by throwing the scraps into a melted bath of lead,
railway, were made on the authority of one of the members self in a mirror at the opposite side of the room with propor and thus producing a solder, has been tried. These are not
all of the patented processes, but must suffice for present
of the American Institute, who claimed to be personally cog tions so large he wondered how he got through �he door.
pm·poses. They have some of them been described in former
Of
greater
interest
and
importance,
though
not
so
amusing,
nizant of the facts in the case, having, as he said, him self
numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
brought the matter before the managers, and been met with are the specimens of
In the new plan, proposed by Dr. Ott, the tin is dissolved
the opposition alleged.
SAND ENGRAVING
off the iron by muriatic acid, and is afterwards precipitated
The attendance this year is said t.o have been better than on glass shown by the same exhibitor. This curious process
by means of zinc. Some nitric acid is added to facilitate op
at any previous exhibition. We are glad this is so. There has already formed the subject of several articles in the
is no reason why these displays should not prove profitable, SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, so that we only need repeat here that erations. Any zinc that may fall into the vat is removed by
both to the Institute and the public ; but in order that they the engraving is accomplished by Showering th·e glass with mechanical mean�, and the pure tin is afterwards meltpd
should reach their full measure of usefulness, the managers sharp sand, the sand being driven by steam or compressed into ingots or sheets ready for use.
A full and interesting account of the process is given by
must not dbregard wholesome criticisms of the press, made air j ets, the parts which it is desired not to cut being
in n,.o carping spirit, but solely with a view to aid in bringing protected from the sand by paper patterns, lace, stencil Mr. A. Harnickel, in the Iron Age. According to this article,
these up to a standard which Will not suffer in comparison plates, etc. A very good general effect in ornamentation is the importation of tin plate into the United States amounts
to 700,OO() boxes per annum. The waste from this is set
with that of any other industrial exhibition.
very cheaply obtained in this way, the engraved portions
down at 25 to 30 per cent, and the writer estimates that withresembling etchings quite closely.
EARTH CLOSETS.
in radius of 70 miles from New York " 30 tuns of clippings
CHEMISTRY.
The progress of the earth closet system is indicated by the
can be procured daily, equal to 9,000 tuns per working year
f act that no less than five different manufacturers exhibit
If any one were to take the present exhibition of the Insti of 300 days. The saving of such an enormous loss as this
e arth closets this season. Of these, four show patented arti tute as affording a good representation of the applications of may well attract the attention of capitalists, and it is to be
cles of elegant styles, and evidently very efficient design. chemistry to the arts, he would go away with a very erro- hoped that the new invention may prove successful.

We publish in another column the decisions of Judge
McKennan, of the United States District Court, in the great suit
of Wetherill et al versus the New Jersey Zinc Company, and
the suit of the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company
ver8U8 Thomas and V81'SU8 Barry for infringement. In both in
stances the patents were sustained, and the j udge, in making
his decisions, gives some interesting views in reference to
what constitutes patentability in inventions.
One of these decisions seriously affects the prosperity of
the large and money making corporation known as the New
Jersey Zinc Company. This concern has for several years
enjoyed a highly lucrative business in the manufacture of
zinc white. But the present decision will perhaps s weep the
company out of existence. We understand that the damages
for infringement, which the Master must necessarily report
in favor of the pla.inti�s, cannot be less than one million
eight hundred thousand dollars, which represents the actual
net profits accruing to the Company within a few years from
the use of the Wetherill patent.
The stock of the company at once declined nearly to
nought, in New York, when the foregoing decision was made
known.
This case is but one of many instances that illustrate the
great value of property in patents. The courts in all cases
construe them liberally, and as far as possible, aid the paten
tee in obtaining what the patent laws were expressly de
signed to give him, namely, encouragement and reward for
discovering and promUlgating new inventions.
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SHARP WORK.�A merchant in Manchester, England, re

SEL�' FEEDING BATTERY.

A good many persons have tried this, but with doubtful cently wanted 1 ,500 pieces of printed calico, of a particular

pattern, for shipment to America. At 5 o'clock one evening
he went to Harpeney, three miles from Manchester, to see a
cotton printer, who undertook to print the 1 ,500 pieces in
three colors, and to have them packed in caSElS ready for
shipment by noon on the following day. 'rhis was done, and
at 3 o'clock the goods were at Liverpool, and at 5 o'clock they
were on board a steamer, going down the Mersey on her way
HORSFORD'S BREAD POWDERS.
This is a first class chemical discovery, and we were glad to New York,
_ .... to see so many persons acquiring information how to use the
phosphates instead of the saleratus powders, which are the
THE splitting machine, for shoe pegs, which are now man
bane of American kitchens. No family that hall ever used Ufactured so extensively in this country, and exported to Eu
Professor ; Horsford's baking powders would be willinlr to rope, was invented thirty years ago by S. K. Baldwin, of La
go without them. There are few things more useful than conia, N. H. A pointing machine for the manufacture of the
the phosphates, and nothing, short of poison, more dangerous same article Was invented twenty years ago by A. H, Bald
than saleratus.
Win, of the same place. It is said that neither of the Bald
_ r. . .
win machines have been improved upon since they were first
THE ZINC WHITE PATENT DE CISION.
introduced to the public.
The recent decision in thc United States Court , referred to
elsewhere, and for which We are indebted to the Philadelphia
Examples Cor 'he La dies.
Inquil'e1', is a matter of great interest to all owners of and Mrs. ,r. S. Bingley, Poughkeepsie, N. Y has used her Wheeler & Wilson
applicants for patents. 'rhough directly aimed at the New Machine over 15 years 1 brought up and educated her family by stitching.
Bhirt� busoms, the bindings O U to leathern cap· fronts, and making coats,vests.
Jersey Zinc Company, it pecuniarily concerns all the manu pantaloons, and dOing all kinds of family sewing J averaging sometimes $5
facturers of zinc oxide in this country, as it is only in the and $6 per day.
United States that this pigment is made direct from the
The Human Hair.-Burnett' s Oocoainel for healthful purity and
ores. The Lehigh Company, however, have some arrange
excellence, is unsurpassed�
ment with the patentee. This industry is now becoming
one of great importance, and it is well that the modes and
�ut�itS.
process of carrying it on should be upon a firm basis, and
that those to �hom the credit is due for its origin should re
[ TVe present h&rewith a series Of inquiries embracing a variety Of topics of
ceive their j ust reward. It is one of those many instances greater or le88 general interest. The questions are simple, it is true, but w e
constantly occurring which show the importance of having prefer to eliCit vraOUcal ansWers tram o u r readers. ]
the appHcation for a patent properly prepared, so that, how
ever infringed upon by ,,·ealth or power, j ustice will .in the
1 .-HEATING SURFACE OF BO IL ERS . -Will some one give
us, through your paper, a simple r11le for finding the heating surface on
end be done to the right inventor.
The damages involved are said to amount to about $1 ,800,- tubular and locomotive boilers ?-C . Bnd H. A.
000, as Wetherill claims that the difference between making
2.-PENCIL LEAD.-Will some of your readers please inzinc oxide by his process and the pretended process of Bur form me �ow pencil lead is prepared, and what the ingredients are ?-H. J.
rows is two cents per pound. The product of the New Jer
3.-SKELETON LEAVEs.-How can the tissues of leaves be
sey Zinc Company has been often as high as 5.000 tuns per removed without injuring the skcletons ?-J. V. M.
year ; hence if there be such difference, the " savings and
4.-S0LDERING FOR GALVANIZED IRON.-Do any of your
gains" on that amount must evidently be very large . In readers know a good solder for solderIng galvanized iron, that will not
junctions have been served on all the other zinc making break easily like the ordinary tinman's eolder,that is, half tin and half lead (
companies. From the length of time this case has been be -A. B.
5.-CRYSTALLIZATION OF S T EEI, .-Do you think that the
fore Judge McKennan, the care in collecting evidence by both
parties, the great wealth and influence of the defendants, steel in band saws has a tendency to crystallize on account of the chang e
it is probable that the decision is given only upon the most from a cnrved to a straight line that takes place in running around pulleys ?
-J. L. G.
mature thought and thorough examination of the whole mat
6.-BLUING PISTOL BARRELS.-Will some one be so kind
ter, and will be sustained, even should it be carried to the
to inform me of the process or composition to give pistol barrels that
as
Supreme Court.

success. The apparatus on exhibition, ')alled the " Himmer
battery," employs sulphate of copper, by putting it into an
inverted bottle, so arrarrged as to be self feeding. It would
be difficult to regulate tl; e quantity in this way, and that i s
a n objection to the contrivance. We have- read of a recent
German battery where this difficulty has been overcome.

. •

The G�ar(Je for In8&rtion under thi8 head i8 One Dollar a Line_

If the Notices

eOlceed Four Lines; One Dollar and a Ralf ver Line will be charqed.

The Oil used on all the Machinery at the A. L Fair is from

Chard & Howe/ 1M Maiden Lane; New York. Ask them how it works;

Grindstones�1000 Tuns to select from-Mitchell-Phila;

Grindstones�"How ta use them" -Sent free-Mitchell�Phila;
Machinists' Grindstones-J. E. Mitchell, York Ave.-Pllila;
Sign Factory-The largest Metal Sign Factory in the world,

Orders solicited. Rates low, and work executed with -despatch.
Adams, 132 South 5th Avenue, New Yorki

R. A.

Wanted-A first class Miller for White Lead Works.

dress, with references, &c. White Lead Company, New Britain, Cannl

Ad.

�

A Chemist, a practical man, wishes a position ; capable of

taking charge of soUle department. Address Chemist. P. 0. , Box 63. N. Y.

Wanted-The best Shoe Peg Machine m ade,-also, 2d hand
Ward Spoke Lathe. Send description &; price to HURD & BRO Urbana,O.
. •

See Advertisement of Havens' Circular Saw Tables.

Patent Steel Measuring Tapes, manufactured by W. H.

Paine, 116 ]1reeman St ; j Greenpoint, N. Y. Send for Circular.

Walrus Leather, for Polishing Steel, Brass, and and Plated

Ware. Greene, Tweed & Co. 18 Park Place; New York.
j

Repertory of Arts.-For sale, a complete set of the Repertory

ot Arts, handsomely bound, half calf, unifOl'm size, with genm'al indicea
comprising five series and 113 volumes; Perfect in every respect. Em·
braCing Inventions, Discoveries, and Improvements in Arts, Manufacture
and Agriculture, with Engravings-from 1795 down to 1856. Apply to
M UNN & Co. , office of the SdIENTI�JC AMER1CAN.

Turkey Boxwood pieces for Sale, suitable for engravers and

fancy turners' use. Address StepheQs & Co. , Riverton; Conn.

Manufacturers of Steam Pumps will please send Descriptive

Circulars and Price Lists to Joseph Capps & Sons, JacksonVille, Ill.
C. J. Fay, Camden, N. J.

Patent Felt Floor Carpeting.
All kinds of Presses and Dies.

Bliss & Williams, successors

to Mays & Bliss, 11B to 122 Plymouth St. Brooklyn. Send for Catalogue.

The bes t lubricating 0;1 in the world is Winter pressed Sperm

Sold in bottles, cans, and barrels, by Wm. F. Nye. New Bedford. Ma;s .

Gear Wheel Moulding Machines-Paget's Blocks and Gipsy

Winches (English Patent). Hamilton E . Towle. 176 Broadway. New York.

Improved Mode of Graining Wood. pat. July 5, '70. by J. J. Cal

Low. of Cleveland, 0" 1 enabling inexperienced grainers (U without the long
equtred study anel practice of heretofore" ) to produce the most beautiful
!\ud Natural Graining with unequalled speed and facility. Send stamp fo
circular.

J

The paper that meets the eye of manufacturers throughou
the

United States-Boston Bulletin. $4 00 a vear. Advertisements 17c. a line.

Wanted -A man who thoroughly understands making malle

able iron,and can superintend a foundry. Address M. I. F. ,Worcester,Mass

Upright Drills-The best in the world are built by the

beautiful blue that they give in the factories to new ones ?-M. M.
Hawes Machine Co Fall River, Mass. Send for circular.
7.-COKE FUOM B ITU M IN OU S COAL.-I wish to know if
Consolidation-" American Manufacturer and Trade of the
The Home Journal, in a recent number, described the mes there is a successful way of burning bituminous slack coal into coke in the
West. " Pittsburgh. Finest and best paper of its class in the world.
sage blank of the British postal telegraph system. A copy open air on the ground ?-A. M. S.
Everybody takes it.
8.-UNDERGROUND SURVEY.-How can I survey an under- Presses . Dies , and all Can Tools-Ferracute Works, Bridgeton, N. J.
of the form lies before us. It is so arranged that the mes
sage appears in lines of five words each , the charge for the ground level or horizontal entry where there is an iron track, without the
Vinegar-how made-of Cider, Wine. o r Sorgo, i n 10 hours
message being printed at the ends of each line. It is a sim needle being affected by the track ?-A. M. S .
F. Sage, Cromwell, Conn.
repaint-In
.
K
WOR
OOD
'V
FOR
PAINT
OF
COAT
E
M
RI
.-P
9
ple and convenient device, calculated to sav a the time of both
est Oak Tanned Leather and Vulcanized Rubber Belting.
B
g
the sender and operator, and prevents overcharge. We are ing an old house (outside), should I flr" t apply a ood coating of petroleum
or other cheap to be absorbed by the boards ? Would such an applica. Greene, Tweed & Co 18 Park Place. New York.
indebted to Mr. Morris Phillips, of the HlYIne Journal, for tion save paint.oil
or make the paint less liable to crack or peel off? If so,
this specimen, and also for a specimen of a postal card so what sort of oil would be preferable ? Would a like application to a new To Cotton Pressers, Storage Men, an d Freighters.-35"horse
Engine and B O iler, with two Hydraulio Cotl on Presses, each capable of
much in use in England at the present time. The card is picket fence make it more durable, or would it make paint hold better on it?
preSf<mg 05 Dales an hour. Machinery first class. Price extremely low,
Is
coal
tar,
as
a
preservative
of
fence
posts,
applied
hot
to
the
end
that
goe.
·
about three by five inches in si ze, and tinted with a tasteful
W fQ . D . Andrews & Bro. , 414 Water st. New Y o rk.
?-L. G.
ground
the
in
color, one side having a halfpenny
..----------..
..
. ..
�"
..
..�
------------.

English Telegraph Message Blank . ---Postal

• •

Card.

. •

postage stamp imprinted
on the right hand upper corner, the whole surrounded with
a neat border, and bearing the British coat of arms. This
side is for the address, and the reverse side is for the written
message or note. No envelope is used, the card serving as
note sheet, envelope, and postal stamp, and is delivered any
where within the United Kingdom of Great Britain, Ireland,
and the Channel IslanJs for half a penny-one cent. The re
port of the first six months' sale has j ust appeared, whici,
shows that 58,485,9 60 cards were sold in that time by the
government ; total value, nearly £122,000.
• •• • •

To MAKE CARBOLIC ACID JlAPER.-Carbolic acid paper,
which is now much used for packing fresh meats, for the
purpose of preserving them against spoiling, is made by melt.
ing five parts of stearine at a gentle heat, and then stirring
in thoroughly two parts of carbolic acid ; after which five
parts of melted paraffin are to be added The whole is to be
well stirred together until it cools ; after which it is melted
and applied with a brush to the paper, in quires, in thp same
way as in preparing the waxed paper so much used in Eu
rope for wrapping various articles.
- .�. -

THE ALABAMA AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL ASSOCIA
TION announces its annual fair, to be held in Pickett Springs
Park, Montgomery, on October 31st, and four following days.
A list of premiums, amounting in all to $20,000, is offered for
successful operation in all branches of agriculture and me
chanical trades, as well as of domestic industry and the fine
arts. Mr. M. L. Woods is the secretary of the association ;
and our readers will find detailed information in our adver
tising columns.
.��
4
�--------..�.

----------

A COTEMPORARY has the following rather severe hit on the
San Francisco Academy of Science : " The bone work of a
whale recently stranded on the beach at San Francisco, is be
ing wired together for exhibition. The owners secured the
services of the Academy of Science to get the bones into their
proper places, but at the end of the first day the members
were paid off and discharged. It has since trlmspired that
they got the creature's head on the wrong end, and had re
j ected several sections of the backbone, claiming that the
animal had more vertebral than the books allowed him.

10.-FRENCH POLISH.-Will some one please inform me

hoW to make Freuch polish for polishing veneered work ?-W. B. W.

11 .-CLOTHES WRINGER.-How can I keep a common

clothes wringer (I mean the rollers) from cracking ?-W. D. F.

12.-MANUFACTURE OF ZINC PAINT.-I have on hand

a

tun of sulphuret of zinc which I wish to convert into paint. Can any one
inform me of the best mode of doing it ?-E . M.

IJ. & J. W. Feuchtwanger, Chemists, 55 Cedar st., New York ,

manufacturers of Silicates of Soda and Potash, and S O luble Glass.

Send your address to Howard & Co., No. 865 Broadway, New

York, an1 by return mail you will receive their Descriptive Plice Ligt 0
Waltham Watches. All prlCes reduced since February 1st.

Self-testing Steam Gauge.-The accuracy of this gauge can

be tested without removing it from its connection with .the boiler. Send
circular. E. H. Ashcroft, Boston, Mass.

13.-GLUE.-Will some one infol'm me of the manufacture Ashcroft's Low W" ter Detector.

of glue-how it is boiled, how it is tested, and the stock used for the differ
ent grades ? I want a good practical answer.-T. C.

Thousands in use.

$15. Can be applied lor less than $1. Send for Circular.
Boston, Mass.

E.

Price,

H. Ashcroft,

14.-BI,EACHING.-I wish to know the manner of using Brown's Coalyard Quarry & Contractors' Apparatus for hoistin"

antichlorine-hyposulphate of soda-as a means of destroying the chlorine
left in cotton and linen goods after bleaching. -J. W. G.
15.-COMPOSITION FOR TEMPERIN G STEEL.-I wish to inquire if there is anything in use that is better than water or oil for tempering cast steel. If any reader knows of such a composition, I would like to
be informed of it.-J. T. B.
16.-LIQUID GLuE.-In the S C IENTIFIC AMERICAN, Vol.
XXIV. , page 408, H Answers to Correspondents," under the heading " Li
quid Glues," F. L. J. , of Ark. , says that the best liquid glue he knows of is
made as follows : Take of gum shellac three parts, caoutchouc (india rub
ber), one part (by weight) , dissolve the caoutchouc and shellac in separate
vessels, in ether free from alcohol, applying a gentle heat ; when thoroughly
dissolved, mlX the two solutions, and -keep in a bottle tightly stopped.
Now I have been trying for two months to do as he says, but after dissol v
lng the caoutchouc and shellac in sepb.rate vessels, when I put them toge
ther, the compound immediat�ly forms into a solid ball, and remains so.
Will F. L. J. please inform me what is wrong, as I have consulted a very
good chemist witbout being able to learn ?-H. W. M.

and

conveying material by iron cable. W .D.Andrews & Bro,414 Water st.,N. Y..

Presses, Dies, and Tinners' Tools. Conor & Mays, late Mays &

llIiss. 4 to B Water st., opposite Fulton Ferry. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Over 1,000 Tanners, Paper-makers, Contractors, &c., use the

Pumps of Heald, Sisco & Co. See adv�rtisement.

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see advertisement.

dress Umon Iron Mills, Pittsburgh, Pa. , for lithograph. etc.

Ad

Mining, Wrecking, Pumping, Drainage, or irrigating Machin

ery, for sale or rent. See advertisement, Andrew'S Patent, inside page.

Superior Belting-The best Philadelphia Oak Tanned Leather

Belting is manufactured by C.

W.

Arny, 301 Cherry Street. Philadelphia.

J mproved Foot Lathes, Hand Planers, etc.

Many a l>eader of

this paper bas one of them. Selling in all parts or the country, Canada
Europe, etc. Catalogue free. N. H. Baldwin. Laconia, N. H.

Blake's Belt Studs.

The cheapest and best fastening for

Rubber a.nd Leather Belting. Greene, Tweed & Co. , 18 Park Place, N. Y.

17.-CLEANING BRASS. --I wal\t to know if there is not Bailey's Star Hydrant, best and cheapest in the world. Al
something' that can be used to clean and polish brass work, on steam engines plumbers send for a circular to G. C. Bailey & Co. , Pittsburgh, Pa.
etc. , that does not require so much elbow grease. The following is the Patent for sale, or Partner wanted with capital to introduce
modus operandi [ go through to have the desired effect : I first spread thin

ly over the hot brass what is known among railroad men as sperm (large
thick candles that are used to light coaches). I then saturate a rag or piece
of waste with coal oil,and wash ofl' the sperm and wipe dry. I then take ano
ther piece of waste and saturate with lard oil, then sprinkle on flour of elli
ery or rotten stone, and scour all the brass, hot and cold, with this. I then
wipe all nice and dry, and polish with lamp black or rotten stone. I fecI
satisfied that there are other preparations for cleaning brass than these that
will do it quieker and better. l ance saw a preparation sold on the streets
of Cincinnati for cleaning brass and silver ware. It was a red looking stufi
like brick dust ; it would make brass look as white as silver. There is also
a preparation for putting on brass to keep it from tarnishing, called " lack
er" I believe. I do not care so much for this as I do for the cleaning pro
cess. I will be many times obliged to any of your readers who can furnish
the desired information. I will pay a reasonable price for any recipe that
wlll do the work satiBfactorily.-G. N. K

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

the same. Please address Philip Marquard, 468 Swan st. , Buffalo, N. Y.

1'0 A scertain where there will be a demand for new machinery

or manufacturers' bnpplies read Boston Commercial Bulletin's Manut'actur
lng News Of th p, lTnitea Rtates. Terms $4 00 a veal ,

Diamond Carbon .of all sizes and shapes furnished for drilling

rock, sawing and turning stone, conglomerates, or other hard substance
also Glazier's Diamonds, by John Dickinson, 64 Nassau st. New York.
t

Glynn's Anti-Incrustator for Steam Boilers-The only reliable

preventive. No foaming, and does not attack metals of boilers. Price 25
cents per lb. C. D. Fredricks. 5B7 Broadway. New York.

The Greenleaf Grate Bar saves fuel,and lasts much longer than

the ordinary bar. Adtiress Greenleaf Machine WorkJ. Indianapolis, Ind

Peck's Patent Drop Press .

Milo Peck & Co. New Haven, C t ·
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Declined.
Communications upon thefollowing subject8 have been received and e�amined

SPEOIAL NO TE.- This column is designedjor the general interest and in·

struction Qf our readers, not for gratuitous replies to qUe8ti0n8 QI a purely
We will publish Buck inquiru�8, however
business or personal nature.

when vaidfor as adv8rt�8ement8 at 1 '00 a line, under tke head of " Bu8i.ne88

and Personal . "
ALL reference to back numbers must be by volume and page.

by the Editor, but their pJ<bllcation is respectfully declined:

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FAlRo-G. F . D.
BOILER EXPLOSIONS.-D. E. H.-F. L.-J. C.
CANAL BOATS.-S. H.
MARINE GOVERNORS.-T. S .
RAILWAY BRAKES.-W. L .
TENSILE STRENGTH OF IRON.-M. D. C.
THE EARTH'S MOTION.-J. B.
THE MODALITY OF THOUGHT.-A. S. G.
VICES.-W. J. W.
ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS -F. F. P.-J. A.-l'vI. M.
QUERIES.-A. L. S.-C. C. C.-F. D.-S. E. J.

J

4, 1 87 1.

Practical Hints to Inventors.
UNN & co., Publishers of the

AMERICAN,
M have devoted the past twenty· five yearsSCIENTIFIC
to the procuring of Letters

Patent in this and foreign countries. More than tg.,OOO inventors have avail
ed themselves of their services in procuring patents, and many millions of
dollars have accrued to the patentees, whose speCifications and claims they
have prepared. No discrimination against foreigners ; snbjects of all coun.
tries obtain patents on the same terms as citizens.

A GENERAL REPLY TO A LARGE NUMBER OF CORRESPOND·
EN T S . -H. says he has a 6 horee power, in connection with a two story
building 20 feet square, and wants manufacturing business to occupy his
How Can I Obtain a Patent 1
Ilremises.-H. R. G. wants to know the cheapest and best shot g-un and
wants
D.
rifle.-R.
s
the
closing
inqUJry in nea.rly every ettar, describing Borne invention,
nfle combined ; also, wants our opinion of the Veeley
which comes to this otlice. Apo8itive answer can only be had by presen.ing
an ice machine.-J. M. S. wants a spoke lathe, wants us to tell him the
possi
earliest
the
at
all
do,
will
it
a
complete
application
for a patent to the Commissioner of Patents. An
much
how
and
made,
price, where
application cORsists of a Model, Drawings, Petition, Oath, snd full Speclfica�
ble moment.-W. F. F. wants a good work on horseshoeing.-J. H. S.
tion. Various otlicial rules and formaltles must also be observed. The
wants a machine that will cut guttapercha into very small pieces with but
efforts of the inventor to do all this business himself are generally without
little trouble.-J. M. desires to purchase a paper bag machine. -W. A.P.
N E W B O O K S A N D PUBLICATIONS.
success. After great perplexity and delay. he is usually glad to seek the aid
wants a shingle machine that cut� with a knife.-F. C. calls for informa
tion as to the best manner of setting a boiler 22 feet by 42 inches, with two THE COACH MAKER'S INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL. Edited and of persons experienced In patent buslnoss, and have all the work done over
published by Mr. 1. D. Ware, 411 Chestnut street, Phila· again. The best plan is to solicit proper advice at the beginning. If tne
16 inch flues ; fuel, gas coke. -L. P. asks if any of the concrete or asphalt
parties consulted are honorable men, the inventor may safely confide his
delphia, Pa.
pavements have proved satisfactory.-J. G. H. asks for reliable parties to
wells,
sell a patent.-J . M. asks for information about drilling artesian
This No. of the Journal commences its seventh volume with a new suit Ideas to them : they will advise whether the improvement is probably pat.
machinery.
the
make
who
parties
of
tools required, and the address
of type throughout, and makes a decidedly elegant appearance. It is one entable, and will give him all the directions needfnl to protect his rlghts.
Wants the information for a missionary friend who, he says, lives in of the best of the special trade publications, and has our best wishes for its
HoW' Can I Best Secure My Invention 1
Cyria. "-W. A. wants to know where he can get a good machine for future success.
bending plow handles of oak wood. -T. L. C. asks us to tell him who make
This is an mquiry which one inventor n"turally asks another, who has had
wind mills. -G. T . C. asks for a list of trades where an apprentice can CAPTAIN ALSTEN'S SEAMANSHIP. New Edition. Revised
and enlarged by Commander R. H. Harris, R. N. With some experience in obtaining patents. His answer generally is as follows,
get his board and small pay for first year j also, how much powder a No.
correct :
and
Staff·Commander
by
Surveying
Nautical
on
Treatise
a
11 shot gun, 2 8 inches long, ought to burn ; also, what a small hand print
Construct a neat model. not over a foot In any dimenSion-smaller, If pos·
May, F.R.G.S. Also, Instructions for Officers of the
ing press with type and outfit costs. -A. J. H. wants the manufacturers
Merchant Service, by W. H. Rosser. With Two Hun· SIble-and send by express, prepaid, addressed to MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row,
address of the toy horse.-W. S. B. asks us to tell him which of the many
New York, together with a descriptIOn of Its operation and merits. On reo
dred Illustrations. New York : Wiley & Son.
lightning rods we consider the best. -L. S. wants uS to tell him which,
knitting machine we think is the best.-C. B. asks where to purchase a To any who wish to become learned In nautical lore, this book will prove celpt thereof, they will examine the Invention carefully, and advise you as tot
good telescope.-J. B. B. asks where he can procure an odometer.-C. T. just the help requisite for the purpose. 'T o those who Intend to follow the Its patentab!l!ty, free of charge. Or, If you ahave not time, or the means1 a
make as good pen and ink sketch of the m
G. wants to know if there is anything better for roofs than charcoal tin ; profe ssion of a seaman, it would seem to be a very valuable work, in fact, a hand, to construct a. model,
mail. An answer as to the prospect of a
also, if we know the merits of the Pl?tent continuous roofing.-J. H. W. complete catechism of seamanship. including even the small but important provement as pOSSible, and send by
by return of mail. It Is sometimes best to
usually,
be received,
calls for the best book of architectural designs for cottages.-M. A. aojrs particulars which are essential to complete accomnlishment in any profes. patenta will
O
Patent
the
at
made
search
have
about asbestos rooftng. -E. L. asks for our opinion, confidentially. about sion, but the lack of which in a seaman immediately stamps him as a of an application for a patent. ffice ; such a measure often saves the cost
the merits of a corn sheller, and a combination rule instrument.-D. W.A. " lubber. " The reviSIOn of the work has adapted it to modern improve wants to know who makes the best and latest improved cha1r making ments In the build and rig of vessels ; and, though the work Is written with
Preliminary Examination.
machinery.-A subscriber asks where Stuart's annealed wire is made.  special reference to English ships, It cannot fall to be useful to American
In order to have such search, make out a written description of the inven�
I. J. M., wants the best works on steam engines and boilers ; also, on seamen.
mechanics, agriculture, stock raiSing, etc. -So C. C. asks where " Webster's THE CARRIAGE PAINTER'S ILLUSTRATED MANUAL : Con· on, in your own words, and a pencil, or pen and ink, sketch. Send these,
patent ZlDC metal paint " can be obtained.-F. wants to know if Howard
taining a Treatise on the Art, Science, and Mystery of with the fee of $5, by mall, addressed to MUNN & Co., 3 7 Park ROW, and in
due time you will receive an acknowledgment thereof, fOllowed by a Wflt.
& Co., Waltham Watch agents, are responslble. -E. P. N. wants detailed
Coach, Carriage, and Car Painting. Including the 1m· ten report In regard to the patentability of yonr Improvement. This special
drawings of the monitor roof cars. -C. & F. want to find parties who sup·
provements
in
Fine
Gilding,
Bronzing,
Staining,
Varnish·
search is made with great care. among the models and patents at WaShing..
ply a pure article of plumbago. -G. C. H. wants the best spring or weight
ing, Polishing, Copying, Lettering, �crolling, and Orna· ton, to ascertain whether the Improvement presented Is patentable.
power for churns.
menting.
By
F.
B.
Gardner.
10mo.
Cloth.
Price
$1.
The above are bonafide enquiries taken at random from hundreds that we
New York : S. R. Wells, Publisher.
C aveats.
are constantly receiving from all parts of the country-mostly from sub
"rsons desiring to file a caveat can have the papers prepared in the short.
scribers to the SCIENTIFIC AllERIOAN. It is impossible for us to attempt The character of this work being sutliclently set forth In Its title, as
to answer them, either by letter or in our paper. Answers to some Of abov e, we have only to add that its practical nature must render it a very est time, by sending a sketch and description of the invention. The Govern.
them can be found, If the writers will take the trouble to consult the back useful treatise to painters In general, but more espeCially to the particnlar ment fee for a caveat is $10. A pamphlet of advice regarding applications
pages of the SOIENTIFIO A:YERICAN. Manufacturers of the various arti class of painters which the title Indicates.
for patents and caveats is furnished gratiS, on application by mall. Address
cles may secure these customers, and obtain others by inserting short ad�
MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row, New York.
vertisements in our paper. For every person who writes us for an article,
APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENSION OF PATENTS.
To Make an Application Cor a Patent.
there are perhaps a hundred others who want the same tlJing, that do not
write to us, but are on the lookout for the proper advertisements. As to MOWING MACHINE.-Sllas E. Jackson and Morgan P. Jackson, Boonville
The
applicant
or a patent should fUrnish a model of his inventlon, lf sus·
the merits of various articles, we cannot undertake to advise our carre· N. Y., have petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing,
ceptiole of one, although sometimes it may be dispensed with ; or, if the in�
spondents, but we say to them that, as a general rule, the best goods are December 13, 1871.
vention be a chemical production, he must furnish samples of the ingredients
those that are advertised in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN.
LOCOMOTIVE FURNACE. -G. S. Griggs, deceased.-An application has been
ot which his composition consists. These should be securely packed, the
0f h earI ng, N ovember
ens
ove
ay
a
ex
e
.
an
t
I
f
th
b
t
t
D
en
d
1·
or
0
pa
e
on
ma
to
answer
CONDENSATION OF STEAM IN LONG P IPEs.-In
,inventor's name marked on them, and sent by express, prepaid. Small mod.
29, 1871.
els, from a distance, can often be sent cheaper by mail. The safest way to
query or Y. S. , in the issue of Sept. 2nd, I would say that I had occasion
recently to make a test of the difference in pressure of steam through an LOCOMOTIVE ENGINE WHEELS . - G. S. Griggs, deceased. -An application remit money is by a draft, or postal order, on New York, payable to the or..
has
been
made
for
an
extension
of
the
above
patent.
hearing,
Day
o
t
t
open
planing
exposed
through
an
inch pipe, 300 fee long, running entirely
del' of MUNN & Co. Persons who live in remote parts of the country can
usually purchase drafts from their merchants on their New York corres.
mill. The pressure on the boilers was 76 pounds. The test gage at the December 13, 1871.
other end showed a pressure of 70 pound�, making a difference oJ 6 pounds. INDIA.. RUBBER DOOR MAT .-Edwin M. Chaffee, Providence, R. I. , has pe- p ondents.
'rhc gage on the boiler had been used over a year, and doubtless showed a titioned for an extension of the above patent. Dtt.y of hearing, January
Be-Issues.
little more pressure than there really was.-F. G. C. , of Vt.
31, 1872.
FALLING B ODIE s .-The formula given by T. E. N. E. on SEEDING MAOHINE.-William Coggeshall and Bennet B. Warner, Massil . A re·lssue is granted to the original patentee, his heirs, or the assignees of
entire interest, when, by reason of an Insu1llcient or defective specifica.
page 2 1 8 of the SCIENTIFIO AMERICAN, in reply to J. E., would make the lon, OhiO, have petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of the
tion, the original patent Is Invalid, provided the error has arisen from Inad·
impact of l lb. falling 2 feet appear to be 11 ·34 foot pounds. Whereas, it hearing, December 13, 1871.
ertence, accident, or mistake, without any fraudulent or deceptive inten·
has been found by actual observation to be 50 pounds. If J.E. will multi· MACHINE FOR ROLLING CORNICE8.-Asa Johnson, New York cIty, has ;Ion.
ply the weight by the velocity at end of the fall, and the prodnct by 4'426, petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, December
A patentee may, at his option, have in his reissue a separate patent for
he will have the true impact.-D. A. M. , ofN. Y.
6 , 1871.
each distinct part of the Invention comprehended in his original application,
METHOD OF GOVERNING THE CUT OF CIRCULAR SAWING :MACHINERY.
signed
8,
SUBSTITUTE FOR BRAss.-In answer to query No.
by paying the required fee In each case, and complying with the other reo
C. Martin, Cln�lnnati, OhiO, and William H. S. Ewell, of same place, ad· Qulrements
of the law, as in original applications. Address MUNN & Co.
F. W., in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN of Sept. 2nd, I would say that I have A.
ministrator
of
M.
M.
Wombaugh,
deceased,
have
petitIoned
for
an
extension
3 7 Park Row. for full particulars.
found Williams' Diamond Met al a very good substitute for brass, espe� of the above patent. Day of hearing, December 6, 1871.
appearance
In
machinery.
of
cially for boxes and other wearing parts
AND MOWER.-Thomas I. Stealey. Middletown, West Virginia
Trademarks.
it resembles very much the metal called Parson's white brass. It can be REAPER
petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day 01 hearing, Novem· Any person or firm domiciled In the United States, or any firm or corpora.
melted in a common iron ladle, and will take a very good polieh.-D.P. D., has
ber
29, 1871.
of N. Y.
tion residing in any foreign country where similar privileges are extended
BORING MACHINE.-Lafayette Stevens, Elmira. N. Y. , has petitioned for
to citizens of the United States, may register their deSigns and obtain pro·
CISTERN.-Let "\V. H. W. put two ounces of permanganate of an extension of the above patent. Day 01 hearing, November 29, 1871.
tection. This is very important to manufacturers
country, and equal.
potassa in his cistern. It will render the foulest water sweet and pure. ELECTRO MAGNETIC SPEED GOVERNoRs. -George M. Phelps. Brooklyn Iy so to lorelgners. For full particulars address MinUNthis
N
& Co 37 Park Row
B. F. D. , ot Neb.
N. Y. , has petitioned for an extension of the above patent. Day of hearing, New York.
COIL IN B OILER -I have used the same coil as M. S. M., December 2(), 1871.
Design Patents .
query 27, Sept. 30, and always had trouble until I placed the check valve
Value oC Extended Patents .
between the pump and the coil, since when the coil has always had wattlr. Did patentees realize
Foreign
deSigners
and
manufacturers,
who send goods to this country, may
the tact that their inventions are likely t o be more
-G. A. Y. , of N. Y.
patents here upon their new tterns, and thus prevent others from
productive 01 profit during the seven years of extension than the first secure
fabricating
or
selling
the
same
goods
in
this
market.
O. S. M., of Va., says : I believe that in the manufacture of full term t or which their patents were granted, we think more would avail
A patent for a deSign may be granted to any person, whether citizen or
white lead, carbonic acid gas is generated, and that the inhalation of this themselves of the extension privilege. Patents granted prior to 1861 may be alien,
for any new and original deSign for a manufacture, bust, statue, alto
i8 one of the causes of injury to the health of the workmen employed in extended for seven years, tor the benefit of the inventor,or of his heirs in case relievo, or bas relief; any new and
original deSign for the printing of wool�
its production. Could not this gas be gotten rid of by taking advantage of af the decease of the former, by due application to the Patent Office, ninety en, SilK, cotton, or other fabrics ; any
and original impreSSIOn, orna�
days before the termination of the patent. The extended time inures to ment. pattern, prmt, or picture, to be new
its weight, and boring holes in the floor to allow its escape?
painted, cast, or otherwise
Answer. Undoubtedly carbonic acid gas would run through holes in the the benefit of the inventor, the assi,]nees under the first term having no placed on or worked into any article of printed,
manufacture.
fioor of an apartment in which it was generated freely, but it is not car� rights under the extenSion, except by special agreement. The Government DeSign patents are equally as important to citizens as to foreigners. For
bonic acid that injures workmen in making white lead. It is the absorp� fee for an extension is $100, and itli necessary that good professional service full particulars send for pamphlet to MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row, New York.
be obtained to aonduct the busine,8 before the Patent Otlice. Full informa·
tion of the lead into the system that does the mischief.
tion as to extensions may be had y addressing
Bejected Cases.
M. H. B., of Mass.-The friction of water in a pipe only one·
MU'NN & CO., 31' Park Row
Rejected cases, or defective papers, remodeled or parties who have made
half inch in diameter, and 800 feet long, would be very great, and as you
applications for themselves, or through other agents. Terms moderate.
say the water has to be lifted 23 feet, we do not think an atmospheric Inventions Patented In England by Amerlcaus, Address
MUNN & Co., stating- particulars.
September 12 to September 16, 1871, Inclusive.
pump would answer the purpose. A powerful force pump at the lower
[Complled 'from the CommIssioners ot Patents' Journal.
end of the pipe would probably succeed measurably, but the pipe Is of too
European Patents.
small diameter for its length. To get a satisfactory delivery, it ought to BRAKE. -G. Westinghouse, Jr. (of Pittsburgh, Pa. ) , London, England.
& C O. have solicited a larger number ot European Patents than
MUNN
least.
the
at
RUBBER
COATING.-G.
T.
Chapman
(of
New
York
city)
,
London,
England.
be one inch in diameter
any other agency. They have agents located at London, PariS, Brussels
COTTON, ETC. , PRE S 8 . -A. Baldwin. New York city.
J. H. M., of Mo.-The specimens of iron ores sent have every
Berlin, and other chief cities. A pamphlet pertaining to foreign patents
DYEING FABRICS. -T. Sampson (of Providence, R. I.), Birmingham, Eng.
and the cost of procurinor patents in all countries, sent free.
appearance of being valnable for making steel. We advise you to have ELEC·fRO·MA NETIO ENGINE.-E. Gassett, Boston, Mass.
them subjected to critical examination and assay which will definitely ELEOTRO MOTGOR. -S. Jones, E. D. Lawrence, New York city.
determine their value. You ha d better get Professor Draper. 429 Lexing LAWN MOWER. -G. L. Chadborn. T. Coldwell, Newburg.
MUNN & Co. will be happy to see inventors in person, at their o1Hce, or to
ton avenue, N. Y. , or Borne other competent chemist to make an analysis SPINNING MAOHINE. -So M. , H. M. Williams, D. A. Donglass,Coldwater, Mich, advise
them by letter. In all cases, they may expect an honesTi opinion. For
for you.
STUFFING Box AND PACKING.-E. W. Brown, Boston, Mass.
such consultations, opinion, and advice, no charge i8 made. Write plain,
H. A. B., of Ill.-W e cannot point out your difficulty without TELEGRAPH. -G. L. Anders, Boston, and E. B. Welch, Cambridge, Mass.
do not use penCil, nor pale ink ; be brief.
All business committed to our care, and all consultations, are kept 8ecret
knowing the exact method of p-ocedure you adopt. We judge you melt
and strictly confidential.
your lead first and then add the tin. Melt the tin first and sprinkle it.
Foreign Patent s .
surface with a little powdered sal ammoniac, then add the lead, and we The popnlatlon of Great Britain Is 31 ,000,000 ; of France, 87,000, 000 Bel· In all matters pertaining to patents, such as conducting interferences
glum. 5,000.(0) ; AustrIa. 36,000.000 ; PrussJa, 40,000,009 ; and RUSSia, 70.000,000. procuring extensions, drawing aSSignments, examinations into the validity
think you will succeed.
may he secured by American citizens in all of these countries. ot patents, etc., special care and attention is given. For information, and for
R. A. P .. of Mass.-You will find a complete series of articles Patents
Now Is the time, while business Is dull at home, to take advantage of these pamphlets of Instruction and advice,
on beet sugar making, with illustrations, In Vol. XX. of the SCIENTIFIC Immense foreign fields. Mechanical improvements of all kinds are always
Address
AMERICAN.
MUNN &: C O . ,
n demand in Europe. There will never be a better time than the present
H. H. V. L., of N. Y.-You can use melted lead for drawing to take patents abroad. We have reliable business connections with the
PUBLISHERS SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
prinCipal capitals of Enrope. A large share of all the patents secured
the temper of the small steel articles you refer to.
3 '7 Park BoW', New- York.
n foreign countries by Americans are obtained through our Agency. Ad·
S. & S., of Miss.-The internal pressure in the bottom of the dress MUNN & Co . , 87 Park Row, New York. Circulars wl*h fnll intorma
OFFICE IN WASHINGTO:N-Col'ner F and 1'th streets, opposite
tlon on foreign patents, furnished free.
shell of a steam boiler is not less than on tile top.
Patent Otlice.
H
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GATR. -William Hathaway, of Northbridge, Mass.-The hinge post of this ApPARATUS FOR UTILIZING WASTE 'HEAT.-Ben James Hobson, Coving
gate has a proJecting cap piece. The end of the top rail of the gate rests on ton, Ky.-The invention consists in a peculiarly advantageous arrangement
the cap, and lower rail rests on an ear projecting from the gate post below, of two supplementary drums, connecting tubes, and eutrance and exit flues
Under this heading we 8hall publish weekly notes of some of the more promi·
and the pintle of the hinge passes through the top rail, cap, bottom rail, and in an enclOSing or main drum, whereby a maximum area of heating surface
nent home and formg" vatenIB.
ear. The hinge is formed in this manner, which a:I ows the gate to swing in is provided within a given space.
FLOOR CLAMP. -Thomas S. Urie, of Hubbarjston, assignor to himself and
POTATO DIGGER . -To the cranked axle of a hand cart is pivoted the bent either direction while supporting It In the most substantial manner. A cap
handle of a fork or digger. The cart box Is divided longitudinally In the on the latch post has a recess therein for receiving the catch in the end of the George H. Cagwin, of Carson City, Mich.-Two bent bars arc pivoted toge
middle, so that the cranked part of the axle has play between the two sec· top rail. A latch piece receives the slat rail next to the top. This passes ther so that they resemble in form a horse shoe, jointed in the middle of the
tions. In using the ma.chine the cart is drawn along over the rows, and through a long mortise in the end piece, so that it can be moved up and bend. To one of the sections or bent bars is a1;,tached a gripping device ,
when in proper pOSition over a hill of potatoes, the operator holds it fast by down therein, and play Is given it at the other end, which allows of that mo· which seizes the beam o r JOist. and the other bar i s forced against the floor
board, to be clamped by means of a lever and toggles.
preSSing the handles down upon the earth, thereby pressing spikes, which tion. This rall is thus arranged for and operates as a latch.
project from the handles, down into the soil ; he then seizes the handle of the PAD FOR STAIR AND OTHER CARPET s . -Edward H. Bailey, of Brooklyn, N. DITCHING MACHINE.-David Whitesell, of Mattoon, Ill.-Wheels, pro
fork or digger, and draws It forward till the cranked portion of the axle is Y .-This invention consists in exclading moths and noxious insects from vided with disks having annular cutting cdges on their peripheries, cut the
in a horizontal position. He then raises the handle into a vertical position, carpets by means of a pad formed of one or more layers or sheets of paper, sides oj the ditch. A double mold board plow, having horizontal cutting
and plunges the tines of the fork down Into the earth. Then, nslng the han· surrounded by cotton batting or wadding, and a bag or outer case of cotton, edges, extends out to a point in line with the disk cutters. A rotary cutter,
dI e as a lever,he raises the mingled earth and roots, and separating the earth linen, or other suitable cloth or material, the case being tightly sewed up so placed between the two sides of the mold board, cuts through the grass sod
by a few shakes, tosses the potatoes into the cart box, and so proceeds from as to Inclose the batting. The paper is Impregnated with the essence of oil of the furrow slice and divides it into two equal parts. These three instru 
one hill to another along the row. Mr. Franklin Jones, of Terre Haute, Ill. , of sandal WOOd, or with the essence ·ot oil of cedar, for rendering not mentallties cut the soil at all necessary pOints. Auxiliary mold boards,
is the inventor of this mathine.
only the pad but the carpet under which the pad is placed moth and insect for receiving the soil from the double mold board and forcing it outwardly
MEDIOAL CO�IPOUND' OR LINIMENT FOR RHEUMATISM. -John W. Helms, proof; the odor of the wood wlll permeate the carpet, and render it moth, beyond the sides of the ditch, are .employed. These are hinged, by arms, ts
a standard, rigidly attached to the beam. By suitable mechanism, the mold
of Bainbridge, Ga. -This is an improved liniment for rheumatism, neural worm, and insect proof.
gia, toothache, spraine. bruises, paralysis, etc. ; and it consists of the lini CUTTING ApPARAT US FOR HARVESTERs. -Ma,rshall Harrison, of Laclede, boards are lifted trom the ground, and the point of the plow is raised when
ment prepared of various ingredients in a peculiar manner.
Mo. , aSSignor to himself and Jefferson Mize, of same place. -In this inven desired.
LEADER PIPE COUPLING.-John Demarest, of Mott Haven, N. Y. , assignor tion the rear ends ot the movable cutters are pivoted to a supplementary
to himself and Jordan L. Mott, of same place. This is a new method of ar· spacing bar. The object of this is to connect the series of cutters in such a
ranging couplings or brackets for holding cast iron leader pipes upon manner that, if either one of the pivots by which they are connected to the
houses. It consists In a cast metal coupllng having a suitable hole through sliding bar and stationary rib should give way, the operation of the tooth
it vertically for the pipe, and made in two parts, one of which, being at wlll not be prevented but allowed to go on as usual. In this way many of
ISSUED BY THE U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
tached to the building, has the other attached to it so that It may the usual stoppages In cutting, by which all the hands that follow the har·
be readily taken off at any time for repairing the pipe or putting vester are delayed in their work, are entirely obviated.
in ' a new section, and admit of dOing this without disturbing the other
FOR THE WEEK ENDING OCTOB ER 3 , 1871.
FOR MAKING PIOTURR FRAMES. -Leonard A. Johnson, of Candor, N.
sections or taking them down, as has to be done with the present Y.CLAMP
,
assignor
to
himself
and
John
O. Frost, of same place. -This invention
Reported Officially for t h e Scientific American.
mode of fastening the leader pipe. BeSides having the advantage stated in relates to a new machine for holding the pieces of a picture frame In place
regard to putting up and taking down the pipe, the arrangement of the while the jOints a're being cut by a saw, and, subsequent to such sawing, for
coupling Is simple and eCOnomical as to the quantity of metal used, and holding the glued pieces in close contact. To the top of the frame of the SCHEDULE OF PATENT FEES :
presents a neat and symmetrical appearance.
machine are pivoted four oblong slotted frames or plates. whose pivot pins g� ���� ¥�!���Mark: :: : : : : ::::: .. : . : :::::: :::::::::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: :::: :J�g
CURTAIN FIXTURE.-Joshua D. Legg, of Long Eddy, N. Y. -The roller Is project from them into apertures of the table, and to which are attached On fillng each applicatIOn !'Or a Patent, (seventeen years)
$15
$20
arranged to be revolved and held in position in the same manner as the or· corner blocks or followers, each of which has a button prOjecting from Its On issufn each original Patent
dinary curtain roller. Tapes are attached to the roUer at one end, and to lower face Into the slot of the plate, wherein It can sUde but not work up 8� :8&::1� t�Oc�����r��-���1h�i�·enis:: : : ::·::: : : : : : :: : :::: : ::::::: ::::::::: :�§g
$SO
the lower end of the curtain at the other end. Two other tapes are attached and down, being held in place by a projecting rib, or countersunk in said OR appUcation for Reissue . . . . . . . . . . .
to the roller and to the top or other end of the curtain. These tapes are so plate. Above the plate, each cornerpiece constitutes a block with a rectan· g� ���!\1�tir�ef�ire;�Ig�:��. ?�. ��:��� .. '.'.'.... .. .. .. .. ..: : .... .... ...... .. .. ....: .. .. .. : ...... .. ..::: ::I�
attached to the roller that when one pall' Is being wound around the roller gular recess in one edge. The blocks Bre �eld by ropes or cords that pass On 1ilin� a f)isclaimer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1U
$1�
the other pair will unwind, as, for instance, when letting down the top and through a central aperture of the table, connected with a block under the On an appllcation for Design (three and a half years)
raising the bottom of the curtain, and vice versa. By this arrangement the table top. A short cord connects this block with a lever or treadle, which 8� :� :ggHg:;fg� [g� E::t:� (�.;:,."t�lne�:�r8):::::::::::::::::::·::::::::: ::nu
curtain may be dropped down, so as to cover the lower half of the windOW, can be set higher or lower at either end. The pieces which are to constitute
or raised up so as to cover the upper half, or extended over the entire win one picture frame, are held In place by the corner blocks or followers which l'llr Copy of Claim oj any Patent i88ued within SO years
!I!ll
dow, or be rolled up around the roller, as may be desired.
are drawn ag-ainst the jointed ends of the pieces, by the cords drawn down A 8ketch from the model or drawing, relating to such. portion Of a machine
by
means
of
the
lever.
The
joints
are
then
cut
by
means
of
a
fine
saw,
which
asthe Claim covers, from
$1
GANG PLow.-Thls is a combination of various devices to form an improve·
ment upon a plow patented July 27, 1869, by Hoell B. Smith, of Tremont, Ill. , is guided In a slit of each block, to work in the desired angle. The ropes are
upward, b ut u8ually a t the price above-named.
the same inventor being the author and patentee of the present improve so adjusted th,t they make the picture frame square at every angle, the con· The full Specification Of any patent i88uedllince Nov 20, 1866 at which Ume
51'25
the Patent Office commenced printing them
ment, Which consists of certain peculiarities of construction, whereby, in fining blocks being self adjustable. There is a projeation on one side of
three horse plOWS, the middle horse can walk in the furrow ; and also in every block for the back of the saw to rest on, to prevent the saw from cut· Otftcial Copies oj Drawings of any patent issued 8ince 1836, we c a n 8UpplY
tlng
deeper than jnst through the frame. After the joints are in this manner
at a reasonable C08t, the prtce dependinu upon the amount Of labor
supplying a gnard to hold the plow beams and sustain lateral strain.
completed, the pieces are removed and properly glued, and then replaced in
involved and the number oJ views.
MEDICAL COMPOUND OR LINIMENT.-Thomas B. Randell, of New York
the machine, and firmly held together by means of the lever ; the frame can Full information, as to price Of drawings in each case may be had by
city.-This is a new mixture for the cure of rheumatism, neuralgia, lumbago, then be finished. The ropes are not in line with the miters of the picture
addressino
bruises. sprained swollen jOints, pain in the chest, and other similar diseases frame, but all meet at a common center, so that the strain will be equal on
MUNN &; CO
and affections. This liniment is rubbed into the skin as near as convenient each side of the corner of the frame, the sides being of different lengths. If
to the parts affected. The phosphorus it contains is claimed to enter the the frame is made eqUilateral, the ropes will also be In line with the miters.
Patent Soltcitors. 3" Park Row. New Y or k .
osseous structure, and give strength and vigor to the same, asafetida aiding The table has several apertures for permitting the adjustment of the plates
in its ready absortion by the system.
119,442.-PRESERVING FRUIT.-D.Ackart,Schaghticoke, N .Y .
to the holding of larger or smaller pictUre frames.
119,443.-REFHIGERATOR.-C. Avery, Erie, Pa.
SAWING MACHINE .-Christian O. Hansen, of Ferguson, Mo.-This inven
CARPEYTER'g PLANE.-Henry N . Frederick, of Hancock. N. Y. -The face
tion cODsists in the adaptation of a rotary sawing machine to the employ of the planing iron has a toothed portion, into which mesh the teeth of a 119 ,444.-CART.-O. Benson, J. G. Falk, Chicago,
IlL
ment of the saw mandrel as the driving shaft of a scroll saw, the power segment. This segment is formed at the lower end of a lever, that turns on 119,445.-DIE.-J. Carroll, Oakland, CaL .
being applled by the saw driving gear, and the scroll saw and its adjuncts a pin whose bearings are in the sides of the plane. By SWinging the lever 119,446.-COUPLING.-J. Childs, West Troy, N. Y.
being detachably connected to the sawing machine to admit of adjnsting It on its pivot, the iron will be set up or down, as may be desired. A slotted 119,447.-PINCERS.-A. Clarke, Boston, Mass.
either for scroll or circular sawing, or for other work. The saw frame may
pivoted to the plane can be clamped bymeans of a thUmb screw to lock 119,448.-STOP MECHANISM.-R Cook, New Hartford, N. Y.
be adjusted for employing the mandrel as the spindle of a tenoning lathe ; lever
the iron in any suitable position. Other means for thus securing the lever 119,449.-CAP BLOCK. RCook,T. Hanford,New Hartford,N.Y.
also for the application of a boring and planing mandrel, and also for the and iron, may, however, be substituted for lever and screw.
119,450.-STRAP.-H. Cornell,A. H.Marshall,Wilmington,Del
application of a turning lathe attachment, and borIng attachments.
119,45l .-PLATE GLASS.-E. Cossaboom, Lenox, Mass.
LUBRICATOR FOR PICKER SPINDLE IN LOOM. -Thomas Parker, of Shelby,
119,452.-SHEARs.-J. F. Creighton, Placerville, CaL
DRILL CnucK. -Pompeius Philippi, of Beardstown, Ill.-This invention
N.
C.
-This
invention
consists
in
a
new
way
of
applying
lubricating
material
relates to a new way of giving end play to drill bits while in the act of being to a picker spindle. A wick is conflned in a tubular screw, inserted into the 119,453.-REFRIGERAToR.-H. Davis, R Alden, Erie, Pa
centered and thereafter ; and consists in allowing a slight but constant late top of the picker. The upper portion of the tube is enlarged, forming a cup, 119,454.-WATER GAGE.-M. Doyle, Baltimore, Md.
ral play to the chnck, within which the shank of the bit is made fast. By which allows the upper portion of the wick to spread and absorb oll . . The 119,455.-GAs LAMP.-G. S. Dunbar, Pittsfield, Mass.
means of a flanged plate or cap the chuck is secured to the end of the man lower portion of the wick is more compressed ; but not so much so as to pre 119,456.-SIGNAL.-G. F. Folsom, Boston, Mas�.
drel by screws. The end of the mandrel is provided with a hemispherical vent a sufHclent quantity of oil from passing through it for lubricating the 119,457.-SASH HOLDER, ETC.-L. Gathmann, Chicago, Ill.
cavity, which the end of the chnck is made to fit. The globnlar end 01 the spindle with which it is in contact. As the picker Is thrown by the picker 119,458.-0RGAN VALVES, ETC.-C. D.Goodman , Cleveland, 0
chuck not only fills the cavity in the end of the mandrel, but extends out staff over the spindle at each throw of the shuttle, the spindle will be con· 119,459.-LoOM HARNEss.-R B. Goodyear,Wilmington, Del
from it, and is of greater diameter than the socket portion of the chuck. stantly lubricated when there Is oil or other lubricating liquid in the wick. 119,460.-CLARIFYING WINEs.-A. Gottschalk, Napa, CaL
The cap is made to slip over the socket portion of the chuck, and to flt a
119,46l.-PoTATo DIGGER.-L Hicks, Hartford, Wis.
portion of a ball, so that, when it is screwed up to the flange on the eud of TUBE EXPANDER.-Charles H. Clark, of Laramie, Wyoming Ter.-A cen� 119,462.-SAw SET.-D. Jones, Allegheny, Pa.
the mandrel, or secured in its proper pOSition, the chuck will be held to the tral feed screw or roll is made tapering, from its forward to its rear end. 119,463.-KING BOLT, ETC.-J. A. Judd, Newton, Mass.
mandrel, but not tightly, the giobe or ball being allowed to turn, so that the The thread of the screw is made wide, strong, and with parallel sides, and 119.464.-PAPER PULP.-M. L. Keen, Jersey City, N. J.
point of the drill will adjust itself to the center. A pin or lug on one side of has a shallow groove formed in its center to receive the bead of the small
PULP.-M. L. Keen, Jersey City, N. J.
the ball, is placed in a recess formed in the cap and mandrel, by means of rollers, placed in slots in a cylindrical frame, with their faces resting against 119,465.-PAPER
the screw. The rollers are perforated longitudinally to receive a wire, the 119,466.-BRIDGE.-L. Kittinger, Massillon, Ohio.
which the chuck is carried round with the mandrel.
ends of which enter notches in the frame, where they are secured in. place by 119,467.-CoRN PLANTER.-J. Knull,J. P. Pence,St. Paris, O .
COTTON GIN ATT ACHMENT. -Hiram P. Harrell, of Roxobel, N. C.-This
open spring rings, placed in grooves in the outer surface of the said frame. 119 ,468.-MEDICAL COMPOITND.-J. McKee,New Orleans, La.
invention is an attachment to cotton gins for crushing the cotton seed as it This
allows the wires to be conveniently removed, and the ends 119,469.-GRINDING ROCK.-W. J. Menzies, St. Helens, Eng.
discharged from the breast of the gin. It consis ts in attaching rollers to of theconstruction
rollers ground off to receive the longitudinal extension caused by the 119,470.-CoRN PLANTER.-N. B. Moody, Woodman, Wis.
t.he gin, arranged so as to receive the seed and crush it as it leaves the great side
to which they are exposed when In operation, and which 119,47L-SAD IRON, ETC.-F. Myers, New York city.
breast of the gin. These crushing rollers are revolved, either by means of would soonpressure
cause
them
in the frame. Upon one, two, or more of the 119,472 .-CIDER MILL.-N. A. Patterson, Knoxville, Tenn
t'he driving belt of the gln, or in any other suitable manner. Gear wheels rollers is formed a bead,toinbind
such
position as to lorm " bead In the tube at 119,473.-HEEL.-A. T. Perrine, Boston, Mass.
on the shafts of the rollers, cause them to revolve with a uniform motion. the water side of the tube sheet. a The
at the end of the tube Is formed 119,474.-FIRE ARM.-G. R Pierce, Grand Rapids, Mich.
fhe inventor does not conftne himself to any particular mode of supporting by concave rollers pivoted to a ring, bead
when at work, rest upon the 119,475.-CoUPLING.-S. D. Pratt, Penn Yan, N. Y.
or driving the crushing rollers ; but connects them with the gin so that the edge of another ring npon the rear partwhich,
of the tubnlar frame, which is pre· 119,476.-PAVING.-H. Saunders, Chester, Pa.
seed will be crushed thereby as it drops from the breast of the gin. Aprons Tented from turning by a tongue and groove.
This ring is forced forward to 119,477.-WATER WHEEL.-H. Shears, Merton, Wis.
or guides are used for conducting the seed to and from the rollers ; and
the rollers to their work by a nut which fits upon a screw thread cut 119,47B.-GAs BURNER-G. E. Smith, New York city.
scrapers are arranged to constantly clean the rollers, should the crushed feed
upon the rear part of the frame. The screw thread cut upon the inner sur 119,479.-SHuTTER FASTENER-J. F. Smith, Boston, Mass
seed and oil adhere to them.
face of the tubular frame is made deep, so as to mesh into the thread of the 119,480.-GAs BITRNER.-W. B. Stofer, Memphis, Tenn.
HORSE HAY FORK. - Jacob H. Carothers, of Pine Grove Mills, Pa. -This screw or roU, even at the smallest part of the screw.
l1il,481 .-MoTH PROTECTOR.-F. F. Voigt, New Orleans, La.
invention is an improvement in horse hay forks, af the class in which a lever AUTOMATIC TRAP FOR WASH BOILERs . -Henry R. Robbins, Baltimore, 119,48 2 .-PUM P.-W . H. Ward, Auburn, N. Y.
or lInk is employed for causing the prongs or teeth to clamp or compress the Md.-This invention consists In a device intended to be placed on the bottom 119,483.-STEAM ENGINE.-W. H. Ward, Auburn, N. Y.
hay between them. It consists in a peculiar construction and arrangement of a wash boiler, and operating to gather up water under steam pressure ' 119,484.-STEAM ENGINE.-W, H. Ward, Auburn, N. Y.
of parts, whereby a very compact and apparently efHcient implement is and to conduct it upward through a vertical pipe having an elbow at its top 119,485.-GRAPE P ICKER.-G. A. Warner, San Francisco,Cal
secured.
from which the water Is ejected with much force and played In a stream,j 119,486.-TwISTING BARS. A. D. Williams, London, England
MACHINE FOR PULPING WOOD FOR PAPER STOCK, ETO.-Benjamin F.
within the bOiler, upon the clothes, thereby assisting materially in cleanSing I19,487.-BED BOTTOM.-G. Wilson, Chicago, IlL
Barker, of Curtisville, Mass.-This invention relates to imprevements In the same,
119,488.-VEssEL.-A. Wingard, San Francisco, CaL
machinery for converting wood into pulp for use in the production of paper, COTTON C ULTIVATOR. -Rlchard H. Purnelle, Beulah, MiBS.-This Inven· 119,489.-WAsH B OILER -E . M. Wright, Geneva, N. Y.
and has for its object to insure the proper action of all parts, and simplify tion consists in the combination, in one mechanism, of a barring off mech 119,490.-GovERNoR.-G. Aab, Brooklyn, N. Y.
their construction and the arrangement of driving mechanism. It consists anism, a scraping mechanism, a cutting out mechanism for bringing the plants 119,49l.-LATCH.-H. D. Alderfer, Grater's Ford, Pa.
in a new form of stone, where.by centrifugal force is utilized for retaining to stands, and a throwing on mechanism for heaping soli upon the stands.
1 19 ,492.-GAs L IGHT . A. N. Allen,R H. Dewey,Pittsfield, Ms
the wood in contact with the grinding surface a longer time than It other·
119,493 .-GRAI N DRYER-S. V. Appleby, Spotswood, N. J.
wise would remain. The inventIOn also consists in the nse of adjustable COMBINBD PLOW AND Sl'OOK FOR CULTIVATORs.-Martin Kennedy, Chi 119
,494.-COUPLING.-S . Barnum, Whitestown, N. Y.
cago, lIl.-This Invention relates principally to a stock so constructed as to
guides, whereby the blocks of wood are held to and caused to be fed against receive
different implements, such as a share and mold board for a single 11 9,495.-GRAIN DRILL.-A. P. Barry, Martinsville, Miss.
the grinding surface in the desired manner. There is also an attachment plOW ; two
boards, one on each Side, both constituting a double plow ' 119,496.-SEWING MACHINE. A.H:Bartlett, Sptn. Duyvil,N. Y
for grinding splinters and small pieces apart from the larger blocks, but on two beams mold
armed with shovels and constituting a cultivator ; and a. pOint to 1 l 9,497.-LAMP.-W. W. Batchelder. Boston, Mass.
the same stone IUld in a new general combination ot' parts for the purpose be used when
119,498.-BRONZING MACHINE.-E. F. Benton, Buffalo, N. Y
the double mold boards and cultivators are employed.
specified.
119,499.-TURN BUTTON.-P. Bradford, New Haven, Conn.
EGG I'ACKING Box.-Nathan L. Janney, Wilmington, Del.-This invention
WINDMILL.-Isaac Lehmer, of Lima, Ind.-This Invention has for its object
1 19,500.-BLowER STAND.-P. Bradford, New Haven, Conn
relates
to
packing
eggs
held
in
llttle
bags,
which
depend
from
perforated
to furnish a simple and effective means for making the fane or winge of a
l 19,50l.-KETTLE.-F. M. Brignac, St. James, La.
shelves,whIch
shelves
are
supported
horizontally
in
a
box
at
suitable
distances
windmill self adjusting, so that they will adjust themselves as the wind varies
1 19,502.-PLow CLEVIS.-J. Brison, Competine, Iowa.
one
above
another
by
means
of
a
partition
whose
ends
enter
vertical
grooves
in force, by turning their edges more or less to the wind, as may be required.
19,503.-DISCHARGING COLOR B. G. Brooks,Manchester,N.H.
It consists in the construction and combination of rods, a spring, and a slid In the sides of the bOX, the eggs supported in each shelf being covered with a 1119,504.-SHAFT,
ETC.-B. G. Brooks, Manchester, N. H.
Ing wheel with the wings or fans and with the shaft, in such a way that as piece of cloth which extends beneath the bottoms of the aforesaid partitions. t l9,505.-REGULATOU.-A.
S. Cameron, New York city.
the movement of the fans or wings increases in rapidity, the centrifugal WHEEL CULTIVATOR.-John A. Viars, of Sherman, Texas. -This invention 19,506.-ExTRACTING CAPS.-W.
Clew/!, Ilion, N. Y.
force thus engendered moves the fans or wings outward, which turns the >!elates to a new and useful Improvement In agricultural Implements ; and 1 19,507.-S'l'RETCHER.-J. D. Crocker,J.
A.Brand,Norwich,Ct.
edges of said fans or wings toward the wind, thus checking their movement. consists in a construction, arrangement and combInation of parts whereby 1
1 19,50B.-REFRIGERATOR.-D. Cromwell, St. Louis, Mo.
As the velocity of the movement decreases, the springs draw the fans or the plows or teeth may be raised or lowered, or made to penetrate the
wings inward, which exposes more of their side surfaces to tbe 1Vind, the fans ground as much or llttle as may be desired. One or more plows may be used 1 19,509.-GATE.-S. A. Darrach, Newburg, N. Y.
or wings being thus seli regnlatlng. The fans or wings may also be adjusted at one and the same time, arranged in any manner, so as to be raised and 1 19,510.-WAsH BOILER.-W. J. Dodge, New York city.
to regulate their movement, or to turn their ed&"es toward the wind, and lowered. Pivot wheels or casters allow the machine to be turned In the field 1 19,511.-WHEEL.-H. E. Dodson, West Liberty, Ohio.
1 19 ,5 1 � .-SHAVING HORSES,-F. J. Eldred, Webster, N. Y
hus stop them, by movin&" the sliding whe.l.
a.t pleasure,
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119,590.-VALvE GEAR.-T. E. Evans, W. R. Thomas, and J. 119 664.-TURBINE.-S. Stevenson, Danvil le, N. Y.
119,513.-SCOURING SKINS, ETC.-E. Fitzhenry, Boston,Mas s.
Hunt, C atasauqua, Pa.
119 : 665.- HINGE.-R. H. St. John, Bellefontaine, Ohio.
Y.
K.
roy,
�
Goodfellow,
H.
119,514.-STOVE.-J.
119,591 .-LocOMOTIVE.- I:t. F. Fairlie, Westminster, Eng.
119,666.-KETTLE.-D Stewart� Ph�la., Pa.
119,515.-DEsK, ETC.-T. Gregg, Danville, Pa.
119,592.-ANIMAL TRAP.-T. Fell, New York city.
119 .667.-BmcK MOLD.-R. Stuck wisch, Terre Haute, Ind.
119,5 16.-Crn;cK.-J. L. Hayden, Haydenville, Mass.
119,593.-TuRN 'l'ABLE.-C. H. Fisher, Albany, N . Y.
119,668.-GnAIN B INDER.-M. Summers, S. B. Lane, Zions1 19,517.-ScRoLL SAw.-I. lIird, Cincinnati, Ohio.
ville, Ind.
119,594.-ANIMAL TRAP.-H. Foust, Mill Village, Pa.
1 19,518.-LANTERN.-J. J. Hull, J. Kaufman, Brookl yn,N . Y. 119 .595.-TuRN TABLE.-G. French, Alexandria, Va.
11 9,669.-HAY RAKE.-G. Sweet, Dansville, N. Y.
D. Tifft, Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
l1iJ,519.-PAVE�IEN T.-S. H. Ingersoll. New York city.
119,670.-FENCE.-J.
1 19,596.-WRENcH.-J. Gates, Portland, Oregon.
1 19,520.-RAIL CHAIR.-C. E. J arvis, Grafton, W. Va.
119,671.-vV ATER METER.-D. L.. Tower, New York city.
119,597.-SURFACE BLOW.-J. Gates, Portland, Oregon.
119,521 .-TAPERING FORMs.-H. Kellogg, Milford, Conn.
119,598.-RAT 'fRAP, ETC.-L. F. George, San Francisco, Cal. 119,672.-RAILWAY SWITCH.-E.A.Trapp, San Francisco, Cal.
119,522.-ALARM.-J. Kirk, London, England.
119,673.-LATcH, E'l'c.-M.P. Warner,E. W.Payne,Morrison,Ill.
119,599.-BANK NOTE.-J. Gibson, Jr., Albany, N. Y.
119,523.-CHILD's CARRIAGE.-J .G.Krieger, W ashington, D.C . 119,600.-BED BOTTOM.-S. Gissinger, Pittsburgh, Pa.
119,674.-MoVE)IR:NT.-W . Weaver, Greenwich, N. Y.
119,524.-WAGON BRAKE.-C. M. Lufkin, Unity, N. H.
1 19,675.-JAcK.-F. Weissenborn, Egg Harbor city, N. J.
119,601.-PIPES, ETC.-J. K. Griffin, vVaterdown, Canada.
119,525.-POLISHING NEEDLES.-F.W.Ml\ll ett,New Haven,Ct. 119.602.-BED BOT'r oM.-G. C. Grut, Chicago , Ill.
119,676.-STovE.-W . Westlake, Chicago, Ill.
1 1 9,526.-HARNEss.-R. McHardy, Edinburgh , Scotland.
119,603.-CmIPosiTION Box.-T. B. Gunning, New York city. 119,677.-CLuTcH MECHANISM.-D. M. Weston, Boston, Mass.
1 19,527.-RAISING vVEIGHTS, ETC.-T. Moore, Stockton, Eng. 119,604.-PAPER WASHER.-E. S. Hanna, Pittsburgh, Pa.
119,678.-SAw.-J. W. White, Weymouth, Mass.
119 528.-HAY PRESS, ETC.-P. L . Negley, Castleton, Ind.
119,679.-CHAIN PUMP.-J. S. Wilcox, Ypsilanti, Mich.
119,605.-FuRNAcE.-C. J. Harris, Bloomington, Ill.
119 : 529.-STAPLE.-vV. F. Nolker, E.H.Morgan, Cincinnati, O. 119,606.-CAsTER.-W. D. Hatch, Antrim, N. H.
119,680.-0vEN.-A. Willson, Buffalo, N. Y.
119 ,530.-EAR DRops.-L. L. Northrup, Johnston, R. I.
1 19,681 .-BoLT.-S. H. Wright, Lowell, Mass.
1 19,607.-PAVEMENT.-J. M . Hawes, Covington, Ky.
119,531 .-THIMBLE, ETC.-J. A. Pettet, Philadelphia, Pa.
119,608.-SCARF HOLDER.---J.Hayden ,vV.H .Hart, Jr.,Phila. ,Pa. 1 1 9 ,682.-IRON CASTINGS, ETC.-R. Yeilding, New York city.
119,532.-HAY RAKE.-P. Pfeifer, Durhamville, N. Y.
1 19,683.-CoG GEARING.-L. R. Faught, Phila., Pa.
119,609.-STOVEPIPE DRUM.-B. J. Hobson, Covington, Ky.
119,533.-JAcK.-J. E. Plummer, Binghamton, N. Y.
119,610.-EARTH CLOSET.-C. D. Holmes, Boston, Mass.
Conn.
REISSUES:
11;,534.-SAsH HOLDER.-G . B. Ransom, Chester,
1 19,611 .-BoB SLED.-D. Holtz, Tiffin, Ohio.
119 535.-HEATING STOVE.-W. F. Ross, Davenport, Iowa.
1 19,612.- [)ERRICK.-W. M. and G. L. Howland, Topsham,Me. 4,573.-MILK COOLER.- A.. E. Baldwin, Newark, N. J. -Pat
O.
Cincinnati,
Schmidt,
119 :536.-CURTAIN RAcK.-F. and W.
ent No. 93,583, dated August 10, 1869.
119,613.-EGG PACKING Box.-N . L. Janney, Wilmiugton,Del.
4,574.-CLO'l'HES WRINGEH.-C. A. Cummings , F. M. Swallow,
119,537.--MATRICES.- A. Shiland, Albany, N. Y.
119,614.-FENcE.-A. Jew ett, Sanford's Corners, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass. -Patent No . 34,395, dated February 11, 186 2 .
Ohio.
Ashland,
8hopbell,
119,538.-BooT PATTERN.-E.
1 19,615.-PLASTERING.-J. John, Chicago, Ill.
4,575.-STEAMING CLOTH.-L. M. Heery, Hinsdale, Mass.
lHJ,539.-CLoTHEs DRYER.-G. C. Smith, Hamilton, Ohio.
119,616.-COUPLING.-E. D. Johnson, E. A. Cowan, ThornPatent No. 115,200, dated May 23, 1871.
119,540.-BHAcELET.-J. H. Sprague, Providence , R. I .
town, Ind.
4,576.-BoBBIN WINDER.-C. H. Palmer, New York city.
119,617.-MoVE)IENT.�D. E. Keating, Oswego Falls, N. Y.
119,541.-VALVE.-G. M. Sternberg, New York city.
Patent No. 103,363, dated Julv 12, 1870.
119,542.-THEll.MOMETER.-G. M. Sternberg, New York cioty. 1 19,618.-PLow, ETc.-M. Kennedy, Chicago, Ill.
4,577.-BINDlNG BOOKS.-J. L. Rile, New York city.-Patent
No. 115,896, dated June 13, 1871.
119 543.-THERliWMETEN.-G. M. Sternberg, New York city. 119,619.-HAY FORK.-J. C. Lampman, Baltimore, Md.
OIL, ETC.-L. S. Robbins, Rye, N. Y.
119 :544.-SPARK ARRESTER.-W. M. K.Thornton,St.Louis,Mo. 119,620.-MEDIcAL COMPOUND.-J. E. Larkin, Newark, N. J. 4,578.-ExTRACTING
Patent No. 75,980, dated March 24, 1868.
1 1 9,545.-DusT SHIELD.-W. M. K. ThOJ;nton, St. Louis, Mo. 119,621 .-PIPE ELBOw.-I.Leas,W.H.France,'l'erre Haute,Ind.
119,622.-ELECTROTYPING.-W. A. Leggo, Montreal, Canada.
1 19,546.-BlillHEL.-J. Tomlinson, Goderich, Canada.
DESIGNS.
119,547.-BuG DESTHOYEl{.-P. S. Van Wagner, Saltfieet,Can. 1 19,623.-TELEGRAPH.-L. T. Lindsey, H.
. H. Curtiss, Jackson, 5,296.-AGITATOR.-E. Bostick, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Mich.
119,548.-REFRJGERATOR.-J. B. Webster, St. Louis, Mo.
5,297.-WIRE FENCE.-M. Dupuy, New York city.
119,624.-RAIL CHAIR.-A. P. Lord, Friendship, N. Y.
1 19,549.-LANTERN.-W . Westlake, Chicago, Ill.
5,298.-SPOON HANDLE.-J. Fradley, Brooklyn, N . y,
119 ,625.-BLIND SLAT.-H. B. Lum, Sandusky, Ohio.
119,550.-RosE HEAD.-W. Westlake, Chicago, Ill.
5,29'J.-PAHLOlt ORGAN CAsE.--L.K.Fuller, Brattleborough,Vt.
119,626.-SIEVE.-J. A. Maloney, Georgetowli, D. C.
119,551 .-MILLSTONE.-J. 1. Yount, 'fippecanoe, Ohio.
5,300.-CARPET PATTEltN.-J. Magee, New York city.
119,627.-HAY RACK-J. Mandigo, Wayland, Mich.
11!J,552.-LATcH.-J. H. Allison, Charlottesville , Ind.
5,301 .-STOVE.-J. D. Miller, Detroit, Mich.
Par.
G
W.
Martin,
W.
MARKER,
119,628.-GRouND
ETC.-G.
1 19,553.-VEGETABLE CUTTER.--II. Baldwin, Nashua, N . H .
5,302.-COUPLING.-II. Newby, Avondale, Ohio.
rish, .J. A. Petrie, Elizabeth , N. J.
119 ,554.-HoT AlR FURNACE.-J. C. Barnes, AIb any, N . y .
5,303.-HoOD.-C. Rich, H. Crow, M. Rich, New York city,
1 19,629.-WASHING MACHINE.-\V. Martin, Orford, Iowa.
1 19,555.-SEWING MACHINE. A.H.Bartlett,SpuytenDuyvil,N.Y 119,930.-RocKET.-C. E. Masten, Boston, Mass.
5,304.-HINGE.-C. Suedekum, Newport, Ky.
119,556.-BACK BAND HOOK-H. Beagle, J r. ,Philadelphia,Pa. 119,631 .-P APER Box.-C. A. Maxfield, New York city.
5,305.-STEAM ENGINK-A. A. Wilson, New Haven, Conn,
119,557.-HuB AND SPOKE.-W. Beauchamp, Grayville, Ill.
5,306,-COUPLING.-D. E. Wolff, Welsh Run, Pa.
11!l,632.-CuTTER HEAD.-C. E. McBeth, Hamilton, Ohio.
119 5.'i8.-TuRBINE.-A. Bee, Lancaster, Mass.
119,633.-DITCHING MACHINE.-J. W. Metz, Stout's, Ohio.
119 ;559.-MILK CAN.-T. M. Bell, New York city.
TRADE MARKS.
119,63 4 .- STOVE. -J . D . M I' ll er, D etroit, M ich .
119,56 0 .-CARRIAGE SPRL"IG.-O.E.Bennett, C annon SVl' 11 e,N .Y . 119,635.-ELEvAToR.-C. E. Moore, Boston, Mass.
454.-S�fOKING TOBACCO.-W. T. Blackwell, Durham, N. C
119.561.-LIGHTING GAS J ETS.-A. L. Bogart, New York city. 119,636.-WRINGER ROLL.-J. Moulton, Boston, Mass.
455.-COFFEES, ETc.-Butler, Earhart & Co. , Columbus, Ohio
1 1 9,662.-BOILER FURNACE.-E. Boileau, St. Louis, Mo.
119,637.-BRONZING MACHINE.-J.H. Nevins,W'msburgh,N.Y. 456.-HAIR DRESSING, ETC.-O. Clark, Brattleborough, Vt.
119 563.-LABEL, ETC.-T. W. Bracher, New York city.
119,638.-ExTINGUISHING FIREs.-G.W.Nichols, Chicago, Ill. 457.-LABEL, ETC.-S. Crump, New York city.
119 '564.-SPRING, ETC.-G. A. Brown, Reading, Mich.
458.-FLOUR.-W. M. Galt. Washington, D. C.
119,639.-CULTIVATOR.-J. S. Nolan, Paulsborough, N. J.
A.'f.Giiford,Prov.,R.I.
119 :565.-SCREw CUTTER.-G.W.Brown,
459.-CONDITION POWDER.-C. Garlick, Montreal, Canada.
119 ,640.-HARvEsTER.-J. T. Pol son, Laclede, Mo.
England.
Portsmouth,
Brown,
119,566.-NAvA" RAM.-W.
460.-NECK TIE SHIELD, ETC,-W. H. Hart, Jr., & Brother,
119,641 .-PuMP.-J. Powell, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mass.
Chesterfield,
Bryant,
WHEEL.-O.
Phila. , Pa.
119,567.-WATER
119,642.-GLovE.-V. Price, New York city.
461 to 463.-WHISK'i;'.-Mills, Johnson & Co" Cincinnati, O.
Y.
N.
Brooklyn,
Bulkley,
N.
W.
119,568.-CURTAIN.119,643.-CLIP KING BOLT.-F . B. Prindle, Southington, Ct.
464.-PREPAUED
COTTON.-Patent Elastic Felt Co., New York
Pa.
Carbondale,
Bunnell,
S.
CUTTER.-I.
119,569.-BREAD
119,644.-CULTIVATOR.-R. H. Prunelle, Beulah, Miss.
city.
119,570.-CRozE, ETC.-A. Busenger, Mount Solon, Va.
119,645.-ANIMAL TRAP.-N. Rasmussen, Chicago, Ill.
465.-MEDICINE.-A. F. Shannon, Quincy, Ill.
1 19,571.-STovE PIPE.-C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, Wis.
1 1 9,646.-STOVE PIPE DRUM.-T. R. Renwick, Grand Rapids, 466.-POLISH.-W. S. & T. S. Witherspoon, T. Wern, Fair1 19,572.-ELEVATOR.-P. Byrne, Nashville, 'fenn.
Mich.
view, W. Va.
119,647.-EYELET.-J. C. Rhodes, South Abington, Mass.
119,573.-BALING PRESS.-N. Chapman, Hopedale, Mass.
467.-ToBACCO.- W. A. & F. R. Brown, Dickinson, Va.
119,648.-PICTURE NAIL.-T. C. Richards, New York city.
119,574.-ELEvATOR.-J. C. Clifford, Yonkers, N. Y.
468.-REED ORGAN.-J. Estey & Co., Brattleborough, Vt.
119,575.-BuTTER WORKER.-G. 8. Coleman, Alexandria, V a, 119,649.-TRAP.-II. R. Robbins, Baltimore, Md.
469 to 471 .-PAINT,-_101den, Tascott & Co., Chicago, Ill.
119,650.-PuMP.-J. Roberts, New Madison, Ohio.
119,576.-MovEMENT.- J . H. Cooper, Philadelphia, Pa.
1 19,651.-NEEDLE.-S. H. Roper, Boston, Mass.
119,577.-POTATo DIGGER.-VV. Cousens, Orono, Me.
EXTE�SIONS.
119,578.- SrRAP CUTTER.-R . Crocker, Marshalltown, Iowa. 119,652.-S1'EAM BOILER.-E. H. Rummele, Glenbeulah, Wis. RICE CLEANING MACHINE.-W. Ager, of Washington, D, C.
Letters Patent No. 18,177, dated September 15, 1857.
1 19,653.-CIGAR MOLD, ETC.-J. Ryan, Detroit, Mich.
119 579.-CARRIAGE.-J. Curtis, Cincinnati, Ohio.
CARUIAGE PROP.-C. 'l'homas, of Boston, Mass.-Letters Pat
119 ;580.-WATER WHEEL.-J. F. Daniels, Foxborough, Mass. 1 19,654.-CORN H USKER .-D. Sager, New York city.
ent No. 18,254, date d Septemer 22, 1857 ; reissue No, 1,331, dated
1 19,581.-CLEANING FLuEs.-C.Dasenbrock , Cincinnati, Ohio. 119,655.-WAGON BRAKE.-H. S:;tger, Penn Station, Pa.
August 26, 1862.
119,656.-ScREW DRIVER.-G. W.Schofield, of the U. S. Army. EDGE PLANER.-I. A. Dunham, of North Bridgewater, Mass.
119,582.-BRAKE.-M. F. Daughtrey, Portsmouth, Va.
-Letters Patent No . 18,237, dated September 22, 1857 ; reissue
119,583.-CoRsET.-R. De Baun, Chicago, Ill.
119,657.-CAN.-I. W. Shaler, Brooklyn, N. Y.
No. 4,454, dated July 4, 1871.
119,658.-VISE.-J. Simpson, Cleveland, Ohio.
119,584.-RuDDER.-A. De Man, Ghent, Belgium.
G AS GENERATOR.-,J. Butler, of New York citr.-Letters Pat
1 19,585.-HAlIE, ETC.-A. Dunbar, Woodstock, Canada.
119,659.-CURRY COMB, ETC.-II. C. Smith, Coxsackie, N. Y.
ent No. 18,184, dated September 15, 1857.
119,58 6.-GAs RETORT.-II. H. Edgerton, Fort Wayne, Ind.
1 19,660.-SLEIGH.-H. Smith, v'(est Gray, Me.
H ORSE POWER.-G. E. Burt, of Harvard, and A. & G. F.
119,661.-·GATE.-S. Smyth, East Bridgewater, Pa.
119,587.-HoRsE P OWEH .-C . M. Erwin, \Vinona, Miss.
i!'���� '22 �' 1��\�ton, Mass. -Letters Patent N o . 18.232, dated Sep·
119,588.-CULTIYATOR.-C. Escudier, Iberia, La.
119,662.-HoRsE HOLDER.-H. A. Sprague, Charlotte, Me.
HAND STAMP.-T. J. Robertson, of Washington, D. C.-Let
119,589.-SEWING MACHIN E.-E.M.Estabrook,New York city. 119,663.-GAs MACHINE.-T. G. Springer, Fayette City, Pa.
ster Patent No. 18,294, dated September 22, 1857.

\

Subscribers-Who wish to have their vol
umes bound, can send them to this o:ftice. The charge
for binding is $1 '50 per volum e .
The amount should
be remitted in advance, and the volumes will be sent
ound .
����?���ey
��__________________
_
_

�� ?

City SubscriberS,-The SCIENTIFIC AMEIU
CAN will be delivered in every part of the City at
$3 '50 a year. Single eopies for sale at the News· stands

In this city, Brooklyn, J ersey City, and Williams·
burgh, and by most o f the News Dealers in the United
States.

THE SECOND ANNUAL FAIR
-O E' THE-

A l abam a A g ri cultural
-AND-

MECHANICAL ASSOCIATION,

be held on the grounds of the Asso
W ILL
ciation at PICKETT SPRINGS PARK, near Mont
gomery, beginning
TUESDA Y, OCT. 31, AND CONTINUING FIVE DAYS.
The Magnificent Sum of

TWENTY THOUSAND

DOLLARS

I S OFFERED IN PRIZES,

To be contended for in the various Departments of Agri�
culture, Mechanic Arts, Manufactures, D omestic and
Household Products, Ladies' Fancy Department, &c. &c.
times greater than that Qf any similar jOl1,rnal now pub·
Competition open to Alabama and the World.
Extensive Grounds, well watered through out, with
lished. It goes ,nto all the State8 and 7erritories, and is
Commodious Stands-Power House. Sheds, Stables, & c . ,
read in all the prine,pal librarieS and reading-rooms 0./
&c . • a l l reached by a Branch Track of the Western Rail
Road, leading right ,into the buildings.
th.e world.
We inVite the attention Qf those who w�sh to
Arrangements will be made with all the Rail Road
n�ake their bU8ine8S known to the annexed rates. A bu.�·
lines, leading into and through the State, to convey
neS8 man wants something more than to see hils adver
t
g
fr
i
e
i
h.
tisement in a printed new.'5jJaper. He wants circulat , on.
ern Express Co. , will have offices on the Grounds during
1.1 it i8 worth 25 cents per line to advertise in a paper oj Fair week.
three thousand circulation. it is worth $2. 50 ver line to
c
� 1 a e
i
tO
ec
advertise in one Qf thirty thousand.
i
he
i
i
t
·
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
r ad.
t
gr
f
ti le
h
i
l
C
e
- - - - $1'00
e e
e
- - '1 I)
a
I
the Fair shall be fairly and lIbe l
i h
':
D
esident.
for each in8ertion.
MIKE L. WOODS, Secretary.
Engravings may head adverti8ement8 at the 8ame ..ate pe..
M. L. MOSES, Treasurer.
GEO . .B. HOLMES,
line, by measurement, a8 the letter-pre88.
G. L. WERT H ,

The value Of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN as an adverti8ing
medium cannot be over-estimated.

Its circulation i8 ten

�
�

MOLDING, MORTISING,

HE

CELEBRA'fED

COLLINS'

T METAL WATCHES. -CAUTION

TO THE PUBLIC. 
Worthless Brass Watches are being sold all over the
country by parties representing themselves as onr
'
agents. These parties are all impostors, as WE Hl}.VE
NO AGENTS, and our genuine goods can only be obtallled
by ordering trom us direct, and h aving goods sent C. O. D.
by express. Prices Of Watches, $15, $20, and $25. .Eqnalt
a
n ' 0
a
t
'
t
l
t
u
e
e
e
f
el
o
and
ay. New Yorle
,
c

B

ARTLETT'S

F X inch

MEltS hem all width s , tlte
finest or coarsest goods-hem
elu,stic worsted cut biaS-hem
over seams-fit all machines.
Ey mail, $3�
A. H. BARTLETT & SON ,
.

�'H.. �CH
D������N,
E. FABER,

M-W�l�{��l��·�r�Y.
wante d .

� Agents

WOOD WORKERS

J . C. LEE.
E. H. M E T CALF,
THOS. C. HARTWELL,
JNO. W. HUGHES,
DIRECTORS.

T,"OR

SALE-2 large Foundry Cupolas,

(1 with fixtures ' 1 large M � v'hine Shop Crane j 2 h e l1 vy
Boiler Shop Wall D rills j 1 pair Fl ange Bending Blocks ;
1 " Lauback ' s Patent " Portable DrIll ; 1 new 60 tun Lever
Beam Boiler S c ale j 1 t wenty· five inch Screw feed ShaftS
L t
C a
e
,h
h
i
a
'
t
d
o
s
han
YN STEAM ENGINE WORKS,
Cor. Imlay and Summit Sts . ! Brooklyn, N.

or Pnte�on, }Ij. ,1.

at the
Fair, September 80th.
Circulars at the Fair,
W. H. HAVENS.

New York, Pennsylvania, or Ohio, o f
�
English s Patent Terra C otta Chimney Top, for curing
Smoky Chimneys and bad draftR. Send for circulnr.
H. ENGl,ISH Wihnl�t.on , Del,

Y

�
J. A. FAY & C O . ,

CINCINXATI. OHIO.

s

WOODBURY'S PATEN 'f

Planing and Matching

and Molding Machines,Gray & Wood's Planers,Self-oiling
Saw Arbors, and other wood working machinery.
91 Liberty street, N. . •
S. A. WOODS,
Send for Circulars.
67 Sudbury street, Bos on

1

Du Plaine &. Reeves,

PlIILA.,
760 SOUTH BROAD STREET,
BRASS TUltN·

$1 5 0

A MONTH !

Y

t

EMPLOYMENT

PAY MORE FOR OLD B R A S S AND
INGS T HAN ANY ONE ELSE .
Tltey will p ay the freight from any p art of the country
or
rsons desiring to collect and send us old
metals, will receive a commission on ail sales effected.

EXTRA INDUCEMENTS !
.,
A pre.mium H O"RSE und ,\VAGON for Agents. We rlesire
to employ agents for a term of seven years, to sell the
Buckeye $20. 00 Shuttle Sewing Maehine.
It makes a
Rtitch alike on both sides, and is the best low· priced
licenscd m achine in the world. W. A. HENDERSON &
CO. , Cleveland. Ohio. or St. Louis. Mo.

Machinist 's To o ls.

MACHINERY GEN.
W OOD-WORKING
erally. SpecialtiC',s, Woodwo,rth Planers and Rich·
ardson B Patent Improved Tenon Machines. Nos. 24 and
2 6 Cent ral, cor'W ��'if � 'infG�
�,:tAh::�a.ll'h) SON.
B
IT

.J�B����

T low prices, 97 to 113 R. R. Ave., Newark ,

�fi : ¥�i �� §� ��� : \I �Aj��� � �� B i�:J �fae:�r ; A N. J. E. & R. J. GOULD successors to Gould
Machine C o .
��i������)-bi:�\�� gdu']\ii tl&I5JL
Y.
-Saw Tables " at the
PATENT ffiPROVEJ)
Amerkan
Institute
Fair. See'SCIENTIFIC
VARIETY MOLDING MACHINERY,
AMERICAN'S review dlO2{)00 WILL BUY THE RIGHT OF
And Adjnstable
ot machinery
of all varieties of good
Shop
Work
(and

lUACHINES, &c.,

RAILROAD, CAR, Rnd AGBI·
CUL'l'URAL SHOP S , &c. , &c.
Superior to any in use.

% inch, %' inch. and 1 inch. T. SHRIVEn &
Co. , 333 Ea t Fifty- Sixth Street, New York.

����� �±�£¥f��tifil���t�i1 lgk : ��� [�����
�tt � �� h� ���\v��� �� 6��olh�r�: �g � ���� ::;�
���1f� � 1�� ��� !!o ��� r�W�)�����e;�:; ici;[lt���6� :�
'¥1
§� il � I' � �

HEM-

Planin[ & Matchin[

INISHED HEXAGON N UTS W AN'l'ED .

� �g�� ����� fr� g� �a�N���.�e;tf�<go� ;�d�h� ��gi

a line,
cents line

BAND SAWS.
SCROLL SAWS

tr� !�h ��: ��� 8R:rri� $� � �il O� �����drg: :6� �1�
WJ:�l:. tltii�,& c�: � ����a�

Wtr

Back Page
Inside Page

TENONING & SHAPING
llI A C U . N E S ;

GOLD

CIRCUIJAR SAW BENCHES.

F o r Machines .a n d information. address
,J. P. GROSVB N0U, I,owell, Mas •.

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

$1 0

A DAY with Stencil Tools . Samples

free . Ad dress A. E. G�HAM, Springfield, vr.

FO OT LA. THES,

And all kinds of small Tools. Illustrated catalog"e free
GOODN O W & WIGHTMAN, :l.1 Cornhlll, Boston , M., •.

Jrirutifit

OCTOBER

C L A S S I F I E D.

,

ARCHITECTURE, BUILDING, CARPEN
TRY, DECORATION, PAINTING, ETC.

Arrowsmith's Paper Hanger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 25
Arlot's Guide for Coach Painters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 1 25
Bell's Carpentry Made Easy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 ()()
Bicknell's Village Builder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
in r u
n
rn
B
���r a �� �:�fl�;i��� ftriii��;�g , a!! lg �tU;3:
rnaking and Sewering . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 00
Bullock's American Cottage Builder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 3 50
Bullock's Rudiments of Architecture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 50
Booth's Marble 'Vorker. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50
Callingham's Sign Writing and Glass Embossing. . . . 1 50
De Graff's Stair Builder. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Hay's Interior Decorator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25
Hurst's Hand Book for Agricultural Surveyors and
Builders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Loth's Practical Stair Builder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
T �g ��� ll ��rs '� ���� er�'� ���, : ���:����: � .�.���.��� f.O
1
n . ,.. .. ... .
Reid on Portland
Cement . . . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7 00
Sloan's American Houses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
Shaw's Civil Architecture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 10 00
������Plr��li��[:,
' ��JU��ild�rs; ·C'omp·a�ioii ·aiid 1 50
Price Book. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
.

.

.

.

.

.

MECHANICS, MECHANICAL ENGINEER
ING, DRAWING, ETC.

Co ld-ro lled Shafting.
HIS Shafting is in every particular superior
to any turned Shafting ever made. It is the most
T
ECONOMICAL SHAFTING to buy, being so very mucb
stronger than turned Shaftinf' Less diameter answers
f:eiYarf:rE��:�i:,usl�gi : �re��·ec�f;i �8u�nd,c���li��leul�
Gage. All who give it a trial continue to use
In many cases better applicable than Wire Rope Transmission, is manufactured In the followIng e8tabllsh� itWtlitworth
exclusively. We have it in large quantities. Call and
men ��
examine
It,
Or send for price list.
Berlinin
WOHLERT,
SCHWARZKOPF)-F.
L.
J IN MACHINE MANUFACTURING JOINT STOOK COMPANY (late
Address
ncar Magdeburg.
& BUDENBERG, Buckau,
BUCKAUER MACHINE MANUFACTORY ' near Magdeburg-ScHAFFER
126 a�fgrg�a��t��t.�N��·'york.
are requested to forward their
Manufacturers who may wIsh to e ngage in the construction of thi8 Transmission,
address to L. 802, care of Mr. RUDOLF MOSSE'S ADVERTI&ING AGENCY, B rcslau.
Sturtevant B lowers.
M . MAYO'S BOLT CUTTER, patented
HESE are in every particular the best and
Reynolds'
• in 1867, improved in 1871, is the best in use. Send T most perfect Blower ever made. A full assortment
E
.ohio.
TURBINE WATER WHEELS. for Circular. Cincinnati,---of
every
size on hand, ready to deliver.
--Address
GEORGE PLACE & CO. ,
The Oldest and Newest. All others,
126 and 128 Cbambers st • New York.
i ti o
OLDEN
HILL
Seminary
for
Younl!"
Ladies
���Ir
:Ht� �ii�r t�o���ic�t��s �g G Bridgeport, Conn. Miss Emily Nelson, Principal.
confuse the public. We do not boast
N. Y. Machinery Dep o t.
t
I ta
EVERY USER OF STEA)f POWER SHOULD HAVE
��l:ib��� !�����fg:Fp� !,��� :�;�:
EORGE PLACE & CO., Manufacturers and
tiful lJameblot free. GEo . TALLCOT,
T Dealers in Wood and Iron workin Machinery, ot
96 LIberty st. , New York.
Bellis' Patent Governor . G
b� E i
eS
an
t
Gearing, Shafting.
It is the CHEAPEST and BEST regulator for Steam �6�rlr�, t�!Rl;�� 'as;3 ¥i��:;�r �eiig�;� a�d �l� ���i�re�
needful In Macblne or Railroad RepaIr Sbops. 126 and
THE OSWEGO STARCH FAOTORY is propelled enti rely by E w�n6��rnsIH�ctiAIf eIc�t��EMENTS to engine build· 126
Cbambers st. . New York.
'r we]ve Heynolds' l'urbines ; aggregate of over 600 Horse ers. �Address for Circula.r and Price List,
Power. wlth 12 feet head of water.
SINKER, DAVIS & CO., hdianapolis, Ind. �1 ODELS, PATTERNS, EXPERIMENTAL,
The JOHN RUSSELL MAN'F'G Co., at Greenfield, Mass
the ne'.\' and largest Cutlery ,\Vorks o n the Continent, is
e t
h
s
c
h
�g��J�ib�fI 8Ls� �A���E � 6. ;�� s� 5���:
STEAM ENGINES, COMBIN built
���r.��:t�
;o ��;�0��V��7& �������:ad6����:r,3�ti�:t� P ORTABLE
and
53'.l
Water
st.
,
near
Jefferson.
Refer
to
SCIENl'IFIU
the
maximum
at
efficiency,
durability
and
econ·
ing
The latter Company have over $40,000 worth of OUR omy, with the minimum of weight and price. They are AMERIOAN office.
14 tf
n
R
H
a
�V�� $���&JO ��rrh� BS��� : cgr�;�;ti�O;�:�e cI�y; lo :��el��r�;:;:;t��I�ati�¥a�ror�g� en�hs�ie.9��s��l�fi��
discriminate.
Andrew 'S Patents.
circulars sentJ.nc�Pttlj�8fE· �<bd6�:t
.Friction «roovedt I'ortable, Rnd
Y
awrence, M a ss. NotseJest!I,
Warehou8e H.oisters.
ERFECTION OF SPEED ON WATER 46. Cortlandt st. New York.
P WHEELS secured by tbe Hydraulic Rotary Governor.
i
�i�"i�:f!�1niJn"lIj�r�.narry Hol stllrs.
:.�'!J
t
r
1i:i:�
u
R
· r
ut it.
ATHE CHUCKS-HORTON'S PATENT Oscillating Engines, Wauble and ISlnde, 1·2
���e:� :r. � � ��fiil�§�¥r���:��h� t�t.� Bo'i:���?
36 Inches. Also for car wheels. Addres,
100·Horse power.
L from 4E.toHORTON
Centl'ifu �al Pumps, 100 to 100,000 Gallons
& SON, Windsor Locke COUll.

Hydraulic P ow er Trans�issio�,

.

_______

. •

Armengaud, Amoroux & .Tohnson's Practical
Dl'anghtsman's Book of IndustrIal Design . . . . . . . . . $10 00
Blinn's Tin and Sheet·irou Worker . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � 2 50
Buckmaster's Mechanical Physics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 50
Byrne's Hand Book for the Artizau, &c. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 6 00
" Monel Culeulator. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 50
Campin's Mechanical Engineering. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00 �f E ;:I�'�I��;1��nLse���n�������s�!?tt fl�s�!:a�?�ole��nr�:e�
Martin's Scrmv Cutting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 ments
boarders. Specialities : Modern lan�llages and exact scien{',ea.
Watson's Practice of American Ma('hinist . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 A newfor
course commences on tbe that Monday of Sel,tember. Refer
Warn's Sheet· metal Worker and Boiler Maker . . . . . . 3 00 ences
cXf'hElnJ:;"cd. A. G. METHFESSEL, P. O Box 51, Stap leton.
COTTON AND WOO LEN MANUFACTURE,
DYEING, WEAVING, ETC.

LATHES, for Broom, Hoe, and
Rake Hantl � Ij'.'b�t'. ��
A LLCOTT'S
.
Liberty st. New Yor];.

.•

Staten Island.

Baird's American Cotton Spinner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1 50 Watch Free, to agentR,to introduce an article that sells
Dyer and Color Makers' Companion. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 1 25 in every house. Address S. GILLILAND, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Leroux's Worsteds and Carded yarns . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . 5 00
Love's Dyer and Scourer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
W I L L I AM S O N'S
N apier's Chemistry of Dyeing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 5 00
u'Neil's Dictionary of Ih'eing and Calico Printing. . 6 00
.R OA D STEAMER,
Smith's Dyers' GUIde, with Patterlls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 00
Smith's Dyers' Il1structor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S 00
WITH THOMSON'S PATENT WHEELS.
'Vatson's WeavIng . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
HE only locomotive which will haul heavily
CIVIL
ENG INEERING, RAILWAYS, T loaded trains on ordinary American roads, without
in.wrfi ;'int��ri��kr �a
BRTDG ES, SU RVEYING, ETC.
A �it;¥·Will low at the rate of
i
.
$2 00 two acres
i a
s
per hour. and requires but fwo men to work it.
���j
�
�:�
lp��fefi'J�� i� n�flr';f:d aiid· c"(vif Eng;:
For
further
particulars,
address the Sole Manufacneers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75
D. D. WILLIAMSON,
Duncan's Practical Surveyor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 turer,
P.O.
Box
1809, or 32 Broadway, New York city.
Easton on Street Rail ways. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Griswold's Railroad Engineer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75
Jervis' Rai1road Properiy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 00
Shunk on Hail way Curves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
1 25
a
e
e
n
i�7��g:,� je� {,t���e��� �a�I��� ��:,' 'for" eartli
work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 00 P OWER H AMMER of SHAW & J USTICE
is the best and cheapest for all Ught forging,
CHE �ISTRY, CHEM ICAL ARTS, DISTIL ishing, and cold hammering. Pri�es from ,125 to plan$-150.
Send for circulars. PH�LIP S JUSTICE, 14 North 5tll
LING, ELECTRICITY, GAS AND GAS
Street,
Pbiladelphia,
and
42
Clifi·
Street,
New
York.
WORKS, MINERALOGY, ASSAY
•

ING, ELECTRO - METALLURGY, TANNING AND CURR YING.

Byr s
$
H(" �r:tilr�r: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :': : : : : : : i �8
Booth's Encyclopedia of Chemistry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Bowditeh's Coal Gas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 50
Colborn'S Gaii Works of London . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Duplais's Alcoholic Liquors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
e t
B���"���?s l�;��l�g�c�r.:�·Yci�l,' &c. . : . : : : : : : : : : : : ::::: 1A 53
Manufacture of Soap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 10 00
Perfumer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ()()
Matches, Gun Cotton, &c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
Manufacture of Vinegar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
Harris' Gas Superintendent's Companion. . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Hunt's Photog aphy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Johnson's Anl-llysis of Soils, Limestones, etc. . . . . . . . . 38
Kobell & Erni's Mineralogy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50
n
�i�'b e�·'���������Giii·de: : ·. : : . . . ::: . :: :::: :::: ::::: ::: i ��
Napier's
Electro-metallnrgy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00
Nassn's Tables of Reactions for Qualitative Analy·
sis. Illustrated bv colors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63
Perkins' Gas and Ventilation . . . . . . . . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
Pradal & Du�sauce's Perfumery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 50
Regnault's Chemistry (2 vols. ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Thomas' Photography. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Will's Tables for Qv.alltative Analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25
W Ohler's Mineral Analysis. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00
� The above, or any of my Books, sent by mail, tree
of postage, at the publication price. My new and en '
larged Catalogue of PRAC1'ICAL AYD SC1E�TIFIO BOOKS,
e
e
a s
�:in E� S�Iit,· f;��'\� f �3o�����:uf� ��i��:����illi"���lr
me with his address.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD,
INDUSTRIAL PUBLISHKR,
406 Walnnt st., Phil a.lelphia. Pa.

1 832.
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WOODW ORTH PL A NERS
And Be-Sawing Machines, Wood and Iron Workinj! Ma
cbinery, Engines, Boilers, etc. JOHN B. SCHE1> CK'S
SONS, Matteawan, N. Y and 118 Liberty st New York.
••

.•

PatBnt Ri[hts Sold on Commission.

LL KINDS NEW AND SECOND HAND

•

-For Description, Price
etc. , of the Best Centrjiu�
PPump
UMP
S Lists
ever invented,
with Overwhelming T '''3-1;imony
•

.
sa.}

f
i v
wl r
t
kte !::: Hltl�:8. sfs3b &!. b'3� �:����s�n[;. � �. ) o
----- --& J .W.FETJCHTWAN GER, 55 Cedar st.

L, ·SNI16a��r�1 �ga�ni:�sd I:Jt���i,Y§o'��l�&f��:��u�i
ing.
forms. Steel and Glass Makers', Potters' and Enamelers'
Matrrials, Pure Metallic Oxides and Metals, HydrofluorIC
�Ci�tte!a�ar��:lesp��l\;l?::� �'}ali!leair�� r��r�psg�gf�
Glass," Gems," and " Fermented Liquors. "
••

LathB Do[s & Clamps,
Of both Iron and Steel.

LeCount's Patent

\�!'u1��Il!<f aW.tNDREL,
Send for latest Circular.
C. W. LeCOUNT,
South Norwalk, Conn.

j
'

I

_

IU
M A('fIJ H INE RY
INCINNATI

WOOD.
Circulars free

ND HOISTING ENGINES .

A good ar

ticle at low prices. Every machine warranted
A for
Send
descriptive Price List.
H. B. BIGELOW & CO.,
New Haven. Conn.

URDON IRON WORKS .-Manufacturers

E"gines lor Water Works High & Low
B of Pumping
Pressure
EnSi:nes, Portable Engines
and Boilers, of all
kinds, Sngar MillS, Screw, Lever
Drop, & Hydrauhc
PressesA Machinery In general. m'mBATW
&; WIHTl'A.
K.t�R. lu Front st.;. Bt'00klYl'h

. --.

Send for Circular. CHAS. PLACl!
& CO. , GO Vesey st. , New York.

BRASS

WORKS . ...:;.. Eng-i.

and Steam Fitters' Brass'· Work, Best QuaITty
C)veryneers
at
Low Prices.
F. LUNKENHEIMER, Prop'r.
UERK'S

I

WATCHMAN'S

TIME · DE-

B-> TECTOR. -Importaut for all large Corporations
and Manufacturing concerns-capable of controlling
with the utmost accuracy the motion of a watchman or
E���?IS��'da:o�h: �l\.��I �i.aches dlJfeJ.e�. ��t'W.k of bl'
P. O. Box 1,057 Boston Mass.
N. B. -This detector IS covered by two U. S. Patents.
Parties using or seiling these iustruments without autho· P. BLA ISDELL & Co .,
rlty from me will be dealt with according to law.
ANUFACTURERS OF FIRST CLASS
TOOLS. Send for Circulars.
M nIACHINISTS'Jackson
ICHARDSON, MERIAM & CO.,
st , Worcester, Mass.
ot the latest improved Patent Dan
R� andManufacturers
iels'
Woodworth Planing Machines, Matchlng, Sash.
AND
SAW
MILL.-Do
WorK of 3 men
i
s
n
���I���� dirJ;ta� ���s��� \dic�ri���%'a���rl�' �:� H Rip a·inch lumber with eS. B e. Thonsands in use
Agents wanted eVerYWbere
o
s a w
S,
:i2 CortTI:�dt�i. �il�tork.
t�i��� �g�l1� ��'d �o �� 1{jr��· fat�e�,R�E�t��r��E
other kinds of Wood.workln� Rf"achlnery. Catalol!1le,
i
ts
r
a
i
���tf:, �a�:. ����gu:f.�:hCti���tY Sr. N�:�g;k: �l . Niagara Stearn Pump.
�"

CHAS. B. HARDICK,

23 Adams st Brooklyn, N . Y.
(STEAnl REFINED.)
It Oils, Blacks, Palishes, and Soaps at the
same time. For sale by Harness Makers, Washington Iron Works,
S
G
of Steam Engines and
M����!a�rl�r�Jl�f!�� F�wiI'1!1f�¥ & CO. M ANUFACTURERS
Boilers, Saw Mills, Flouring Mills Sugar Cane
Lexington, Mass.
Mills, White's Patent Double Turbine Water Wheel,
Gray's Patent Cotton and Hay Press, Baker's Anti-Fric
tion Liniug Metals, and American White Brass. Iron and
Brass Castings. and gener�l i\]achinery. Send for Circu
lar to OfHt:e. 00 Vesey st. , New York.

Whitney's Neats Foot Harness Soap,

::-:;

For sale-Licenses to Plate, and necessary Apparatus.

We

make only

one style, a.nd ba.ve

Pianos, which are all made from thoroughly seasoned and kiln.
but one priee

our

dried materials, aud haye seven octaves-rosewood case
carved leg-s and lyre-largo square IITRnd overstrung scale
front round corners-serpentine bottom-Iron plate-French
action-and are all
years. We havo no agents,
and allow no commIssions o r discounts to
�:me.
plainR how we can
a good Piano for $290,

warranted five
any
This cx
sell
which Is about the
price Plano dealers pay to manufacturers.for i nstruments similar to
a d
t
e
e
:�l��s, t� :Jd l�;:r �::t��l�:d �p�a��: ��fi�f���il �{e:.xc1h i:ili;
public can prove by investigation to be strictly true. Piano dealer!!,
teachers, �·rotessors, and everybody else, are exclu1;}ed from any and
every possibility ofa single cent of commission on otlr Pianos. If
you WIsh Piano sent fO'r trial, you must make the matter of refer_
ence and paymentunqnestionable ; and if the instrument i�in any
r
s
n
;�J:;l �!�d'i�\��k r�a::a���: ��J�f kt��da;s i�:l� ��;tr:Jc�f
pa.ying tor it. If you order !\ Piano sent, we have one requed to
make j and tht is, that the trial shall he made by parties who are
not interested in other Pianos. Please send for our Cir('ular� co,,_
taining full particulars and referen(,es to bankers, merchants, and
fllmilie!, in thirty·five States and Territories, whQ are using our
'
.Pianos. Address or apl!.!y to the
a.

Fi gur e s

�ill

! ) Ilo,v Large Fo rtu

n

not lie !

e s ore IDndc ' �"'"
J1ij- FACTS FOR T U E PEOPL E.

\t)Il.

J1ij-

.

SEE t h e pri ces at w h i c h fo u r of the · ea d
i n q S e w i n g Mach i n es are sold in th e UNIT�ll
STATES, and EN GLAND.
Price in England. In I he r u .
845.00
Wheel" .. & Wilson
'S�.OO
6:;.00
32.1S0
New Sl nlre..
fllS.OO
3�.00
E l l a" Howe
·

Wilson Shuttla

s

40.00

. •

easily made with Stencil
K�y-Check Dies. Secure Cireular and
$2 ;)'" 0 AandMONTH

ofth.

:���� �j:V:��
�a���!��o��p����O��!llo�;!c��������;:
i

in�1r:.�d�t!';,:��I:;8c%r��I�!�:t!!����ryh�i���p�!fe�e:a���
facturing said machines.
FRED. SMITH,
Clerk otthe Cou t of Common Pleas of Cuyahoga Co., O.

r

The WILf::ON SEWING MAOHINES are for Sale in
most every County i n the United Slates, an d,..-.

S
HINGLE AND BARREL MACHINERY.k Improved Law's Patent Shingle and Heading Ma·

RUSS

PATENT

chine, simplest and best in use. Also, Shill lle Heading
oi
a
t
ies
,
�'��n�r�:�t�. �ddr�; thl{lgt{ � b o.�t��kfo�:a;�y.

OF MINES, COLUMBIA COLMONITO R MOLDING MACHI NE , S CHOOL
LEGE. - Practical and theoretical instruction in
R.

MADE

BY

BALL & CO., Worcester, Mass.

STEEL CAST IN GS

PATTERN ; tensile strength equal to
T owrought
iron ; will rivet over, bend, or case harden.

Heavy w l�k�";M�'5tyn��SP ��Il2I
6IiEjr tt����1fork .
bil

k.

i
n
t
� i"nt�r� �y �l�!�fin��'f�:&'irc�l a�d ���tiWrcal<te���Vs:
try, PhyslC s, Mechanics, Mathematics, Drawing, French,
r �n
i
o
?o� rb de��e'e: �? �Prii�a: :ldPct�rt C��g�;:�/,aB��g!f��
and Doctor of Philosophy. Special students received
without examination. Pecnniary aid for those who re
quire it.. Reonens MONDAY , Oct. 2. ExamInations for
admission to the regular courses, on FRIDAY and SAT
URDAY, Sept. 29 and 30. For further information and
for catalogues, apply to C. F. CHANDLER, Dean of the
Faculty, East 49th street, New York.

YONKERS MILITARY INSTITUTE.
For making boys intelligent, healthy, Christian MEN.
Re.��'j.\'Jl� m
i:& �rsl5w.· Box 465, Yonkers. New York.
HAPIN'S Transparent Waterproof Varnish
) makes Paper and Cloth. waterproof, gives a hand
C
some finish to wood, prevents rust on ponshed steel or
LEC'fRO-MAG NETS-Galvanic Batteries
iron surfaces, or tarnishing of polished brass. It will not E of all kinds-Telegraph
Wire, and
dim the luster of tbe metaTto which it Is applied. Is used every device in the Electrical Instruments,
line, manufactured by
by many of our Inl'g'ost Ma.chine
and
Engine
Builders.
C.
WILLIAMS,
Jr.,
109 Court Street.
Addref<R
0 .. V. CHAPIN &; C O . ,
UOfltO ll , MaRl=!;
Col H m < vtlle, Conn
(F.RTAllT,TBlfllH) TN lR!Wh )

© 1871 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

Union Iron Mills Pittsburgh, Pa. The
T HE
attention of Engineers and Architect.s is called to

our improved Wrought-iron Beams and Gh·ders (patent
ed), in whicb the compound welds between the stem and
ne
!� !e �'f�l���f����ri�����'� �gti�!I���6rJ�J��ci ;�eep���
pared to furnish all sizes at terms as favorable as can be
r.
i
c
C��� �:i�, �rg��� : co�,un1�� I:.��YiU1�P1[���;'g�rp�s

41S.00

The above Prices are for e xactly t h e same
classes of m a c h i n e as sold i n botli Countries.
There i s scarcely any difference i n t h e cost 01
materia I and laDor i n a n y of the above named
machines •
_ AFFIDAVIT.-W. G. Wilson. President
n
m

No. 707 B R OA DWAY, N E W YO R K..

n v
a
er o
�!������� ;or �r��ii t�tll�: B�� �go�?c:-;r��f���
Furniture, %ash, Blind, and ¥;oor�actories
Portable &. Stationary Implements,
e t�ic'ii(h�e't'iI£ II\ustrated Catalolu'j,.a'lI<!fl§�'k� t.
�
.
L.

Steam Engines

,

NEW a n d 2d-H A N D

Nos. 120 & 122 WOOSTER ST., New York . Samples. FREE. S. M. SPENCER. Brattleboro, Vt.

I

OOT LATHES, best in the country.

F MAN & PIKE, Lake Village, N. H.

��4 �I§I�NJ � l §

IIIuRtr
o a i �f small
c 1 sent free to any address.
GOODNOW
Absolntely reliable at all times. All sizes Tools and Mat�rials
UsaleGauge.
for
by PHILIP S. JUSTICE, 42 Cliff St., N. Y. ; 14 & W I GHTMAN, 23 Cornblll.Boston. Mass.
North ,tb, Philadelphia.

THE BEARDSLEE NICKEL AND MF'G CO.,

I

'

r D. ANDREWS & BRO. ,
WM.
414 Water street, New York.

RUN NO RISK.

Nickel Plating.

at heavy discounts for cash. and
A MACHINERY
warranted.
Send for Illustratt:d Circular. E. E. ROB ",UNITED STATES piANO CO., 865 Broadway, N. Y.
ERTS & CO. , Cvnsulting Engineers, 15 'Vall Street, New
York. Agents for
SMITH'S I M PR OVED
Knowles' Patent Steam Pumps,
l'cteler Portable Railroad,
WOOD
·WO RKING MACHINES.
Rog�rs' Sypbon Steam Gauge, &c.
Addresss CHA'S H. SMITH. 1 35 North 3d St. , Pbila.
LeCOUN T ' S PATENT

NI�.r.!'
��3: �'i-':!er.u:r:ai�J::i�.,';;�!��':":�
out inLurs'
t��l'}�r
� i �':!r��� urable, and Economical.

SE Shaw & Justice's Mercurial Steam

A DEAD STROKE

SCHENCK'S PA'liENT.

THE CELEBRATED

ANDERSOHN'S

BAIRD'S

Ind ustrial Litfl ratur o

2 53

'J'WENTY-SIXTH

YEAR.

A New VolulUe C OlUlUenced July 1 st .

VERY NUMBER

is printed on fine paper
E and elegantly illustrated
with original engravings

representing

New Inventlon .. ,N ovelties in Mecha n i cs ,
Man uCacture s . Chen1istry, Photog
raphy, Architect ure. Agriculture,
Engineering, Science,
and Art .

Farmers, Mechanics, Inventors, Engineers, Chern ists
Manufacturers, and People of all Professions or Trades
will find the
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

great value and interest.
The Editors are aSSisted by many of tbe ablest
American and European Writers, and having access to
all tbe leading Scientific and Mechanical Journals of tbe
world, the columns of the SCIENTIFIC AMERIOAN are Con
stantly enriched with the choicest Information.
An Otllcial List of all the Patonts Issued is published
Weekly.
The Yearly Numbers of tile SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ma.ke
two splendid Volumes of nearly ONE THOUSAND PAGE&
equivalent in size to FOUR THOUSAND ordinary book
pages.
SPECIMEN COPIES SENT FREE.
TElIlIs--$3 ·00 a year, $1 ·50 half year ; tlubs of Ten
Copies for one year, at $2 ·50 each, $25 ·00,
Witb a SPLENDID PREMIUM to the person who forms
tbe Clnb, consisting of a copy of tbe celebrated Stee
Plate EngravIng, " Men of Progress. "
Address
01

MUNN & CO.,

PUBLISHERS

OF THE SCIENTIFIO AlIERICAN

3T Park. Rou·, New York.

Jcitutifi,

254

[OCTOBER

1 4, 1 87 1 .

pr T. V. Carpenter, Advertising Agent. Addre,.
hereafter, Box 773, New York city.
A Boller that is safe from
DISA!o!TROUS EXPLOSION,
Practically Tested
A. S. CAJIERON & C O . ,
F 0 It T E N Y E A R s .
ENGINEERS,
Works, foot of East 23d
in USB.
street, New York city.
Send for circulars to

H A R R I S ON S A F E T Y B 0 I L E It ,

will be allmltted on tM.page at the rate Qf
ver line for each insertion. Engraving8 may
head advertisements at the 8ame rate per line, by meas
urement. as the letter-pres8.

A dvertisements

$1 00

30,000 H.P.

StBam PUIDDS,

HARRISON BOILER WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA, PA. , or
���,
�
!'"
\9,,���0��39"i�de�t,?1 ���:�',
Boston, Ma.ss.
Weston's Patent Differential

Adapted to Mechanical Pnrposes. New York
Beltinlr and Packinlr Co .. 31 & 38 Park Row.
OR PUMP FOOT AND DELIVERY
FVALVES,
and Packing. Elasticity and intelrrity

r
o c
PH�¥T,;h.!)lil'c a� � ii'tJ'BiJi:� gj'��J�t::
9 & 11 Park Place, New York.
ASPHALTE

PULLEY BL O CK S

VulcanizBd,

" CarbolizBd Rub bBr"

ROOFING

FELT.

75,000 IN USE.

SAFETY

Machinery.
OTIS'
No.
BROAD':II.�E"¥-��.
HOISTING

& CO.

348

R U:jJfPFF 4; L UTZ,
IMPORTERS
and Manufacturers of Aniline
Colors and Dyestuffs,

for Paperhangers
Stainers. Reliable recipes Colors
for Dyeing and Printingand
on
Silk, Wool, and Cotton
All new improvements
in the
art
01
Dyeing
....
and
new
Colors
are
transmitted
to
WELL test e d article of good thickness
us
by
as they appear.
and durability, suitable for steep or fiat roofs ; can our friends in J:14urope, as soon
Aapplied
42 Beaver street, New Yorl<.
be
by an ordInary mechanic or han x laborer.
e O i
O
,
RT
70
IN
·
M
� ��e � L a� �����9 t�ge;::n?t�e:et� N�Y. �·
P A T EN T

$1 0

•

Saw G umming Machine for

EADY MADE SIGNS for every profes

sion at wholesale.
RStreet,
ray
New York.

E. A. HEATH & CO. , 24 Mur·

ANTED, a Cheap Power to drive a Meat

W Chopper. Address P. O. Box

36, Central City, Col.
L U B R I C A T O R S.
F U S celebrated Self-act
ing Oilers. for all sorts of Machinety
D REY
and Shafting, are reliable in all seasons,
saving 75-95 per cent. The Self·acting Ln·
a f
���r ��. �� i�������. :�ricP;y ���N���s�
stationa!'y engines. Sendior a circular to
..... ATHAN & DREYFUS.
108 LIberty St. , N . Y.

'

Q..CfI<l5....1o..

Tnrnlng Tools, ,15 ; SoUd Emery wheels of all sizes ; The
r a
o
f
1�d��::���1&f.p� t J., J�rg�3s�u�:,r�:n��� ����p::

aD
1'13I\OE MAlil{

II, W.

<I0HNS' IMPROVED

Asbestos Roof Coating
•

MACHINERY, T OO L S, etc., FOR SALE.

" AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL
THE
co. ," being about to discontInue business, offer for

it
c i
l
in
���3, :��e:B�i�fl� i��h�:�¥tl�e:lrs ��� l\��fi �r!is�s �i'
various -sizes ; MiYlin'i! Edging, Shaping, and Slotting
l
::;'��;�J.i��il;:: �fow:�i���g����:n���s�6iYi�r:i�� -j
r
in g n
jF;:f::, -J6\��r�?:��. ; al:O� ��si�61111r:re��}�i�lu���a�
the manufacture of the " Standard" SevenMshot Cartridge
v v
:�r�:' ��d?f�r!�X;l��a�: g� ��� <:;nl:!�FarifFfr�I����
Company).
Parties rOPosing to commence or extend the manu
facture 0F Sewing Machines, Fire Arms. or any similar
product, would prOID()te their interests by examIning this
stock of machinery, as the entire property
would be sold
in a single lot on terms advantageous to the
buyer, and
the buildings containing the machinery conld
be hired
and occupied, with use of steam engine, ga� and water
fixtures, and other faCilities, ready for immedIate use ; so
s
e
e
i
!�::ti�� a ���g:; c��1i�� e�{i:�� s���3�1� l���ee
ber of skilled mechanics, who have been collected ��!�
toge
ther by the Company and its predecessors during a busi
ness term of fifteen years in the manufacture of Fire
u
o
€"�IrJi��� Ir� �:n�le lgr�1����fo�:::����ih��'h�a;J���
e
d
�rt� '::h��� ���1���d �6���Kt�g�:;:1t�"N::;¥��k :-nlih:
r
r
e, and espe�?�ri le8����[:�l a �r:c�f�� ::��f:gE;;r��:
HARRISBURG.
Family

Corn ShBIIBr
ComDany

Want an AGENT in
every city and county
in the United States,
to sell their
FAMILY
CORN SHELLER.

f
k
a i
�;i������ ��T
!If Jr�i�lt;�J:
�:���
Pn want of finished����w��
screws, for Cotton, Cider�g
torI£etter
Presses, Lathes, or other machinery,
we
thinK
that
we
�i�'i,sr:' ake satiBfactor� B��� � El"i¥Mf L"i�'§�ca.
120 Water St Pittsburgh, Pa.
.•

Swain Turbine.

R 0 P B.

S TEEL . CHARCOAL and B. B., of the very

best quality, suitable for Ships Rigging, Suspension
Bridges, GUys Derricks, Inclined PlaneFl, Hoisting pur�
poses, &c. A targe Sto �Mi':3s��tU-l� \r� ��.
's,
o
43 Broadway, New York.
CENSUS

F O R

1 8 7 0.

A new edition of the Patent Laws, with official rnles for
proceeding before the Patent OtHce,etc.,tncluding Census
of 1870, complete. It shows the population by counties
of aU the States and territories, and popnlation of cities
of over 10,ooe inhabitants. Important to every patentee
who has rights to sell. It enables him to calculate the
value of territory, by the population.
Price, honnd, 25 cents. Mailed on receipt of price.
Address,
MUNN & C O
Office 0 1 SOIRNTIFIC AMERICAN,
New York city.
••

Guaranteed the Safest and

PatenteQs and Manufacturers of

occurred from it.
Oil HOllse of
CHAS. PRATT, N. Y.
Established 1 110.

T ODD
& RAFFERTY, ManuYtcturers of
Steam Engines, Boilers, Flax, Hemp, Tow Bagging

Rope and Oakum Machinery. Steam Pumps and Govern
ors always on hand. Also Agents for the New Haven Man
ufacturing Co.'s Ma�hinists' Tools. � We invite espe�
cial attention to our new, rnnrovesh P01 tf'l-r.lp. Steam Ell
"dnes. WarerooIDs, 10 B2rclay st. ; w orks, Paterson, N I.
.•

L. W. Pond---New To o ls.

W. READ & CO.,
G EO.MANUFACTURERS
AND IMPORTERS,

VENEERS,

EXTRA HEAVY AND IMPROVED PATTERNS.

ATHES, PLANERS, DRILLS, of all'sizes ;

in
d
e
L
Mllll;;. ����ife�:�fa�!�����t ���t:� ; fi'a�� p��g��; F A.NCY WOODS & BOARDS,
and Shears for Iron.
in store t.he finest assortment ever seen, particularly
Oft ce and Warerooms, 98 Liberty st. ,NewYorli: ; Works Have
FRENCH VE"EERS, HUNGARIAN ASH, ETC. ,
at W orce�ter, Mass.
A. C. STEBBINS, New York Agent.
to
which
they h \ Ite the particular attention of the trade.
W ILL
DO TEN PER CENT MORE WORK
Send for catalogue and price list.
on small streams, In a dry season, than any wheel
For
S
aLE,
one of the best and largest VENEER CUT·
TING MAVHINES in the conntry.
TRY T H E T R I A L TR I P !
�ii:)}g;:fit��sts�ave the beit results, in every respect, at
110 and 1,.2 Centre st., New York.
For Report of tests at Lowell, With Diagrams and Ta ·
Factory. 186 to 200 Lewis st.
T ..A.. :s::. E
oles of Power, address

"Our Low-Wat�r WhB61 from this onli
THE SWAIN TURBINE CO.,
N orth ChehnsCord, M a s••

B
U I L DC I N G.
anyaddresa.

to

HARLE

L. L. SMITH de. 00.,

A SPJlCD!lJlN COpy
of the AMERICAN
BUILDER sent tree

Nickel Platers,

S D. LAKEY. Cm04GO.

6

DANIEL'S PLANER,

Spoke Works.

S POKES, RIMS,

AND

ROCHESTER, N. v.)

THE THIRTEEN NUMBERS of the Quarter from

Oct. 1 , 1 8 7 1 , to Jan. I , 1 872, will be sen t. On Trial.

for Only FIFTY C ENTS !

Try the TRIAL TRIP I

F Fl. C>

OGARDUS' UNIVERSAL ECCENTRIC

for grinding Bones, Ores, Clays, Feed, To
B MILLS,
bacco,
Snutl'. Salts, Roots, Coffee, S ices, Cocoanut, &c. ,
R
er
.�ll� sA�SO!
to�·
p�igt:,����e�nccfn��i�e 8��u��sltlg��.
GARDUS, cor. White and Elm Streets, N. Y.

l.v.I:

PLOW HANDLES.

AmBrican Saw Co., ManufactnrBrs of

. Vertical & Horizontal
C ORN MILLS.

30-inch grinds 30 bu er hour,
and �J,*�iilir�'lf1���'k$l4@.
RI
New Haven, Conn.

LB[Bl'S ImprOVBd TurbinB.

•.
,

,

. .

o

"

. "::;C

-

,

THE RURAL NEW-YORKER will be sent from
Oct. 1 , 1 8 7 1 . to Jan. 1 . 1 873, - FIFTEEN MONTHS
(65 N os ) fGr $3 ; or two copies (to different post
omees. if desired,) the same time, for $5. which

.-

n

is givi g TWENTY - SIX NUMBERS

T O

FREE !

SIX THOUSAND
NtoEARLY
of them in use ; under heads from
feet.

lJi

And Pertorated Circular and Long .Saws. . Also Solid
Saws OI all kinds. No. 1 Ferry st. , cor. Gold street.
New York. Branch Office for Pacific Coast, No. 606
Front street. San Francisco.Cal.

240

I!]r Send for our pamphlet, one hun·
dred and twenty pages.

JAMES LEFFEL &

CO.,

THE FIFTH

Springfield, Ohio. and New Haven, Conn

PORTLAND CEMENT ,

MAKING ARTIFICIAL STONE, imF OR
ported by
JAFFE.

� SEN D :(J'OR

L.

1193 Broadway, N.. Y.

CIRCULAR.

From 4 to 500 horse power,

including Corliss Engines, SUde
E e
�I�'l:��!t�����tr ���� 'lJi�g�:
lar SawMllls, Shafting, Pulleys,
etc. Wheat and Corn MillS, Cir
cular Saws, etc.
Send for Price List.
WOOD & MANN,
Steam Enlrine Company
WORKS-UTICA, N. Y.
Cortlandt st.. New York.

I 00O

$12, post·paill.

E. WOODWARD,
I!I.·Pllhlii�h"�. 191 Broadway, N. Y.

of all books
for
on Architecture, Agrimllture,
Field Sports and the Horse.

IRON I!!TEAMSHIP BUILDER!!!.

NEAFIE & LEVY,

New York,

.

THE GREAT ILLUSTRATED W EEKLY.
(NEW YORK CITY, AND

HOWARD ST.,

Between Elm and Centre.
To GEO. A. DEITZ, Chambersburg,
Pa_ , for Choice Fowls and Pigeons, Sheep,
S E ND BoR's,
Cattle, Farm and Garden Seeds. Agents
wanted for the Journal, How to Make the Farm Pay.

All goods warranted seasoned, and of the best
quality.
JOHN G.
& SON
Southwest cor. of Leonard andDAVIS
Otter sts., Phliadelphla.

The simplest and hest
invention of the kind.
Agents can make PRINOIPAL OFFICI!-42
la§��cfr�:ts'
r Circular,
to EUGENE SNY WOODWAHD'S
NA�IONAL ARC H I T EC T .
DER, Treas. , Lock
Working Drawings,
Box 9, Harrisburg, Pa

WIRB

BROADWA Y.

WI

First Premium (J,warded, bV American .1nStlt'Ute, 1870.
75 feet IonA' and 8 feet wide for �le, at
This is a substantial and reliable Roofing, suitable for MACHINERY1>EP
OT or s. A. WOODS, &t LIberty Street,
s
fS
e t e O a
:n
�{��t��������� biSr���B; � �l�!� cy !n� �ri�� s!� New York.
advertisement and editorial in �CIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
Sept. 23. Full descriptive Pamphlets, Price List, and sam·
UNION
pIes sent free. Address
BARRETT}..ARNOLD & KIMBALL" H W J 0 H N S ,
124 La �alle-st., Chicago.
Sole Manufacturer,
B. S. PARSONS,
Galveston, Texas.
78 William-st. , N.Y .
.

B E S T.

261)

���� Il���af!�fli�!l �6�ri��dio
use it. No accidents have ever

ARTIFIC I A L STONE &
EMERY WHEEL S

and Artificial Stone and EmeryWheel
Machinery and Tools. Send for clrcu�
lar.
29 Kilby Street.
BOSTON. MASS.

.

M ARYIM! CO. ' S

PRATT'S ASTRAL OIL .

Union Stone Co.,

Rolled SCreWB.
A nBW EmBry GrindBr and OOold
NG to the fine finish and peculiar
stiffness of Cold Rolled Iron, it Is eminentlv suited

$10. and a good one too. Emery Wheel Machinery a
speciality. DIamond Tools-Morse Patent Increase
Twist
DrlllsJ..wlth patent grindmg line-Fluted Reamers-Patent
Drill \ChUCKS.
All of the above tools are unsurpassed for elegance of
r
i���I'Cr� �r;:��:h�I���g����� ��g�!��k'et���f�ss

.

T HE
BEST SAW G U M M ER OUT, ONLY
'1� Emery Grinders at $25, $40, and $100 ; Diamond

SA F ES

�1�aJ'��ff. to every po"si·
Send for a Price List.

Moore's Rural New-Yorker,

For over Twenty Years it has been the most Pop
ular Weekly in its Sphere, but its Contents, Style
a'nd Ruluc«d Price, for 1 8 7 2 will render i t still '
more acceptahle. Onl� @2.60 a Yeor ; S2 i n
(;llIbo. Great Premiums to Club Agents. Speci
mens, &c., sent free. Dra/ts, P. O. Money Orders
.nd Registered Letters at our risk. Address
D. D. T. M O O R E , New York C i ty.

I

ENGINE

STATE

FAIR

be held on the Fair Grounds of the

ASSOCiation, in the city ofNew Orleans, commenc
W
ing
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1871, and continuing nine
days. Exhibitors are invited from every section of Amera
s
tr
s, a
i
�� n�!�����e ��r:i�% � ��fo��s , ��ffg:�:; ���lbr:�
ors and their Wares to and from the Fair at one half the
usual rates. For further information see Premium Cata
logue, which will be sent to any address tree of charge.
LUTHER HOMES, Secretary and Treasurer,
New Orleans, La.
ILL

awl ehenpest Journal oJ its Class in the World !

PLANER S,

OF THE

Mechanics and Agricultural State Association of Louisiana

The Great National Ill"Blrttted Weekly, i s the
STANDARD AUTHONITV on A griculture, Horticul.
t u re, E t c . , and a favorite Literary and Family
Paper all over the Continent. It is Ably Edited,
Finely Illustrated, and by far the Largest, BeMt

RON

GRAND

SWISS,

RENCH, AND GERMAN DRAWING
INSTRUMENTS, Steel Tape Measures Spy Glasses,
F
Microscopes, etc. Catalogues sent gratiS. W. McAL
Y.

LATHES,

ISTER, Optician, 728 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Drills, and other Machinists' Tools, of s� erior qual-

o a n
i
U�n
:n� F�c: ua��o� �E.J'lil"t!�1"'liAl'ti'�J?6�T1R:
LN G UO. New Haven, Conn.

Dianlond �Pohlted
STEAM DRILL S ,.
adoption of new and Improved applica
tions to the celebrated Leschot's patent, have made
THe
1l
ap I
d
t

1f6�'k
r8i.fIL'¥,1�G� .fh�� ��� "u;11eaV��c;';,��; Ya:J
economy are acknowledged, bo3i in this country and

WIRE R OPE.

JOHN

A.

ROEBLING'S

MANUFAOTURERS, TRENTON, N.

SONS,

J.

Inclined Planes, Standing Ship Rigging,

F Bridges, Ferries, Stays, or Guys on Derricks &Cranes,
Tlller Ropes, Sash Cords ot Copper and Iron, Lightning
s
a
en
i
n
fn� ������ tSf �rlJseior ���.� !:jtif:������ l°p�� :�;
circular, giVi¥r price anll other information. �end for
n
a
rar������� co�t:�\�tg� h��:����:\r:k����g�us:'
No. 117 Liherty street.
OR

_

Brass & Copper

PENN WORKS,
Europe. The Drllls are· bnilt of varions sizes and pat· SBAMLBSS TUBING
; WITH AND WITHOUT BOILERS, and bore at a
In AR\r:lsE��I��':i18blif,R�N�'M�y I LD - terns
FOR LOCOMOTIVE, MARINE, AND
unlfonn rate, of THREE TO FIVE INCHES PER MlN·
PHlLADELPHIA, PA.
UTE in hard rock. They are adapted to CHANNELLING,
STATIONARY BOILERS.
GADDING, SHAFTlNG TUNNELLING andllf< en cut
t
ll
T
HE STILES AND PARKER PRESS CO., ��-dEall>]I �&::PA�R�f/iRI8:s.
Merchant de. Co.,
¥lsT �011\;�
. having purchased the Patents on Presses and Drops
out, shOWing the character of mines at any depth.
�01 Market Street, Philadelphia.
formerly owned hy N. C. Stiles. "Iso those of Charles taken
either with steam or compressed air. Simple and
Parker, of Meriden, are now the owners
of SBVENTEEN Used
durable
in
construction.
Never
need
sharpening.
ManPatents on those machines, and are the sole manufac uf
THE
" Scientific American " is printed with
turers of both the Stiles and Fowler Presses, and of the �"ii'ie 'l�ii'lICAN DIAMOND DRILL CO
CHAS. ENEU JOHNSON. & CO.'I> INK. Tenth and
Stiles and H.tchkiss Drops. Middletown, Conn.
No. 61 Liberty St., New York. Lombard
sts. Philadelphia.. 'I.Ild 59 Gold st New York .
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